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NOTICE

Availability of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publications

Most documents cited in NRC publications will be availsole from one of the following sources:

1. The NRC Public Document Room,1717 H Street, N.W.;
Washington, DC 20555

2. The Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Post Office Box 37082,
Washington, DC 20013 7082

3. The National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161

Although the listing that follows represents the majority of documents cited in NRC publications,
it is not intended to be exhaustive.

Rrferenced documents available for inspection and copying for a fee from the NRC Public Docu- 1

| ment Room include NRC correspondence and internal NRC memoranda; NRC Office of Inspection |
and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information notices, inspection and investigation notices; |

Licensee Event Reports; vendor reports and correspondence; Commission papers; and applicant and
licensee documents and corresponderce.

The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the GPO Sales
Program: formal NRC staff and contractor reports, NRC-sponsored conference proceedings, and
NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regulations in the Code of
Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission issua.,ces.

Documents available from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG series
reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by the Atomic
Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Documents available from public and special technical libraries include all open literature items,
such as books, journal and periodical articles, and transactions. Federal Register notices, federal and
state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained from these libraries.

Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign reports and translations, and non NRC conference
proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the publication cited.

Single copies of NRC draf t reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written request
to the Division of Information Support Services, Distribution Section, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory process
are maintained at the NRC Library,7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, and are available
there for reference use by the public. Codes and standards are usually copyrighted and may be
purchased from the originating organization or, if they are American National Standards, from the
American National Standards Institute,1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018.
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AB5 TRACT

This document discusses the information that should be provided in the Safety
Analysis Report and establishec a uniform format for presenting the information
necessary to fulfill the licensing requirements for land disposal of radioactive
waste called for in 10 CFR 61.

The uniform format will (1) help ensure that the Safety Analysis Report contains
the information required by 10 CFR 61, (2) aid the applicant and NRC staff in
ensuring that the information is complete, (3) help persons reading the Safety
Analysis Report to locate information, and (4) contribute to shortening the
time needed for the review process.
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INTRODUCTION

A U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) license is required to receive, i

possess, and dispose of low-level radioactive waste. The requirements for a
license are contained in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 61
(10 CFR 61), "Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste."'

10 CFR 61.10 through 10 CFR 61.16 specify in general terms the information to
be supplied in an application for a license to construct and operate a land
disposal facility for the purpose of disposing of low-level radioactive waste.
The application must contain sufficient information and analyses to provide
reasonable assurance that the performance objectives in Subpart C of the
regulation will be met.

1

The application will consist of both a Safety Analysis Report (SAR) and an En- '

vironmental Report (ER). This document provides guidance on the type of infor-
mation that should be included in the SAR, specifically that specified in l

10 CFR 61.11 through 10 CFR 61.16.

The ER accompanying the license application should be prepared in accordance |

with Subpart A of 10 CFR 51. Guidance for the preparation of the ER is con-
tained in Regulatory Guide 4.18, "Standard Format and Content of Environmental

O Reports for Near-Surface Disposal of Radioactive Waste." Information included
in the ER may be referenced in the SAR.,

The purpose of this document, "Standard Format and Content of a License Applica-
tion for a low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility" (hereinafter referred
to as NUREG-1199), is to explain in more detail the information to be provided
in the SAR and to establish a standard format for presenting the information.
Use of the standard format will (1) help ensure that the SAR contains the in-
formation required by 10 CFR 61, (2) aid the applicant and NRC staff in ensuring
that the information is complete, (3) help persons reading the SAR to locate
information, and (4) contribute to shortening the time needed for the review
process.

This version of NUREG-1199 applies to SARs for near-surface low-level radio- |
active waste disposal. Near-surface disposal encompasses the full range of:

technology that can be applied to low-level waste disposal near the earth's
surface, that is, shallow land burial, deeper burial at depths up to 30 m, and
the use of engineered structures, barriers, and other types of structures, some ;

Iof which may protrude partially above the surface.

NUREG-1199 presents a format for SARs that is acceptable to the NRC staff.
However, conformance is not required. The staff will accept SARs with different
formats if they provide an adequate basis for the findings requisite to issuing

i a license. Staff review of SARs with different formats may take longer because
j the staff is familiar with, and its review procedures are based on, NUREG-1199.
i

,

NUREG-1199 xi Rev. 1 - January 1988
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FILING 0F THE APPLICATION

The applicant initially will file one original and two copies of the SAR and ER
so the staff can determine if they are acceptable for docketing. The documents
will be treated initially as tendered documents until the determination is made.
A copy of the tendered documents will be available in the NRC Public Document
Room, 1717 H Street N.W., Washington, DC. The applicant will be notified of
the results of the determination. Requirements for the filing and distribution
of the application are given in 10 CFR 61.20 and the Commission's procedures
for handling the application are given in 10 CFR 2.101, 2.102, and 2.103.

PROPRIETARY INFORMATION

Proprietary information must be submitted separately. It should be clearly
identified and should be accompanied by the applicant's detailed reasons and
justifications for requesting that the information be withheld from public
disclosure, as specified by 10 CFR 2.790.

STYLE AND COMPOSITION

General Format

The applicant should present the information in the SAR as clearly as possible.
Technical bases should support the applicant's claims of the adequacy of the
designs or design methods.

The applicant should follow the numbering system and headings of NUREG-1199.

Appendices shouid be used to provide supplementary information not specifically
identified in NUREG-1199.

3

Abbreviations

Abbreviations should be consistent throughout the SAR and consistent with gen-
erally accepted use. Any abbreviations, symbols, or special terms should be
defined where they first appear.

Numerical Values

Where appropriate, estimated limits of errors or uncertainty should be given.
>

Graphics

Graphic presentations--such as drawings, maps, diagrams, sketches, and tables--
should be used when they present information more adequately or conveniently
than would just a text description. The applicant should ensure that graphic
material is legible and that the physical scales are sufficiently large so that
the details and notations can be read. Symbols should be clearly defined. A
figure or table should be placed within the section of the SAR in which the
primary discussion of its contents appears.

O
NUREG-1199 xii Rev. 1 - January 1988
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'
'Physical Specifications.

All material submitted as part of the SAR should conform to the following phy-
sical standards:

(1) Paper Size

The size of text pages should be 8 x 11 inches; a larger size, where required
for legibility, is acceptable if the bound size does not exceed 11 inches, and
the finished copy, when folded, does not exceed &\ x 11 inches.

(2) Ink
The color of the ink must be sufficiently dense to record on microfilm or image-
copying equipment. ;

(3) Printing and Binding

The text pages should be single spaced and printed on two sides. The pages
should be punched for a standard three-hole looseleaf binder.

(4) Revisions |
|

Updated or revised data and text should be provided on pages that will replace i

the original pages. "Pen-and-ink" or "cut-and paste" changes should not be

O used. The changed or revised portion on each page should be indicated by a
change line, which is a vertical line in the outside margin, next to each line
actually changed. The date of change and change number should appear at the |

bottom outside margin of each page that has been changed. Each chancje submittal
should include a listing of all pages changed in that submittal.

!

|
|

I
(

.
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1 GENERAL INFORMATION

1.1 Introduction

The applicant should provide general information that should include the appli- |
cant's identity, qualifications, and organizational structure; an overview of
the purpose and scope of the proposed project; and general information on the
applicant's financial and technical qualifications. The applicant also should
indicate its level of understanding of the nature and complexity of low-level j
radioactive waste disposal, as required by 10 CFR 61.23. ;

'

l

1.2 General Facility Description
|

The applicant should present an overall introduction to the SAR and a general '

description of the facility and its location. This section should enable the ,

reader to obtain a basic overall understanding of the proposed disposal opera- '

tion and facility without having to refer to other sections. The information
in the other sections can then be reviewed from a better perspective.

Facility Description

.

The applicant should describe the facilities, land, buildings, and equipment to .

be used in the operation of the facility. Where appropriate, scaled engineering'

drawings should be used. The description should also include the purpose of
; each feature and the interrelationships of the features. The applicant also

should generally describe the movement of personnel, material, and equipmentl

during facility operations.

Land Use j

The applicant should provide a land-use survey based on local land-use plans,
aerial photography, topographic maps, or other sources. The survey should in-
clude land-use patterns within approximately 10 km of the site. Trends in land
us in the vicinity should be identified.

Principal Features
,

The applicant should describe the following principal features of the disposal
i facility:
.

(1) Restricted Areas

The applicant should describe and display the areas to be restricted as
,

defined in 10 CFP,20.3(a)(14).

(2) Site Boundary and Buffer Zone

The applicant should describe and display the boundary that encompasses
j the area owned and controlled by the applicant and indicate the existing
j and proposed fenced areas and the location and extent of the buffer zone.
f
;

NUREG-1199 1-1
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(3) Groundwater Users

The applicant should identify groundwater users within a 10-km radius of
the disposal si',e and give the location, source (hydrogeologic unit), rates
of use, and type of use (such as industrial, agricultural, livestock,
domestic, or municipal). Point-of-use water quality should be described.

(4) Utility Supplies and Systems

The applicant should identify and describe the utility supplies and systems
i

and the sources of water to be used at the facility, including the location
and purpose of supply wells and utility lines, if appropriate.

(5) Disposal Units

The applicant should describe the design of the disposal units, including
types of materials, dimensions, shapes, and sections through the disposal
unit that show the characteristics of the disposal unit.

(6) Covers

The applican+ should describe the cover design, including thickness, type
of materials to be used, slopes, and sections through the disposal units
that show the characteristics of the covers.

(7) Surface Water Control Features

The applicant should describe (a) the features of the disposal facility
designed to control the velocity, direction, and overland flow and infil-
tration of surlace water and (b) the disposal site drainage design and how
the design will prevent erosion and inundation of the disposal site as a
result of large floods up to and including the probable maximum flood (PMF).

(8) Intruder Barriers

The applicant should describe the design of the intruder barrier to be
used at the facility, including the types of materials to be used, the
dimensions of the barrier, and the method of construction or emplacement
of the intruder barriers.

(9) Markers

The applicant should describe the design of the permanent disposal unit
and facility boundary markers to be placed at the disposal facility, in-
cluding the materials to be used and the dimensions of the unit.

(10) Boundaries and Markers

The applicant should demonstrate that the disposal units are accurately
located and marked in such a way that the boundaries of each unit can be
defined easily and should include considerations of marker durability.

O
NUREG-1199 1-2
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|

(11) Survey Control Program

The applicant should describe the survey used to accurately locate and map
the boundaries of each disposal unit and the survey control program. This
program should include at least three permanent survey marker control !

points referenced to United Stutes Geologic Survey (USGS) or National .

Geologic Survey (NGS) survey control stations. The USGS or NGS control
stations must provide horizontal and vertical controls as verified against
USGS or NGS record files.

(12) Site Utilization Plan

The applicant should describe the types of disposal units and their con-,

figurations, layout facilities, land features, roadways, buildings, and
equipment. The information should include the planned order of the de-
velopment of the disposal units. Where appropriate, engineering drawings
and sectional drawings should be used.

.

(13) Support Facilities

The applicant should describe the facilities necessary to support the
disposal facility operations.

(14) Administration Buildings
,

C The applicant should describe the functional features of the administration ,

'
buildings, including laboratories, record storage areas, dining areas,
showers, and decontamination and change rooms.

,

!

(15) Storage and Waste Handling Area

The applicant should describe the functional features of the storage and
waste handling area, using engineering drawings as appropriate. The fea- |

tures described should include the capabilities for waste reception, off-
loading, storage, handling, repackaging of damaged containers, and
decontamination of transport equipment.

(16) Decontamination Areas

|The applicant should describe, using engineering drawings as necessary,
the facilities to bc used for decontaminating, transporting, and handling
waste, and other equipment. The vehicle inaintenance area, if appropriate,
should be described briefly.'

1

i (17) Physical Security

The applicant should describe the physical security measures, including
barriers to entry and exit points from the disposal site (including con-

,

i trolled access points) and systems for the positive identification of
' individuals entering and leaving the disposal site.

|
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(18) Equipment and Equipment Storage

The applicant should describe (a) the equipment to be used for off-loading,
handling, and transporting waste within the disposal facility; (b) the
equipment to be used for preparing the disposal units; and (c) the facil-
ities to be used for equipment maintenance and storage. Engineering
drawings and photos should be included as necessary.

(19) Excavated Materials Area

The applicant should (a) describe the facilities for surface storage and
protection of excavated materials and discuss wind erosion, water runoff,
and siltation of the facility water control features; (b) describe the use
of the excavated material for backfill and the planned disposal of excess
material; and (c) discuss the potential effect of storing the excavated
material in the immediate vicinity of the facility on the stability of the
facility.

1.3 Schedules

The applicant should provide the proposed schedules for (1) construction,
(2) receipt of waste, (3) the first emplacement of waste at the proposed land
disposal facility, (4) operations, and (5) closure.

The schedules should show that the applicant has considered the time needed for
regulatory reviews and for hearings by regulatory and public interest groups.

1.4 Institutional Information

The applicant should explain the coordination with, or participation by, a State
or States in developing the proposed disposal facility. The relationship of
the proposed site to compacts should be presented. The discussions should meet
the requirements of 10 CFR 61.14 and the demonstrations required by 10 CFR 61.59.

Land Ownership

The applicant should provide or reference information to confirm that radio-
active waste under the proposed license will only be disposed of on land owned
in fee by the Federal or State Government, including certification by the Federal!

or State Government that owns the disposal site property that (1) the Federal
or State Government is prepared to accept transfer of the license when the pro-
visions of 10 CFR 61.30 are met and (2) the Federal or State Government will
assume responsibility for custodial care after site closure and observation and
maintenance following closure.

If the proposed disposal site is land not owned by the Federal or State Govern-
ment, the applicant must submit evidence that arrangements have been made for ,

assumption of ownership in fee by the Federal or State Government. '

Institutional Control |
1

OIThe applicant should describe the institutional program to physically control
access to the disposal site following transfer of the disposal site from the

NUREG-1199 1-4
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|(O) disposal site operator. The institutional control program should include, but |
i V not be limited to, descriptions of plans and programs for carrying out environ- i

mental monitoring, periodic surveillance, and minor custodial care at the dis- !

posal site, as well as procedures and mechanisms for the administration of funds
to cover the costs of these activities.

Institutional Arrangements

The applicant should describe the records to be transferred to the custodiai
agency and the arrangements for the transfer. (Guidance on closure of a near-
surface disposal facility is given in NRC Technical Position Paper, "Low-Level
Waste Burial Ground Site Closure and Stabilization.")

1.5 Material Incorporated by Reference |

Duplication of information shculd be avoided. Similar or identical information
may be requested in various sections of NUREG-1199 because it is relevant to
more than one portion of the facility or the staff's evaluation. The informa-
tion should be presented in the principal section of the SAR and appropriately
referenced in the other applicable sections, j

Reports or other documents that are referenced in the text should be listed at
the end of the section in which they are referenced. Where proprietary docu- |
ments are referenced, a nonproprietary summary of the document should also be ;

referenced. Where appropriate, referenced information may be included as an
appendix to the SAR.

1. 6 Conformance to Regulatory Guides I
l

The applicant should note the area and degree of conformance and/or nonconfor- )
mance to applicable NRC regulatory guides. The reasons for the nonconformance

,

should be given. Included in the explanation should be the alternatives that |
have been incorporated that support the acceptability of the application. |

l

1.7 Summary of Principal Review Matters i

The applicant should include a summary of principal review matters, which should
contain documented evidence of efforts to identify major licensing issues during
the preparation of the SAR and objective assessments of licensing issues.

The applicant also should document interactions with government bodies, techni-
cal experts, public interest groups, environmental groups, and affected tribes
and provide summaries of their positions on review matters as identified during
the development of the SAR.

The applicant also should identify specific areas in the SAR where the principal
review matters have been dealt with and resolved.

b\
V
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2 SITE CHARACTERISTICS _
,

The applicant should provide information on the natural and demographic charac j

teristics of the site and vicinity. The information should include descrip-
tions of the geologic, geotechnical, hydrologic, meteorologic, climatologic,
and biqtic features of the disposal site and vicinity; present and projected '

population distribution and land use; and site activities and controls._ The. ,

applicant should explain how these site characteristics have influenced facil-
ity design and operating criteria and should show the adequacy of the site
characteristics with respect to the long-term performance of the waste disposa
system.

2.1 Geography, Demography, and Future Developments

2.1.1 Site Location and Description

Location of Facility

The applicant should describe the disposal site location by specifying the lat
itude and longitude as well as the universal transverse mercator (UTM) coordi-
nates. The applicant should indicate what land is owned, as well as potential
expansion areas and the legal status of the expansion areas. The State and
county in which the disposal site is located should be identified, along with

inearby towns and cities, and the location of the disposal site relative to
prominent features such as rivers and lakes. To facilitate presentation of
this information, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7h- or 15-minute topographic
maps should be provided. Contiguous maps should be provided that show the up-
stream and downstream drainage areas and an approximate 10-km radius around th
disposal site. A map also should be provided that shows the detailed topogra-
phy of the disposal site. The detailed map should use a contour interval such
as 2 feet or 1 meter and should include plot plans, the locations of charac-
terization borings and monitoring wells, and the positions and types of geo-
logic characterization activities.

Nearby Facilities

The applicant should identify the significant facilities or activities near th
site and provide a justification for siting near these features. The applican
should show that these features have not created baseline environmental condi-
tions that would make the monitoring program being proposed ineffective. (The
guidance on meeting these requirements is contained in the NUREG-0902.

2.1.2 Population Distribution

Population data should be based on the most recent U.S. census data and State
and local population projections available. Raidential population should be
shown on a map that identifies places of significant population grouping, such
as cities and towns within a 10-km radius. Concentric circles should be drawn
(with the site at the center point) at distances of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 km. Th
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circles should be divided into 22-1/2-degree sectors, and each sector should be
centered on one of the 16 compass points (with reference to true north, e.g.,
north-northeast, northeast). A table appropriately keyed to the map should
provide the current residential and transient populations within each area of
the map formed by the concentric circles and radial lines. The same table or
separate tables should provide the projected resident and transient populations
within each area for (1) the expected first year of facility operation and
(2) for census years through the operational lifetime of the facility. The
table should provide population totals for each sector and annular ring and a
total for the population within 10 km of the site. The basis for population
projections should be described. The distance to the nearest residence should
be noted, and the basis for population projections should be described. The
populations of any towns within 50 km of the site that exceed 10,000 persons
should also be given.

The applicant should describe the effect (if any) on the disposal facility of |

the current and projected population and land use (see Section 2.1.1). The
applicant should present the analyses used to determine these effects and pro-
vide the information that demonstrates how the facility would not be inhibited
from meeting the performance objectives.

|

2.2 Meteorology and Climatology

The applicant should provide a general description of regional climatological
conditions and a site-specific description of meteorology and microclimate. |
The applicant should provide a general description, including regional averages i

and extremes, of the following parameters: air masses, high- and low pressure '

systems, f rontal movement, airflow patterns, temperature, humidity, and various
forms of precipitation. To the extent feasible, the applicant should correlate
the relationship between regional atmospheric conditions and local meteorologi-
cal conditions. The applicant should also provide the seasonal and annual fre-
quencies of regional severe weather phenomena such as tornadoes, convective
storms, hail, and waterspouts.

In the discussion of local meteorological parameters, the applicant should in-
clude those used as a design basis and those used for performance assessment,
including

(1) maximum snow, ice, and wind loads to which structures may be subjected

(2) weather- and climate related radionuclide transmission parameters includ-
ing average and extreme wind vectors and average and extreme duration and
intensity of precipitation events

(3) routine, chronic weather-related site deterioration parameters

(4) extreme site deterioration parameters such as tornadoes, waterspouts, thun-
derstorms, and extreme forms of air pollution

The applicant should also provide a general characterization of the local mete-
orology considering airflow vectors, temperature, precipitation, water vapor,
atmospheric stability, evapotranspiration potential, and general air quality.
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Description and characterization of local meteorology should be based on at
least 12 continuous months of site-specific data.

2.3 Geology and Seismology

2.3.1 Geologic Site Characterization

The applicant should provide information on the geologic characteristics of the
site and the region around the site. 10 CFR 61, Subpart D, "Technical Require-
ments for Land Disposal Facilities," provides the principal requirements to be
considered by the staff in its geologic evaluation of proposed low-level waste
disposal facilities. The information should include the geologic illustra-
tions, data, and analyses that demonstrate that the geologic and tectonic pro-
cesses affecting the site do not inhibit its ability to isolate radioactive
waste. These processes would include the effects of fault displacement, up-
lift, collapse, subsidence, tilting, and volcanic and seismic activity. The
basic geologic information required to provide a basis for evaluation is dis-
cussed below.

A literature search should be made by the applicant for geologic studies of the
site by government agencies, academic institutions, or commercial conipanies;
and any published reports, maps, or other geologic information on the site
should be referenced. Such information as geologic or geophysical surveys,
borings, excavations, or remote-sensing studies should be documented. The ap-

.
plicant's investigators should be identified, the investigatory techniques de-

O\ scribed, and any field or laboratory data included in the documentation. The
effects on the site of man's activities in the area, such as subsurface addi-
tion or withdrawal of fluids or mineral extractions, should be evaluated, in-
cluding maps showing the location and depths of these activities.

Regional Geology

The applicant should describe and discuss the tectonic history of the region,
4

regional geomorphology, physiography, stratigraphy, and geochronology. All l

tectonic structures should be identified, in particular folds and faults in the
region around the site, and their geologic and structural history should be
discussed. The relationship between seismicity and tectonic structures and the
earthquake generating potential of any active structures should be determined.
A regional tectonic map showing the site location and its proximity to tectonic
structures should be provided. Appropriate references of supporting documents
should be provided with regional physiographic and topographic maps, geologic
and structure maps, fault maps, stratigraphic sections, boring logs, and aerial
photographs.

The applicant should discuss the relationship between the regional and site
physiography. The structural geology of the region should be described, and
its relationship to the site geologic structure should be discussed. Any I
faults, folds, open jointing, fractures, and shear zones in the region must be
identified, and their significance to the facility should be discussed. Also, )
the applicant should investigate the possible existence of crustal tilting, |q subsidence, karst terrain, landsliding, and erosion. I

When a low-level waste disposal site is to be located within a region of active
plate tectonics characterized by volcanism, the applicant should collect all
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available data resulting from geophysical and geodetic monitoring in the re-
gion. The sequence and ages of the volcanic flows should be described, and the i

'

potential for renewed volcanic activity and the effect on the site should be
determined.

Site Geology

The applicant should identify any existing or potential site conditions that
could compromise the ability of the site to fulfill the performance objectives
of 10 CFR 61. The applicant should describe the surface and subsurface geologic
characteristics of the disposal site and its vicinity. The description c,hould
include local stratigraphic units and their accepted names, ages, genetic rela-
tionships, and lithologies. To facilitate the presentation, these descriptions
should be accompanied by appropriately scaled geologic maps. Descriptions of
mineralogy, particle size, organic materials, degree of cementation, zones of
alteration, and depositional environment of unconsolidated strata should be
included.

Stratigraphic columns and cross-sections illustrating the strata receiving the
waste (candidate horizon) and the surrounding units should accompany and be
noted on the geologic map. Isopach maps of near-surf ace stratigraphic units,
the candidate horizon, the bedrock surface, and other units that are part of
the disposal system should also be provided.

The applicant should describe the geomorphology of the disposal site, and should
include USGS topographic maps that emphasize local geomorphic features perti-
nent to the disposal site. The applicant should describe the geomorphic pro-
cesses affecting the present-day topography of the disposal site and vicinity.
Information should include descriptions of processes such as mass wasting, ero-
sion, slemping, landsliding, and weathering where appropriate. The discussion
of relevant geomorphic processes should include their rates, frequencies of
occurrence, and controlling mechanisms or factors.

The applicant should describe the location, attitude, and geometry of all known
or inferred f aults in the disposal site and vicinity. Those faults that can
reasonably be expected to affect waste isolation should receive special empha-
sis. The applicant should discuss the relationship of these faults to the
present-day local stress field. Fault displacements should be identified and
potential recurrence intervals addressed. The applicant should identify any
potential effects on the disposal site as a result of deformation during fault
displacement.

The applicant should discuss the nature and rates of deformation such as fold-
ing within the disposal site and relate these to the local stress regime. Any
joint sets within the disposal site including their densities and orientations
should be described, and their relative ages discussed. Remineralization and

,

mineralization history of the various joint sets should also be discussed.'

Solution cavities and crevices in the bedrock should be described and discussed
|

if applicable.
,

|
The applicant should perform an evaluation, from an engineering geology stand- '

point, of the geologic features that affect the waste disposal facilities, I
trenches, and borrow areas. Profile and cross-sectional illustrations should ;

be provided through these areas, and descriptions of zones of alteration or |
|
.
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weathering, zones of structural weakness, and all potentially unstable strata
or soils should be discussed.

2.3.2 Seismic Investigation

The applicant should provide information on the seismological and geophysical
investigations to be carried out at the site and the region surrounding the
site. The principal regulation used in determining the scope and adequacy of
the submitted information and analysis is 10 CFR 61, "Licer. sing Requirements for
Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste." This and additional guidance (10 CFR 100,
NUREG-0902, and "Standard Review Plan for UMTRCA Title 1 Milling Tail Remedial
Action Plans") will aid the staff in its evaluation of the acceptability of the
site for granting a license.

Information about the following should be provided: seismicity, tectonic char-
acteristics of the site and region, correlation of earthquake activity with
geologic structures and tectonic provinces, maximum earthquake potential, seis-
mic wave transmission characteristics of the site, design earthquake, settle-
ment and liquefaction, and geophysical methods for site characterization.

This section should include, but not necessarily be limited to, the information
mentioned above. The outline mentioned here is mainly intended to provide
guidance to the applicants and licensees regarding the information that is nec-
essary to complete an acceptable Safety Evaluation Report.

Seismicity

The applicant should provide a complete list of all historical earthquakes that
have a magnitude of 3 or more or a modified Mercalli intensity of IV or more
within 200 miles of the site. The listing should include all available infor-
mation about the earthquakes such as epicenter coordinates, depth of focus,
origin time, intensity, and magnitude, augmented by a map showing the locations
of these earthquakes. The references from which the information was obtained
should be indicated.

In addition, any earthquake that induced geologic hazard (e.g., landsliding or
liquefaction) should be identified, and the acceleration that caused the hazard
should be provided. ;

I
Tectonic Characteristics of Site and Region

The applicant should identify all the regional and local geologic structures I

and tectonic activity that may contribute to earthquake generation or affect
| the suitability of the site as a repository. A map of all tectonic provinces

within 200 miles of the site should be provided. The criteria used to delin-
eate the tectonic provinces should be discussed. When capable faults are iden-
tified in the vicinity of the site, a regional scale map showing the location
of the faults, their characteristics, and the earthquakes associated with them
should be presented.

O
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Correlation of Earthquake Activity With Geologic Structures or Tectonic
Provinces

The applicant should provide a correlation between the earthquakes and the
geological structures or tectonic provinces within 200 miles of the site.
Whenever an earthquake can te reasonably correlated with a geologic structure,
the rationale should be presented. When an earthquake cannot be correlated
with a geologic structure, the earthquake should be discussed in relation to
the tectonic province.

Maximum Earthquake Potential

The applicant should identify the largest earthquake associated with each geo-
logic structure (maximum credible earthquake) or tectonic province (maximum
historical earthquake) within 200 miles of the site. Isoseismal maps should be
presented for these earthquakes. On the basis of these largest earthquakes,
ground motion should be estimated using the appropriate attenuation model ap-
plicable to the site, For floating earthquakes in tectonic provinces other
than the site, the ground motion should be estimated on the basis of the dis-
tance of the tectonic province closest to the site. For floating earthquake in
the same tectonic province as the site, appropriate distance should be used to

| estimate the ground motion.

Seismic Wave Transmission Characteristics of the Site

The applicant should provide a detailed description of the material overlying
the bed rock at the site. The description should include velocities, densities,
and elastic modulus of the material.

Design Earthquake

The applicant should determine the acceleration resulting from the largest
earthquake at the free surface and at the depth of concern for the location of
the facility. Where the earthquake is associated with a geologic structure,
the magnitude should be determined using appropriate relationships between
magnitude, type of fault, and fault length and the acceleration should be es-
timated using the appropriate attenuation relationship applicable to the site
(NUREG/CR-3756). Potential for amplifications of vibratory ground motion in
the overburden should be addressed. In some instances site-specific response
spectra may have to be compared with the design of the structures.

Settlement and Liquefaction Potential

The applicant should provide information on areas of actual or potential sur-
face or subsurface settlement or liquefaction affecting the stability of the
cover materials in Sections 5.1.2 and 6.3. The water table elevation and its

j variation should be provided.

Geophysical Methods
i

| The applicant should discuss all the geophysical methods used to support the
'

geological characterization of the site. A map showing all site exploration
work (such as track lines and shot points) and locations of collected data
should be provided.
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2.4 Hydrology
)

V l2.4.1 Surface Water Hydrology

The applicant should provide sufficient data and technical analyses to describe
the surface water hydrology characteristics of the site and to demonstrate that I

the site suitability requirements of 10 CFR 61.50(a) are met. The information
should be sufficiently complete to allow an independent evaluation to be made.

Hydrologic Description
l

Sufficient graphical and quantitative data and information to fully characterize
the site drainage and surrounding watershed fluvial features, including impor-
tant water users, should be provided. Water resource data including maps,
hydrographs, and stream records from other agencies (e.g., U.S. Geological
Survey and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) should be cited and related to the
site conditions.

Disposal Site and Facilities

The disposal site and the elevations of all structures, equipment, and systems
should be described. The applicant should provide topographic maps of the
disposal site that show natural drainages and man-made features (and any pro-
posed changes to them), and should provide cross-sections that show the proposed
location of waste material and trench covers as related to streams, drainage
channels, erosion protection, and other hydraulic features. In accordance with |O well-drained and free of areas of frequent ponding.
10 CFR 61.50(a)(5), the information should indicate that the sit! is generally ;

Description of Surface Hydrology

The applicant should describe the surface water bodier of the disposal site
|and surrounding areas, including the location, size, shape, and other hydrolo-

gic characteristics of all streams, lakes, or coastal areas. A description a

of existing and proposed water control structures and diversions (both upstream |and downstream that may influence the site) should be included. Flow-duration '

data that indicate minimum, maximum, and average historical observations for
surface water bodies in the site areas should be included. The applicant |
should provide aerial photography and maps of the site and adjacent drainage

]areas and should identify features such as drainage areas, surface gradients,
and areas of flooding.

.

1

Surface Water Users i

The applicant should provide an inventory of all existing and planned surface ;

water users, whose intakes could be adversely affected by accidental releases {
of contaminants. The inventory should include the owner, location, type, and
amount of use; source of supply; type of intake; and surface water quality j
data.

Flooding and Flood History !

/ l

Q The applicant should provide data and information used to determine the capa- j
bility of the site to sithstand floods (both water levels and velocities) and ;
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flood waves. The date, level, peak discharge, and related information for
major historical flood events in the site region, including stream floods,
surges, seiches, tsunamis, dam failures, ice jams, floods induced by landslides,
and similar events, should be included. In accordance with 10 CFR 61.50(a)(5),
the information should demonstrate that the site is not located in an area of
frequent flooding.

Using the guidance in Executive Order 11988, the information and analyses used
to delineate the 100 year floodplain should be provided. Topographic and/or
aerial photographs that delineate the 100 year floodplain at the disposai site
should be included. The information should be sufficiently complete to allow
determinations to be made that waste disposal will not take place in a 100-
year floodplain, coastal high-hazard area, or wetland, in accordance with
10 CFR 61.50(a)(5).

The applicant should discuss the flood potential from streams, reservoirs, and
adjacent watersheds. The probable maximum water level at the site (see Regu-
latory Guide 1.59, "Design Basis Floods For Nuclear Power Plants," for guidance)
should be provided.

The applicant should describe any man-made changes to the surface water hy-
drologic system that may influence the potential for flooding at the site.
(Such changes may include construction of reservoirs, urban development, strip
mining, lumbering, etc.). The description of these changes should include the
proximity of the affected area to the site, the surface water bodies affected,
the size of the area affected, and the potential effects at the site.

Upstream Drainage Areas

In accordance with 10 CFR 61.50(a)(6), the applicant should provide information
that demonstrates that upstream drainage areas have been or will be minimized
to decrease the amount of runoff that could erode or inundate disposal units.
The applicant should provide maps and should describe how the minimization of
upstream areas was incorporated into the site selection process.

2.4.2 Groundwater Characterization

The applicant should provide sufficient information to (1) describe the hydro-
geology of the disposal site (10 CFR 61.12(a)), (2) demonstrate that the
disposal site is capable of being characterized, modeled, analyzed, and moni-
tored (10 CFR 61.50(a)(2)), (3) demonstrate whether the disposal site can provide
sufficient depth to the water table so that groundwater intrusion, perennial or
otherwise, into the waste will not occur (10 CFR 61.50(a)(7)), and (4) demon-
strate that the hydrogeologic unit used for disposal will not discharge ground-
water to the surface within the disposal site (10 CFR 61.50(a)(8)). To support
these findings and conclusions, the site must be monitored for at least 1 year
to ascertain the type and magnitude of seasonal fluctuations. Further, the data
and detailed descriptions of the methodology used to collect the data should be
included or referenced.

Saturated Zone

Data on the saturated zone should demonstrate that seasonal fluctuations of the
water table will not result in groundwater interactions with the waste material
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T and that groundwater discharge at' the surface will not occur within the dispo- <

!sal site. The information presented pertaining to the saturated regime should
describe all potentially affected aquifers, including the lateral extent, thick-

_

ness, water-transmitting properties, recharge and discharge zones, groundwater ;
' flow directions and velocities, and other information that can be used to create

an adequate conceptual model of the saturated zone.

Detailed descriptions should be included for all monitor wells, including loca- ;

tion, elevation, screened intervals, depths, construction and completion details, I

!and hydrogeologic units monitored. The description should include domestic,
industrial and/or municipal wells or other monitoring devices, if applicable,
and any construction and completion details for these devices, when available.
Descriptions of all aquifer tests should also be provided, including test data j
and a discussion of the assumptions, analysis, and test procedures used.

Physical parameters such as storage coefficients, transmissivities, hydraulic )
conductivities, porosities, and intrinsic permeabilities should be included.;

The applicant should provide an accurate description, to the extent practicable,"

of groundwater flow directions and velocities (horizontal and vertical) for
each potentially affected aquifer. When applicable, the groundwater hydrology
should be described by making use of hydrogeologic columns, cross-sections, and
water table and/or potentiometric maps.

Unsaturated Zone

Information on and descriptions of the unsaturated zone should be adequate so
that a conceptual model of the unsaturated flow regime on site and in the vicin- |g

ity can be obtained. To support these findings, the applicant should describe |,

j the lateral extent and thickness of permeable and impermeable zones, potential
|
'

conduits of anomalously high flux, and direction and velocity of unsaturated
flow. Information on all monitor stations including location and depth should
be provided. Investigation of physical parameters includes, but is not limited
to, the spatial and stratigraphic distribution of the total and effective por-
osity; water content variations with time; saturated hydraulic conductivity;
characteristic relationships between water content, pressure head, and hydraulic'

conductivity; and hysteretic behavior during wetting and drying cycles, espec-
|

ially during extreme conditions. When appropriate in describing the unsaturated
i zone, the applicant should use cross-sections, columnar sections and maps repre-
d senting spatial variability of physical parameters, lateral extent of affected

strata, and flow paths of water movement.
,

Numerical Analyses

The description of the numerical analyses techniques used to characterize the
unsaturated and saturated zones should include the model type, justification,
documentation, verification, calibration and other associated information. The
description should include the input data, data generation or reduction tech-

,

! niques, and any modifications to these data. To the extent practicable, the I

; applicant should demonstrate that the results of the model adequately represent
j the physical system to determine if compliance with the applicable requirements
1 of 10 CFR 61.12(a) and 61.50(a)(2),(a)(7), and (a)(8) is reasonably ensured.
1
;

,
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2. 5 Geotechnical Characteristics

The applicant should provide information on the geotechnical characteris-
tics of the waste disposal facility site in accordance with 10 CFR 6.12(a),
10 CFR 61.23(f), and 10 CFR 61.50(a). Information should be presented that
thoroughly defines the conditions and engineering properties of both soil and/
or rock at the facility. Information on the geotechnical characteristics of
the disposal site should include (1) the scope and results of geotechnical and
geophysical investigations conducted at the site, (2) the scope and results of
field and laboratory tests conducted to determine the engineering properties of
various materials at the site, (3) the groundwater conditions at the site, (4)
the fill borrow materials proposed for the facility, and (5) interpretation of
the site stratigraphy and selection of the design parameters on the basis of
the data in the SAR. If any of the information relevant to the geotechnical
characteristics of the disposal site is presented elsewhere in the SAR, such
information need not be repeated here but should be appropriately cross
referenced.

Field Investigations

Field investigations should consist of the following:
j

(1) Geological, Geochemical, and Seismolegical investigations

The scope and format for the information to be provided in these areas are
initially identified in Sections 2.3 and 2.6 of this document. However,

,

the following specific information is required under this section:

(a) Definition of the geologic features including discussions, geologic
maps, profiles of the site stratigraphy, structural geology, geologic
history, and engineering geology of the site. The geologic features
to be addressed for the site and its immediate vicinity are (i) areas
of actual or potential surface or subsurface subsidence, solution
cavities, uplift, collapse and/or swell, (ii) zones of alteration or
irregular weathering profiles and zones of structural weakness, (iii)
unrelieved stresses in bedrock and their potential for creep and
rebound effects, (iv) rocks or soils that might be unstable because of
their mineralogir al, physical, or chemical properties, and (v) history
of deposition and erosion including glacial and other preloading in-
fluence on soil deposit

(b) Geochemical conditions at the site that address the long-term effects
of the environment (weather conditions, rain, etc.) on the physical
and engineering properties of the soils and rocks at the disposal
facility.

1 (c) The design-basis seismic event including details on magnitude of the
earthquake, toe elevation or level at which the design-basis earth-
quake is defined at the site, the maximum value of the horizontal
component of the acceleration, the maximum particle velocity, the
duration of the earthquake, and the potential for amplifications of
ground motion as a result of soil conditions at the site.
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(2) Geotechnical and Geophysical Investigations

The scope and results of the geotechnical and geophysical investigations
performed to define the occurrence and prcperties-of the underlying

| materials at both the site and proposed borrow areas should be presented.
'

Regulatory Guide 1.132, "Site Investigations for Foundations of Nuclear
Power Plants," provides general guidance and recommendations for develop- i

ing investigation programs and for conducting subsurface investigations, I

including guidance on the spacing and depth of boring and sampling. This !
should be used as a general guide in developing the field invest'gations {program for a low-level waste disposal facility. The information in the j

. SAR should include the following:
l- 1

(a) a plot plan (s) clearly showing the outline of the facility and the |
locations of all borings, probes, pits, trenches, seismic lines, |
piezometers, and geologic profiles

|
(b) profiles and adequate number of cross-sections of the site showing !

the subsoil and rock layering and illustrating in appropriate detail i

the relationship of the proposed facility to the subsurface materials
i(c) logs of borings, probes, pits, trenches, and geophysical investiga- '

;

i tions in sufficient detail as described in Regulatory Guide 1.132 i
and the results of the seismic refraction and reflection surveys in
detail including tabulation of the dynamic characteristics of the
soil and rock materials which were encountered

!

Field and Laboratory Testino and Engineering Properties '

i

The applicant should provide a detailed and quantitative discussion of the cri-
teria used to determine that the samples were properly taken in accordance with
the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.132 and tested in sufficient number to de-
fine all the soil and rock parameters needed for characterizing the site in
accordance with the general guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.138. For sites
underlain by saturated cohesionless soils and/or sensitive clays, the applicant
should show that all zones that could become unstable because of liquefaction
or strain-softening phenomena have been sampled and tested to evaluate their
liquefaction potential. Methods and procedures currently accepted in the geo-
technical engineering profession for testing and determining the engineering
properties of soils and rocks should be used. Test methods should be appro-
priately referenced, and the preparation uf laboratory samples should be dis-
cussed, when appropriate because of unusual conditions or deviations from
standard practice. The information should show that the static and dynamic
engineering properties of soils and rocks were properly determined and that
reasonable and conservative values were adopted for design. This should in-
clude an explanation of how the developed data were used in the analyses, how
the test data were enveloped for design, and why the design envelope is con-
servative. A table indicating the values of the parameters used in design
should be presented.

Groundwater Conditions

The scope and format for the information to be submitted on the groundwater
conditions at the site are initially given in Section 2.4.2 of this document.
However, the following specific information is required under this section:
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(1) the location of the groundwater table and the elevation range of seasonal
fluctuations in the groundwater level

(2) the presence of perched, aquifer, and artesian conditions; groundwater
movement; hydraulic conductivity and infiltration characteristics of site
and borrow materials; hydraulic gradients; and installation details and
monitoring records for piezometers and observation wells

(3) design water level as determined by severe design-basis events such as a
probable maximum flood

Borrow Materials

Information or fill borrow materials should include the following:

(1) plan showing the H ts, grades, and slopes of the area proposed for bor-
row materials location of borings drilled and test pits dug to
determine the y and type of fill material available

(2) the physical ai. engineering properties of soil and rock borrow materials,
to be used in the construction of the facility, based on adequate explora-
tions and testing; engineering properties should be based on latratory
tests performed on representative samples of borrow material compacted to
the same range of density and moisture c' Snts as that to be specified
during construction

Stratigraphy and Design Parameters

Information on the stratigraphy and design parameters should include the
following:

(1) plot plans, adequate number of cross-sections, and profiles showing sub-
surface so'1 and rcck layering at the site; the cross-sections should show
the location of the borings and data from borings used in developing the
soil and rock layering; the stratigraphy should be developed using all the
data collected, particularly zones of soft / loose conditions encountered in
the explorations

(2) the recommended design parameters based on a reasonable and conservative
interpretation of the test data for the soil and rock materials at the
site; the recommended design parameters may be presented in a tabular form
and also in a graphical form, where appropriate, to demonstrate the con-
servatism of the recommended values of the design parameters

2.6 Geochemical Characteristics

Water Chemistry

The applicant should provide information on the background and anticipated
changes in water chemistry for groundwater and surface water systems that may
be affected by site construction and waste disposal and local precipitation.
Data on and descriptions of the following parameters should be included:
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/ (1) concentrations of inorganic const Muents (including important trace ele-
ments), complexing ligands, dissolved gases, organic constituents (in-
ciuding total organic carbon and total organic halogens, stable isotopesi

'

(or concentration ratios), and background radionclides

(2) pH, oxidation /raduction conditions determined by various methods, alkalinity,
ionic strength, total disolved solids, and density

(3) temperature

(4) nature of colloidal-sized materials

(5) observations of degassing

Data that assess seasonal variations should be provided. The applicant should
also provide information on sampling, preservation, storage, and analytical
procedures, including details on filter sizes used during sampling and analysis aof water samples and analytical detection levels. Information on quality assur- '

ance and quality control procedures used during sampling, preservation, stor-
;

age, and analysis, such as split, spiked, standard, blank samples, and ion
balance calculations should also be provided.

Geochemistry of Soils and Rock Units
1

The applicant should provide information on the classification, identification I

( of the mineralogy, and chemical characterization of the soils and rock units.
The applicant should provide information describing sampling, preservation,
storage, analytical, and experimental procedures. Information on solubility, i
ion exchar.ge, and sorption experiments should be provided, including the range '

of chemical and physical conditions used to bound the results. Information on
quality assurance and quality control procedures used during sampling, preser-
vation, storage, analysis, and experimentation should be provided.

Geochemical Modeling

The applicant should provide information on the conceptual models and documen-
tation of codes used to model site geochemistry. Information on validation

,

'

exercises, data bases (e.g., thermodynamic constraints for aqueous complexation,
mineral solubility, and gas solubility reactions and binding constants or dis- I
tribution coefficients for sorption models), input and output data, and inter-
pretation of results should also be provided.

|

2.7 Natural Resources

The applicant should provide an analysis (or analyses) demonstrating that there
will be no effect on the site that would cause the site to fail to meet the
performance objectives in 10 CFR 61 if natural resources were exploited during
construction, operation, and closure, after closure, or after the removal of
active institutional control.

In tddition, the applicant should describe the known natural resources at orO, near the site, the exploitation of which could result in inadvertent intrusion
'd into the wastes after removal of active institutional control. The applicant
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9|should consider resources such as minerals and hydrocarbons, geothermal en-
ergy sources, sand and gravel, timber, and water. The description should in-
clude information such as the types of resources, their location, and current
and projected uses. (Some or all of this information may be referenced in the
Environmental Report.)

2.7.1 Geologic Resources

The applicant should document the information required by the NRC staff to re-
view SAR sections on known natural resources at the scposed disposal site.
The applicant should be able to show compliance with 10 CFR 61.12(h) and
61.50(a)(4).

The applicant should demonstrate that there will be no natural resources at the
proposed site which, if exploited, would result in inadvertent intrusion into
the disposal site after removal of active institutional control. The applicant
must further show that if known natural resources in the site area are exploited
during construction, operation, and closure, or af ter closure, the site will not be
compromised. License requirements apply to resources that may occur near or
at the ground surface, in hydrologic units used for disposal or isolation, and
at depths that require excavation or drilling through the disposal units.

"Known resources" are those resources designated in U.S. Geological Survey Cir-
cular 831 as "identified resources." Identified resources would include mea-
sured, indicated, and inferred resources whose location, grade, quality, and
quantity are known or estimated from specific geologic evidence. Geologic evi-
dence includes, but is not limited to, assays, geologic maps, geophysical and
geochemical surveys, and core logs.

Information Needs

The applicant should describe natural resources occurring at or near the site.
Resources include metallic and nonmetallic minerals and ores; fuels, such as
peat, lignite, and coal; hydrocarbons, including gas, oil, tar sands, and |

asphalt; geothermal resources; industrial mineral deposits, such as sand and I

gravel, clays, aggregate sources, shales, and building stone; timber; agricul-
tural lands; and waters in the form of brines. Potable, agricultural, or in-
dustrial ground or surface waters are addressed in Section 2.4. Description of
these resources should include information on resource type, occurrence, loca-
tion, extent, net worth, recoverability, and current and projected use. The
applicant should address economic, marginally economic, or subeconomic known or |

identified natural resources as defined in U.S. Geological Survey Circular 831. |

The identification of mineral, fuel, and hydrocarbon resources should not be
limited to the site and should include areas of known resources near and sur-
rounding the site which, if exploited, would compromise the safety of the site.
The applicant should identify known resources through field observations as
well as through research of published and unpublished reports and records. The
SAR should include maps showing all active and abandoned wells, boreholes, and
excavations at the site. Those wells, boreholes, and excavations that preceded
site characterization should be distinguished from those that were part of site
characterization. Borehole logs should accompany maps. Maps depicting areal
geology - including lithologic units, structure, and stratigraphic relationships;
current land use; and locations of all active or abandoned mines, quarries,
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borrow pits, and prospects - should be included with the SAR. The applicant
should also provide reasonable assurance that indirect effects (such as erosion
or alteration of surface water pathways) of the exploitation of nearby natural
resources will not compromise the suitability of the site.

Information Sources

The identification of resources should include a literature search of Federal,
State, academic, and local published and unpublished records. Federal sources
include, but are not limited to, U.S. Geological Survey, Bureau of Mines, De-
partment of Agriculture, and Bureau of Land Management reports and maps.

State geologic survey publications and files provide a good source for geologic
and economic mineral studies, assays, maps, and borehole logs. Academic (col-
lege and university) records may include useful theses and other studies of
specific areas. Local courthouse records may provide information on leases
granted for exploratory work, which would include drilling, geologic mapping,
and trenching at and in the vicinity of the site. Discussions with local land-
owners in the site vicinity may also provide useful information.

Conventional methods such as drilling and trenching to identify resources may
compromise the site; therefore, when possible, borings and other excavations-
done as part of site preparation studies should be used in resource assessment
and evaluation. Other useful methods of natural resource assessment include
surface sampling, geologic mapping, and geochemical and geophysical surveys.

The applicant should notify the NRC early in the site characterization processV if any resources of economic value are encountered. Additional information may
be requested if the applicant is unable to demonstrate that the performance
objectives of Subpart C, 10 CFR 61, can be met. .The acceptability of the site
characterization will be based on whether all known natural resources have
been adequately identified and whether the presence of identified resources
will result in intrusion into low-level wastes af ter removal of active institu-
tional controls.

2.7.2 Water Resources

The applicant should provide a description of water resources and a demonstra-
tion that exploitation of these resources will not result in failure to meet the
performance objectives in 10 CFR 61, Subpart C, as required by 10 CFR 61.50(a)(4).
Water resource information should be sufficient to be able to aetermine whether
or not the disposal area contains any known natural resources which if exploited |
would result in failure to meet the performance objectives in 10 CFR 61.41 I
through 61.44. A description of present and projected local and regional use I

of ground and surface waters should be included.

The applicant should previde a description of historical, present, and potential
future local and regional groundwater use. Information pertinent to this section
includes, to the extent practicable, location of points of groundwater with-
drawal, discharge rates, and use of the groundwater. The description of water
resources should also include information and perched aquifer water use.

O
Q The applicant should describe the historical, present, and potential future

uses of surface water in the vicinity of the proposed facility, including pres-
ent and potential rates of withdrawal, point of withdrawal, percentage of stream
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flow withdrawn, and the use of the resource whether it be for livestock, munici-
pal, residential, or industrial uses. Recreational activities should also be
described including swimming, fishing, boating, and other foreseeable activities.

The applicant should describe any mathematical methods used to estimate effects
on potential water users, including assumptions, verification, calibration, and
other ancillary information. All input data should be described, including
data associated with potential future uses and information obtained by Federal,
State, and local agencies and private firms. If conservative assumptions were
used in place of rigorous analyses, the rationale and defensibility used in the
determination of exploitable resources should be described.

The applicant should present tha results in a format that facilitates NRC staff
review, such as future water table or piezometric surface maps, changes to
groundwater flow direction and velocities (from those determined in previous
investigations), and changes to the groundwater / surface water relationship. In
summary, all conclusions should be supported by adequately conservative or
realistic procedures that demonstrate that the exploitation of water resources
will not result in failure to meet the performance objectives of 10 CFR 61,
Subpart C.

2.8 Biotic Features

The applicant should provide the following:

Onsite Areas

(1) A map of the site and vicinity showing the boundaries of major plant com-
munities, the locations of minor communities, special habitats (e.g.,
spring seeps, bogs, sink holes, and cliff faces), and any habitats used by
species that affect facility performance. The site boundary, the con-
struction zone, other areas to be cleared, and the buffer zone should be
shown on this map. A map showing habitats used by "important" species in
the vicinity of the site that are expected to be affected by facility con-
struction and operation should be provided. These maps should be supple-
mented when available with recent aerial photographs showing the site and
adjacent land areas (from the Environmental Report (ER)).

(2) Area occupied by each natural and man-made habitat type identified in item
(1) above (from the ER).

(3) Onsite data on the botanical species composition of, and relative abun-
dance in, the major vegetation layers (e.g. , overstory and :n.ierstory), in
enough detail to identify the communities as to dominant species (from the
ER).

(4) Summary of onsite natural and human-induced effects (e.g., farming, fish-
ing, logging, grazing, and burning) and the successional state (i.e., weed, )

!brush, pole, and mature states) (from the ER),

(5) List of vertebrate species impcrtant to facility performance known to oc- I

cur (from the ER and consultation with local, State, and Federal j

agencies).
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h (6) List of invertebrate species of local importance or concern as disease,

!V vectors or pests. Detailed field surveys of all insect populations are ,

not required (from the ER and consultation with local, State, and Federal lagencies).

(7) Estimates of the relative abundance of both commercially and recreationally
important game and nongame vertebrates (from the ER and consultation with
local, State, and Federal agencies).

Offsite Areas

(1) Major vegetation types hydraulically or eolically downgradient (from the
ER and site visit and through consultation with local, State, and Federal
agencies).

(2) List of commercially or recreationally important vertebrate animals known
to occur eolically and hydraulically downgradient of the facility to a
distance of 5 km.

(3) List of other vertebrate species important to facility performance known
to occur within 25 km or migratory distance, whichever is less, from the I'
facility.

(4) List of invertebrate species of local importance or concern as disease
vectors or pests. Detailed field surveys of insect populations are not

p needed (from the ER and consultation with local, State, and Federal
y agencies).

2.9 Preoperational Environmental Monitoring

The applicant's development of the preoperational environmental monitoring pro-
gram will draw on information about the ecology, meteorology, climate, hydro-
logy, geology, geochemistry, and seismology of the disposal site, which will be
provided under other sections of the SAR.

In this section, the applicant should describe the organizational structure of
the environmental monitoring program as required by 10 CFR 61.11(b)(1); the
technical qualifications of the monitoring staff, including training and ex-
perience as required by 10 CFR 61.11(b)(2); and the training program for the
applicant's staff as required by 10 CFR 61.11(b)(3).

This environmental monitoring and surveillance plan should consider both onsite
and offsite measurements in air, water, soil, vegetation, local fauna, and lo-
cal sources of food. The applicant should provide the rationale for

(1) the location of the monitoring points

(2) the media to be sampled at each location

(3) the frequency of sample collection at each location

O (4) the selection of the radiological and nonradiological constituents of the
\ samples taken from each media that are to be sampled and analyzed
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(5) the instrumentation and methods selected for field sampling, surveys, and
laboratory analysis

(6) the processing of the sample, including the types and frequencies of ana-
lyses (e.g., gamma spectroscopy and chemical oxygen demand) and the mini-
mum detectable amounts and lower limits of detection for each constituent
that is to be analyzed

(7) the statistical basis to be used for comparing the baseline measurements
to the cc,rresponding measurements in the operational and postclosure peri-
ods of site operation, that is, a definition of a significant difference
in measurement results as required by 10 CFR 61.80(vi)

(8) the format proposed for annual repcrts of environmental monitoring results
to be submitted to the NRC as required by 10 CFR 61.80(i)(1)

The applicant should describe the quality assurance measures and the quality
control procedures for all aspects of the environmental monitoring program
(e.g., testing, maintenance, and calibration of instruments; checks on sampling
procedures; and laboratory analysis).

|
|

1

!

O
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3 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

3.1 Principal Design Features

The applicant should describe the principal design features of the facility
that are designed to provide long-term isolation of disposed waste, minimize
the need for continued active maintenance after site closure, and improve the
site's natural characteristic in order to protect public health and safety.
Principal design features should be identified and described for each of the
following 11 functional requirements: (1) minimizing the infiltration of water
into disposal units; (2) ensuring the integrity of disposal unit covers; (3) pro-
viding for the structural stability of backfill, waste, and covers; (4) min-
imizing contact of waste with standing water; (5) providing adequate site drain-
age during operations and after closure; (6) facilitating site closure and sta-
bilization; (7) minimizing the need for long-term maintenance; (8) providing
a barrier against inadvertent intrusion; (9) maintaining occupational exposure
as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA); (10) providing adequate disposal
site monitoring; and (11) providing an adequate buffer zone for monitoring and
potential mitigative action.

The principal design features are to be clearly described in relationship to
/] each other to demonstrate that all of the features have been carefully consid-
V ered in a coherent low-level waste disposal facility (LLWDF) plan. Specific

design details (validity of assumptions, methods employed, results of studies
and calculations, etc.) and principal design criteria for the 11 principal de-
sign features are to be provided by the applicant in other appropriate sections
where this information is identified. The applicant should supply the following
minimum descriptive information for each of the principal design features.

Water Infiltration

The anplicant should provide information on (1) the covers over the waste that
are de:igned to direct onsite precipitation away from the disposal units, (2) the
onsite drainage systems that are designed to direct flow from offsite precipita-
tion and groundwater away from the disposal units, and (3) the onsite drainage
system that is designed to perform for the required period of time with minimum
maintenance after site closure.

Disposal Unit Cover Integrity

The applicant should provide information on (1) the covers' ability to perform
for the required period of time and to avoid the need for continuing active
maintenance and (2) the covers' ability to resist degradation by surface geologic
processes and biotic activity.

Structural Stability

The applicant should provide information on the structural stability of the
d backfill, waste, and covers that is directed toward long-term isolation of the

waste and the avoidance of the need for active maintenance.
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Contact With Standing Water ,

The applicant should provide information on measures to minimize contact of
waste with standing water during periods of temporary storage and disposal i

ioperations and before and after site closure,
1

1

Site Orainage
|

The applicant should provide information on adequate site surface drainage pro-
visions both during and after operations which would include direction of surfac ,

water away from the disposed waste and control of surface drainage to velocities |

and gradients that will not result in erosion.

Site Closure and Stabilization

The applicant should provide information on (1) the provisions for ensuring
long-term isolation of the waste and avoiding the need for active maintenance
and the compatiblity of these provisions with the disposal site closure and
stabilization plan and (2) complementary features that have improved the site's
natural characteristics.

Long-Term Maintenance

The applicant should provide information on how the need for long-term mainte-
nance after site closure is to be avoided.

'

Inadvertent Intruder Barrier

The applicant should provide information on barriers to be installed to protect
individuals from inadvertent intrusion. i

Occupational Exposure

The applicant should provide information on measures to be taken to maintain
occupational exposures as low as is reasonably achievable.

Site Monitoring

The applicant should provide information on the operational and postoperational
environmental monitoring and surveillance programs to be conducied at the dis-
posal site. i

Buffer Zone

The applicant should submit information on measures that provide adequate site
dimensions to carry out environmental monitoring activities and to take mitiga-
tive measures, if needed.

3.2 Design Considerations for Normal and Abnormal / Accident Conditions

The applicant should present the principal design criteria for the proposed
facility. These design criteria should ensure that the principal design fea-
tures under normal, abnormal, and accident conditions are designed to (1) pro-
vide long-term isolation of the disposed waste, (2) minimize the need for
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) continued active maintenance after site closure, and (3) improve the site's
/ natural characteristics in order to protect public health and safety.

Design criteria should be identified for the structures, systems, and components
providing the following 11 functions related to the principal design features:
(1) minimizing the infiltration of water into disposal units; (2) ensuring the
integrity of disposal unit covers; (3) providing for structural stability of
backfill, waste, and covers; (4) minimizing contact of waste with standing water;
(5) providing adequate site surface drainage during operations and after closure;

'

(6) facilitating site closure and stabilization; (7) minimizing the need for
long-term maintenance; (8) providing a barrier against inadvertent intrusion;
(9) maintaining occupational exposures ALARA; (10) providing adequate disposal
site monitoring; and (11) providing an adequate buffer zone for monitoring and
potential mitigative action.

For each function of the principal design features, the applicant should
(1) identify and describe the principal design criteria; (2) identify the normal
conditions or anticipated occurrences used in design; (3) identify the abnormal
conditions used in design; (4) identify any accident scenarios used in design; i

(5) identify the contribution to meeting the performance objectives for each
structure, system, and component on the basis of the analyses and assessments i

!in Sections 6 and 7 of the SAR; and (6) show that the relationship between the
principal design criteria and the normal, abnormal, and accident conditions
will reasonably ensure that the structures, systems, and components will contrib- i

ute to performance as expected. Principal design criteria for each functional
p strucure, system, and component under normal, abnormal, and accident conditions

are discussed in the following paragraphs. Other relevant information on design
bases, design limits, and design details (assumptions, methods, calculations,
and results) may either be presented in this section or in other sections,
depending on where the applicant chooses to provide the required design
information.

As appropriate, the short- and long-term stability of the 11 principal design
features should be analyzed for both static and dynamic loading conditions.
For long-term stability considerations, the design-basis abnormal events would
include (1) the maximum earthquake (Section 2.3.2), (2) the probable maximum
flood (PMF) and the probable maximum precipitation (PMP) (Section 6.3.1), and
(3) the extreme meteorological conditions (Section 2.2). For short-term normal
operational stability considerations, the loading from the above events would
meet with staff. approval; however, less severe natural events would be accept-
able, provided the applicant submits information that supports the adoption of
the less severe event.

Water Infiltration

Principal design criteria applicable to minimizing the infiltration of water
through disposal unit covers should identify the fraction of precipitation that
can be allowed to infiltrate the cover. This fraction should be expressed in
terms of (1) a severe snowmelt condition, where applicable at a given site, or
the 10 year, 24-hour rainfall with high antecedent moisture conditions for the
normal hydrologic event and (2) the worst condition resulting from snowmelt or

O PMP as the abnormal design-basis event. Analyses of increased infiltration
resulting from cracking of the cover surface and accidents are not required,
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but pcssible changes in infiltration rates through covers resulting from un- |anticipated degradation should be identified. Remedial measures should be i

described, allowing for the event of increased infiltration.
1

'Principal design criteria for directing and controlling onsite precipitation or
seasonal perch groundwater away from disposal units should identify the flow
rates and groundwater levels that subsurface drainage system components are
expected to handle. These flow rates or groundwater levels at a minimum should
be based on (1) severe snowmelt conditions, where applicable, or the 100 year,
6-hour rainfall with high antecedent moisture or frozen ground conditions as
the normal operational event; (2) the worst conditions resulting from maximum
snowmelt or the PMP as the abnormal design-basis event; (3) acciuental blockage
of single drainage components as an accident condition.

Disposal Unit Cover Integrity
,

Principal design criteria applicable to ensuring the integrity of disposal uni'
covers and for providing erosion protection, at a minimum, should identify
(1) surface water and wind velocities used for normal operating conditions and
(2) abnormal surface water and wind velocities and water levels used for long-
term stability considerations. Analyses of increased cover erosion resulting
from accidents are not required.

Principal design criteria to ensure that settlement / subsidence does not affect
the integrity of disposal unit covers, at a minimum, should identify (1) esti-
mated total and differential settlements and anticipated densifications of waste
and fill materials, (2) anticipated strength and durability of cover materials
for the period that buried waste would be hazardous, and (3) abnormal ground
motion associated with the maximum earthquake. Analyses of increased settlement /
subsidence resulting from accidents are not required.

Structural Stability

Principal design criteria to ensure the structural stability of the fill, waste,
and waste covering, at a minimum, should identify (1) the volume of anticipated
voids within waste containers and within the backfill around the containers,
(2) the effect of voids that might result from operational occurrences, (3) the
effects of the design-basis abnormal events on structural stability, and (4) an-
ticipated degradation of fill, waste forms, and waste cover materials for the
period that the waste remains hazardous and in recognition of the geochemical
environment. Analyses of reduced structural stability associated with accidents
are not required.

Contact With Standing Water

Principal design criteria to prevent the contact of waste with standing water
during interim storage and operations and after closure, at a i..inimum, should
cover (1) subsurface and surface water drainage away from disposal units and
temporary storage areas, (2) relative permeability of disposal unit floor natural
materials to placed drain materials, (3) slopes and drainage collection features
on disposal unit floors, (4) tempt.rary platforms and covers for stored waste
exposed to the atmosphere, (5) accidental failure of active drainage system i

components during operations, and (6) accidental failure of any passive drainage I

system component after closure. The design-basis hydrologic and meteorologic |

|
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D) events would be identical to the events identified in the section entitled
"Water Infiltration."

dite Surface Drainage

Principal design criteria to ensure the safe handling of site surface drainage
should identify (1) site surface drainage features, diversionary structures,
and surface drainage slopes and (2) the possible effects of upstream dam fail-
ures or downstream drainage blockages as accident conditions. The design-basis
hydrologic and meteorologic events would be identical to the events identified
in the section entitled "Water Infiltration."

Site Closure and Stabilization

Principal design criteria applicable to site closure and stabilization should
identify (1) items in the final site closure plan requiring contribution from
design and (2) the effects of design-basis abnormal events on closure and poten-
tial active maintenance requirements. Analyses of the effects of accidents
after site closure are not required.

Long-Term Maintenance

Principal design criteria should identify the provisions to be incorporated that
will support the avoidance of the need for long-term maintenance by addressing
(1) anticipated material durability, (2) anticipated erosional effects, (3) the
effects of anticipated drainage system degradation, (4) anticipated monitoring,

,

\ system degradation, and (5) the potential effects of design-basis abnormal i

events on long-term maintenance requirements. Analyses of the effects of acci-
dents on long-term maintenance are not required.

Inadvertent Intruder Barrier

Principal design criteria applicable to barriers against inadvertent intruJers
should identify the potential range of degradation rates for markers, engineered
barriers, and the materials separating the stable and unstable wastes. Analyses
of the effects of accidents on intruder barriers may be required at sites where
the top of Class C wastes is placed at depths less than 5 m below the top surface
of the disposal unit cover.

Occupational Exposure

Principal design criteria to limit occupation exposure, at a minimum, should
identify on the basis of Section 7.3 of the SAR (1) ALARA requirements for re-
ceiving, inspection, handling, storage, and the disposal excavation areas;
(2) required shielding for anticipated higher activity wastes; and (3) pro-
visions for handling the accidental rupture of nonstable waste containers.

Site Monitoring

Principal design criteria applicable to site environmental monitoring and sur-
p veillance systems should identify (1) the anticipated life of monitoring system

equipment and components, (2) potential rate of degradation and action to be
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taken in the event of loss of the various types of monitoring equipment, and
(3) the effects of design-basis abnormal events. Analyses of the effects of
accidents on the monitoring system are not required.

Buffer Zone

Principal design criteria applicable to the buffer zone should identify (1) the
required dimensions of that part of the buffer zone that will be available for
monitoring and (2) the required dimensions of that part of the buffer zone that
will be available for taking corrective measures, if unacceptable migration of
radionuclides is indicated. Analyses of the effects of accidents on the buffer
zone are not required.

.

3.2A Structural Design for Below-Ground Vaults and Earth-Mounded Concrete
Bunkers

The applicant should provide information on the structural design of the below-
ground vault (BGV) (or earth-mounded concrete bunker (EMCB)), including the
description of the loads and load combinations to be imposed in the design of
the engineered structures; the codes, standards, and specifications to be used
by the applicant in the structural design; the design analytical procedures to
be used and the supporting bases for their selection; the results of the design
calculations; the applicant's principal design criteria and the bases for their
acceptance; and an assessment of the potential adverse impacts from site factors
(e.g., geology, hydrology, and geotechnical characteristics).

Loads and Load Combinations

The information on loads and load combinations should include the types of loads
considered in the design, the load combinations used with selected load factors,
the choice of design method (e.g., strength design or elastic working stress
method), and the important assumptions and factors that affect the allowable
limit (U for concrete and S for steel) used as the basis for acceptance of the |

,

structures.

Applicable Codes, Standards, and Regulatory Guidance

The applicant should identify the codes, standards, and regulatory guides used
in the structural design of the BGV or EMCB, including specific chapters or
sections of the codes and standards where full compliance with the provisions
have been followed. The applicant also should identify and describe any devia-
tions and the bases for their acceptance.

Design and Analytical Procedures

The information on design and analytical procedures should include a descrip-
tion of important structures and their foundations with plans and sectional
views, design assumptions including boundary conditions and the bases for the
assumptions, analytical procedures including computer programs and the method
for validating the computer programs, the method for determining the forces
resulting from the design-basis earthquake, and the results of design calcula-
tions and the applicant's procedures for verifying the results.
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( A design report containing design assumptions and calculations should be sepa-

rately maintained by the applicant in case a structural audit is needed to re-'

solve safety review questions.

Principal Design Criteria

The applicant should identify the principal design criteria and the bases for
their acceptance for the structural design aspects that provide reasonable as-
surance of their contribution to the long-term stability of the disposal facil- ;

ity. Where appropriate, the applicant may elect to establish principal design
criteria by demonstrating compliance with acceptable codes, standards, and regu-
latory guidance as identified in NUREG/CR-5041. The applicant should describe I
any deviations from the acceptable codes and standards and provide the technical |
bases for their acceptance. ;

Impact of Site Factors

The applicant should describe how specific site factors, that would include ge-
ology, seismology, meteorology, climatology, hydrology, and geotechnical and
geochemical characteristics, have been considered and addressed in the struc-
tural design. The applicant may choose to address the impacts from these site
factors in other sections where the siting features are discussed in greater
detail, but the applicant would need to cross-reference in this section the
section(s) where the impact of site factors on structural design are addressed, i

l

g 3.3 Construction Considerations !

3.3.1 Construction Methods and Features

The applicant should provide information on the construction methods and features
of the disposal site and its facilities. Site plans, engineering drawings, and
construction specifications, as necessary, should be supplied for staff review.
The applicant should ensure that site plans, engineering drawings, and construc-
tion specifications are legible and that the physical scales of the drawings
are sufficiently large so that the details and notations in the drawings are

Jreadable.

The applicant should include information on the following:

(1) Site Preparation !

The applicant should discuss the construction operations needed to prepare
the site for disposal of low-level radioactive waste and describe the special
features unique to a specific site such as the procedures for backfilling
existing wells or open boreholes.

(2) Control and Diversion of Water

The applicant should provide plans for controlling surface water and ground-
water in the proposed excavations and fill areas and should discuss the con-

f-- struction methods for completing the control and diversion features (tem-
( porary or permanent dikes, diversion ditches, etc.) and the time schedule

for completing this work.
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'
(3) Construction of Disposal Units

The applicant should describe the construction of individual disposal units,
including the sequence for the completion of these units. This information
should cover conditions up to the actual placement of waste into the
individual disposal unit and should include the following:

(a) excavations - types of soil and rock materials to be removed; limits,
slopes, and depths or bottom elevations shown in plan and on sectional
views; requirements on final surface preparation, including identifi-
cation of any unsuitable materials, and excavated surfaces where
concrete is to be placed; disposition of excavated material

(b) fill areas - limits, slopes, and heights or top elevations; require-
ments on surfaces to receive fill such as no placement over frozen
ground, scarifying to promote bonding, and proof rolling; types of
fill materials; requirements for spreading and moisture conditioning
fill layers, the removal of oversize particles, and field procedures
to obtain the required degree of compaction

(c) preplacement details provisions for directing and controlling pre-
cipitation and surface water runoff in the disposal unit excavations
(thickness of permeable base or blanket layer, slopes for drainage,
sump locations etc.)

(d) quality control testing requirements (e.g., field density, fill moi-
sture, laboratory compaction, gradation, and plasticity) including
identification of test standard and test frequency

(4) Concrete and Steel Construction

The applicant should provide information on disposal facility construction
where concrete and structural steel materials are used. For concrete,
this information should include the design, manufacture, mixing, reinforce-
ment, forming, transporting, placing, finishing, and curing cf concrete.
For structural steel, this information should include the design,
fabrication, and erection of buildings and components.

(5) Backfilling

The information on backfilling should address the technical requirements
applicable to the emplacement of waste packages in the disposal units, as t

well as the requirement that void spaces between the waste packages be
filled in order to reduce future subsidence within the excavations. The
information should include the following:

(a) the planned stacking arrangement cf the waste containers

(b) the provisions that restrict the placement of decomposable materials
in the excavation in order to minimize future long-term subsidence

(c) the construction controls to be required to ensure proper gradation
and moisture condition of the cohesionless backfill materials that
are placed around the containers
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(d) the con truction operations, and their sequence, that are planned forV) the actual placement of the waste containers and the backfill materials
i

(6) Closure of Individual Di_sposal Units

The information on closure should include the various construction features
of materials to be placed in the cover above the backfilled waste. For
many of the types of material to be placed in the exavation cover, the
applicant should provide information that is similar to that previously
identified for fill areas and quality control testing in this section for
the construction of disposal units. Any unique consideration for these j
materials such as using specific construction methods that will prevent
undesirable mixing or contamination of the different materials in the ex-
cavation cover should be discussed by the applicant. Special manufacturing,
handling, or placement requirements for intruder barrier materials or j
geotechnical fabric should be identified and discussed. .

(7) Applicable Codes, Standards, and Specifications

The applicant should provide information on design and construction codes,
'standards, and specifications that were applied in the design and that

will be applied in the construction of the facility.

(8) Construction Materials and Quality Assurance j
1

The applicant should provide information on the materials that will be |p) used in the construction of the disposal facility. Among the major mate- i

rials of construction that may be used are the disposal unit excavation'

and fill materials, concrete and grouting ingredients, reinforcing bars,
and structural steel. If any material not used previously in NRC-licensed
facilities is proposed, the applicant is required to provide sufficient
testing and user data to establish the acceptability of the material. The
applicant's quality control procedures and construction techniques directed
at ensuring that there will not be degradation in material quality are
also reviewed.

(9) Site Plans, Engineering Drawings, and Construction Specifications

The applicant should provide site plans and engineering drawings that
clearly convey the design features. The engineering drawings should show
dimensions, sections, and relative locations of the various facilities
within the disposal site boundary. All plans and drawings should be drawn
to a scale large enough to convey the design information adequately and
should be signed by a licensed engineer. As-built condition should ulti-
mately be documented by the applicant as a permanent record for the con-
structed disposal facility. Construction specifications should be compat-
ible and consistent with the design and operation requirements. The con-
tents and procedures specified in the specifications should conform to the
applicable industry codes and standards.

3.3.2 Construction Equipment

C) The applicant should provide information on equipment to be used for construc-
tion and off-loading, handling, transporting, and placing waste at the disposal
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facility. The information should include the equipment types, manufacturer's
specifications, and the capabilities of selected equipment to safely handle the
waste. Provisions for storage, maintenance, replacement, and inspection of
equipment should also be provided. The applicant also should describe the
quality assurance and quality control programs for purchasing, handling, replac-
ing, and maintaining equipment to ensure that the equipment will perform re-
liably and will not impair the quality and proper functioning of the waste
disposal facility.

3.3A Construction and Operation Considerations for Below-Ground Vaults and
Earth-Mounded Concrete Bunkers

The applicant should describe the construction materials and construction methods
and disposal operations for the engineered BGV or EMCB structures where low-level
waste is to be placed. The major considerations and features to be described
include the properties of the construction materials, particularly its quality
and durability, and the major construction and operational procedures to be
followed, including the measures to avoid long-term adverse impacts on adjacent
filled and closed disposal vaults.

Construction Materials Quality and Durability

The information on the construction materials quality and durability character-
istics should include the types of materials to be used with a description of
their properties and engineering characteristics. ihe applicant should provide
supporting data and test results on the proposed materials that are based on
either proven inservice performance records, where applicable, or testing of
representative samples using accepted and recognized codes and standards. The
quality and durability considerations that would need to be discussed include
the resistance of the materials to (1) freezing and thawing; (2) humidity;
(3) aging; (4) fatigue; (5) sulfate; chloride, and acid attack; (6) toxic mate-
rial attack; (7) abrasion; (8) temperature changes; (9) wetting and drying;
(10) radiation; (11) biodegradation; (12) electrolysis; and (13) shrinkage and
cracking.

NUREG/CR-5041, Section 2.3, provides guidance on the information that would
need to be provided for the various types of material (Portland cement concrete,
steel, moisture barriers, and geosynthetics) likely to be used in the construc-
tion of a BGV or EMCB. For example, the information on Portland cement concrete
would include the type of cement, mixing water, coarse and fine aggregates and
admixtures. The applicant should identify the engineering properties of the
materials to be required in construction, such as the minimum unconfined com- !
pressive strength of concrete at 28 days of age. The applicant also should '

identify any deviations from the accepted and recognized codes and test stand-
ards and the basis for the deviation.

Construction Methods and Disposal Operations

The applicant should describe the major construction methods and operational
procedures to be completed, including (1) site preparations for the proposed
structure (surveying, clearing, draining, excavation, and foundation surface

O
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preparation); (2) installation of the permanent drainage system (drainage blan-
U ket, perimeter drains and pipes, and collector sumps); (3) installation of moni-

toring wells; (4) vault construction (formwork; steel reinforcement placement;
formation of joints in concrete; concrete mix proportioning, batching, mixing,
and casting operations; form removal; and placement of moisture barriers); (5) !

| waste disposal operations (placement of packages, filling voids around waste j

l packages, closing of vault openings, placing and compacting of fill, and meas- !

ures to protect facility workers); and (6) closure of individual disposal units i

(method for sealing access openings, method for placing materials over the com- l

pleted vaults, identification of time period permitted to expire before placing !
sufficient cover materials over the closed units with proper drainage) including l

lmeasures to avoid damage to or disturbance of adjacent completed units. Further
-

guidance is provided in Section 2.4 of NUREG/CR-5041.

3.4 Design of Auxiliary Systems and Facilities

3.4.1 Utility Systems

The applicant should describe the utility systems of the proposed facility, how
each system provides suppurt required by the operational needs of the proposed
f acility, and any adnrse affects that the utility system design or potential
failure could have on overall facility performance in meeting 10 CFR 6) )
requirements. |

|The applicant should describe all utility systems including communication, elec- ,

tric, water, lighting, sanitary waste disposal, fuel delivery, and any other
utility system installed at the facility. The following information should be i
provided for each system: (1) an accurate description of system components; i

(2) an identification of which functional requirements of the principal design
features in Section 3.1, if any, are supported; (3) design bases, criteria,
codes, and standards used for des'gn; and (4) any potential adverse effects on
principal design features or overall facility performance that might result
from failure of the utility system.

3.4.2 Auxiliary Facilities

The applicant should describe the auxiliary facilities of the proposed facil-
ity, how the auxiliary facilities support the operational needs or construction
requirements of the facility, and any adverse effects that the auxiliary facility
design or tailure could have on overall facility performance.

i

The applicant should describe the auxiliary buildings required to support con-
struction or operation of the facility and should present (1) the overall lay-
out and design of auxiliary buildings; (2) the purpose for each building;
(3) design criteria, codes, and standards used in design; and (4) potential
adverse effects of building design or building failure on the overall waste |
disposal facility performance.

The applicant also should describe the traffic systems required to support con-
struction or operation of the facility, and should include (1) the overall traf-
fic system design including layouts of roadways and/or railways, (2) the purpose
of the traffic system components, (3) the materials used in construction,

V (4) traffic controls, and (5) potential adverse effects of traffic system design I

or component failure on overall facility performance.
<
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The applicant should describe any auxiliary facility that is in addition to
buildings and traffic systems and identify any potential adverse effects that
its design or failure could have on overall facility performance.

3.4.3 Fire Protection System

The applicant should describe the fire protection system and the system's capa-
bility to safely protect the disposal facility and workers from radiation and
fire hazards if an accidental fire should occur. The fire protection system
includes the equipment, procedures, training, management, and emergency plan-

;ning required for fire protection at the facility. |

|
The applicant needs to postulate accidental fire scenarios and describe the
potential consequences of the accidental fires where the postulated fires could
occur in areas important to radiological safety such as the waste receipt area,
the waste handling area, the waste storage area, and the disposal unit areas.
Both normal operating and abnormal and/or accident conditions should be con-
sidered in the postulation and analysis of accidental fires. The fire analysis
should include the locations of the fire assumed to produce the severest condi-
tions, the construction arrangement of affected structures, the materials likel
to be consumed, and the safety and health effects of the smoke and heat
associated with the fire.

The applicant should describe (1) the management's plan for responding to a
fire emergency; (2) the procedures, materials, and equipment that will be in
place for use during a fire emergency; (3) the procedures and equipment for
providing offsite alarms, if required; and (4) the training programs for facil-
ity personnel both for the prevention of fires and for .esponding to fire emer-
gencies. The applicant should show how the prescribed provisions and recommen-
dations of National Fire Protection Association Codes, NFPA 801-1986, "Recom-
mended Fire Protection Practice for Facilities Handling Radioactive Materials,"
and NFPA 901-1981, "Uniform Coding for Fire Protection," have been implemented
in the fire protection system proposed for the waste disposal facility.

The applicant should describe the equipment to be used in preventing and re-
sponding to fires and should include building materials; fire detection equip-
ment; sprinklers; onsite and offsite alarm systems; wet, dry, and chemical fire
extinguishers; and foam extinguishing systems.

The applicant should describe the emergency response to a fire by facility per-
sonnel, the provisions for notification of the public of potential radiological
hazards, and the evacuation measures for facility personnel and nearby resi-
dents, if these measures are required.

3.4.4 Erosion and Flood Control System

The applicant should provide hydrologic analyses and design details of the site
flood control system to demonstrate that the requirements of 10 CFR 61.51(a)
are met. Those features that will provide protection against erosion and
flooding during the operational period should be fully described. The infor-
mation and analyses should conclusively document that, in accordance with
10 CFR 61.51(a)(4), (a)(5), and (a)(6), surface features have been designed
to direct surface drainage away from disposal units at velocities and gradients
that will not result in flooding or erosion.
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The applicant should provide detailed descriptions (plans, maps, and cross- '

sections) of the site drainage system, including channels, erosion protection,
and diversion structures. The applicant should also provide detailed computa-
tions of peak flood flows, depths of flow, and velocities that constitute the
bases for the design of protect've features. Estimates of rainfall intensity,
infiltration rates, times of concentration, hydrographs, etc., should be pro- !

vided in sufficient detail to allow independent evaluations to be made of the !

design criteria and technical analyses.

1
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4 FACILITY OPERATIONS

4.1 Receipt and Inspection of Waste

lThe applicant should describe the procedures or contracts in place that will
ensure that arriving shipments comply with applicable Federal regulations and j
waste acceptance criteria that might be incorporated into the disposal facility I

license as conditions. These regulations and acceptance criteria should govern i
'the acceptability of waste packages for routine handling operations and for

long-term disposal.

Specifically, information on the following procedures should be provided:

(1) Procedures for visual examination of the shipping documents, including any
required compliance certificates and the waste manifest required by
10 CFR 20.311.

(2) Procedures for visual examination of the waste package to ascertain if
there are any irregularities in markings, labels, or probable waste con-
tents and if the package is correctly described on the waste manifest as j
to its size, ty'pe, and waste contents; visual procedures in place to en-
sure that the routine determinations" required by 10 CFR 71.87 are met.

(3) Procedures to ensure verification surveys of the non-fixed (removable)
radioactive contamination on the external surfaces of packages as required
by 10 CFR 71.87 and 49 CFR 173.443 and procedures to verify that the
external radiation levels around waste packages and transporting vehicles
are within the limits of 10 CFR 71.47 and 49 CFR 173.441.

(4) Procedures and information on testing and test equipment to be used to
verify the accuracy of the waste class reported on the waste manifest.
These procedures should include a proposed frequency for performing waste
classification testing.

(5) Procedures and information on testing and test equipment to be used to
analytically verify that waste characteristics and waste form requirements
are met and that the waste contains no hazardous constituents as determined
by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regulations 49 CFR 261. These pro-
cedures should include a proposed frequency for performing waste form i

testing. l

(6) Other procedures required to ensure that all waste acceptance criteria are
met.

4.2 Waste Handling and Interim Storage

Tt.e applicant should provide information on the waste handling and interim waste

O storage operations to be performed at the disposal facility following accep-
tance and receipt of the waste packages. The applicant should describe the
operations in sufficient detail to oemonstrate that the waste will be handled
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safely and stored in a manner that will prevent contact of water with the stored
waste. Waste handling information to be provided should include the procedures
and equipment that will be used to move the waste from the area of receipt to
the permanent location of the disposal unit or, alternatively, to a location of
interim storage. The applicant's description of the waste handling operations
should include the procedures and equipment to be used in properly identifying
and segregating the Class A, Class B, and Class C wastes for disposal. Interim
waste storage information to be provided should include the buildings, restricted
areas, procedures, and equipment that will be used to store waste after receipt
for a short period of time before permanent disposal. |

The information on waste handling should include procedures to protect facility
workers during handling (training to ensure safe radiological control, decon-
tamination provisions, use of protective clothing, etc.) and a description of
the handling operations (off-loading procedures, anticipated rigging for the
various types and sizes of containers, unloading equipment, etc.). The de-
scription of handling procedures should cover contingency plans for damaged
waste packages and proposed procedures for repackaging.

The information on interim storage should include (1) a description of the con-
ditions that would warrant temporary storage of the waste packages, (2) the
maximum time that storage would be permitted, and (3) the applicant's proce-
dures for maintaining a storage log and inventory with appropriate radiological
monitoring provisions to ensure that above ground storage limits were not ex-
ceeded. The applicant should describe the storage locations and facilities and
the measures to be used to to protect the waste from precipitation and adverse
weather conditions, including surface water runoff that might come in contact
with temporarily stored waste.

4.3 Waste Disposal Operations

The applicant should present information on all the waste disposal operatior.3
and procedures beyond waste handling and interim storage (if stora0e is re-
quired) from the actual emplacement of the waste into the individual disposal
units up to closure and stabilization operations in the individual units. The
applicant should discuss site closure operations pertaining to, for example,
final site grading across several disposal units to ensure the proper handling
of surface water runoff and long-term settlement / subsidence in other sections
of the SAR.

The major operations for waste disposal to be described by the applicant in
this section include waste emplacement in the individual units while maintain-
ing the integrity of waste packages, minimizing void spaces between waste pack-
ages by controlling placement and stacking arrangements, filling the void spaces
between packages to minimize future settlements, covering the emplaced wastes
to ensure that surface radiation doses will meet regulatory limits, locating
the individual units including permanent mapping and marking of unit boundaries
and contents, closure and stabilization of individual disposal units, and
allowance for a buffer zone around and beneath the disposal facility.

Waste Emplacement

The information on waste emplacement should include the operations and proce-
dures for actually placing unstable Class A wastes and stable Class A, Class B,
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and Class C wastes in the respective disposal units to be identified by the
applicant. This information should identify the specific equipment to be used
to place the waste while maintaining the intearity of waste packages including
the use of slings, pallets, or special unhooking mechanisms to minimize worker
exposure during placement. A description of the procedures for controlled 413ce-
ment and stacking should be provided along with a description'of the shape and
volume of voids that the applicant anticipates will remain between waste packages
af ter placement. The methods to protect facility workers from exposure (shield-
ing, protective clothing, etc.) during emplacement should be described. Infor-
mation on the operations for placing Class C waste (at depths to ensure minimum
cover requirements, etc.) is of special importance and should be coordinated
with the information in Section 6.2, "Intruder Protection."

Filling of Void Spaces

The information on filling void spaces between waste containers should include
a description of (1) the methods that will be used to minimize future subsidence
(e.g., placing fill before additional layers of waste would reach elevations
that would prevent optimum filling vi voids); (2) the engineering properties of
the fill material, gradation, ability of the material to conform around variable
shapes and sizes without bridging between containers, placement moisture and
density condition, permeability, and compressibility; and (3) the measures to
prevent placement of decomposable materials. The applicant should provide infor-
mation on the compatibility and durability of the proposed fill material in
recognition of the chemical environment in which it will be placed (e.g., main-
taining desired permeability characteristics) and the long-term performance
required of the materials. Materials placed for subsurface and surface drainage
(e.g., permeable blanket placed on excavation bottom with slope graded to sumps)
to safely handle percolation and surface runoff should be described along with
a discussion of the design details of the pervious blanket.

Waste Covering

The applicant should provide information on the shielding materials to be placed
over the waste up to the top of the individual disposal unit. This information
should include type of material, thickness and engineering characteristics
(strength, compaction moisture and compacted density requirements, compressibil-
ity, and erosion resistance and radiation attenuation properties). The proce-
dures for placement of material and the equipment to be used should also be
described.

Locating Disposal Units and Boundary Markers

Information for locating, mapping, and marking disposal units and facility bound-
aries by field surveys and installing markers should be provided. This should
include (1) the level of horizontal and vertical field survey control to be
required, (2) the qualifications of survey personnel (e.g., under the direction
of registered professional land surveyor), (3) the times the field surveys are
to be performed (e.g., after excavation of disposal unit and before placement
of waste and after the placement of the waste covering), (4) the procedures and
documentation for developing a permanent office record on location of disposal
units and boundary markers that will be made available before the period of
institutional control, (5) the types and location of durable markers and monu-
ments to be installed, and (6) the information to be inscribed or placed on
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each boundary and disposal unit marker and monument. The information that will
be visible in the field on disposal unit monuments that are to serve as permanent
markers during the institutional control period should include the total activity
of radioactive material in curies, the total amount of source material in kilo-
grams, the total amount of special nuclear material in grams, the disposal unit
excavation number, the dates the excavation was opened and closed by completing
the covering, and the volume of waste in the disposal unit excavation.

Disposal Unit Closure and Stabilization

The information on closure and stabilization of indiviaual disposal units should
include a description of (1) the operations and procedures that will be required
to prevent disturbance of completed units by ongoing waste disposal operations,
(2) the design and construction features of completed units to ensure compati-
bility with final closure and stabilization plans (e.g. , compatibility of final
cover and grading with surface water management plan and erosion control mea-
sures), (3) provisions for regular inspections and monitoring of completed units
for subsidence, ponding of water and infiltration, or unsuccessful growth of
vegetation with resulting erosion, and (4) construction operations to be
completed if problems are identified during the regular inspections.

Buffer Zone

The information on the buffer zone should include (1) the identification of
buffer zone areas and dimensions on site plans for carrying out proposed opera-
tional and postoperational environmental monitoring and surveillance activities;
(2) a discussion on the adequacy of these areas to permit construction and miti-
gative measures to be taken if the results of monitoring show remedial measures
are required; and (3) a discussion of how site geology and topography, natural
soil and rock characteristics, direction, depth, and velocity of groundwater,
and location of wells and water users were considered in the development of
buffer zone dimensions.

|

4.4 Operational Environmental Monitoring and Surveillance
|

The information in this section should demonstrate how the applicant meets
the environmental and surveillance requirements in 10 CFR 61.53(b) and (c), the
performance objectives of 10 CFR 61.41, the exposure limits in 10 CFR 20.105(b),
and other sections of 10 CFR 20 as they apply to a low-level radioactive waste
disposal facility. For the construction and operational environmental monitoring
and surveillance periods, the applicant should

(1) Submit monitoring plans that will provide adequate data for evaluation of
the potential long-term health and environmental effects resulting from
accidental or routine exposure conditions. Any modifications to the pre-
operational plan for onsite or offsite environmental monitoring, including
a disposal unit monitoring program, should be thoroughly discussed and
justified.

(2) Describe the extent of its participation in an environmental laboratory
intercomparison program (such as that administered by the U.S. Environmen-
tal Protection Agency). This will provide the staff with some measure of
both the precision and accuracy of the laboratory measurements of radio-
activity. If these analyses are to be performed by an outside contractor.
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a description of the contractor's quality assurance program and the extent
V of the contractor's participation in a nationally recognized laboratory

measurements intercomparison program should also be included.

(3) Describe how the monitoring system is capable of providing early warning
for releases of radionuclides from the disposal site before they leave the
site boundary. The rationale for the selection of recording levels, action
levels, and the concentrations in each medium that lead to mitigative
action should be discussed in detail.

(4) Describe and document the mathematical / computer models to be used for cal-
culation of dose to workers on site and the oublic off site (annual dose
and 50 year dose commitment) when the measured concentrations of pollutants
are below the limits of detection by state-of-the-art instrumentation.

(5) Define those protective and restorative actions to be taken if an unplanned ,

release of pollutant were to occur from the site. The plan should be based
on the protective action guides developed by the U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA-520/1-75-001, June 1980).

(6) Describe any changes in the technical personnel, equipment, instrumentation,
or facilities from those selected in the site characterization monitoring
phase. Any changes in the training program for environmental monitoring
should also be included.

O

,

:

|

|

O
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5 SITE CLOSURE PLAN AND INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS

The applicant should describe the facility closure and stabilization plan and
the design features that are intended to facilitate disposal site closure and
to eliminate the need for ongoing active maintenance. Information in other
sections should be referenced as appropriate, j

The applicant should explain the coordination with or participation by a State
or States in the development of the proposed disposal facility. The relation-
ship of the proposed site to compacts formed under the Low-Level Radioactive
Waste Policy Act of 1980 should be presented. The discussions should meet the
requirements of 10 CFR 61.14 and the demonstrations required by 10 CFR 61.59.

5.1 SiteStabilization
The applicant should demonstrate that disposal unit covers are designed to min-
imize infiltration of water into the disposal unit, to direct percolating or
surface water away from. disposed waste, and to resist degradation by surface
geologic processes and biotic activity. Supporting information should include
the results of field tests of prototype and model covers,

5.1.1 Surface Drainage and Erosion Protection

The applicant should provide hydrologic analyses and design details of the site
flood control system to demonstrate that the requirements of 10 CFR 61.12(g),
61.13, 61.51, and 61.52 are met. Those features and institutional procedures

,

)
that will provide protection against erosion and flooding during the closure |
period should be fully described. The information and analyses should conclu- '

sively document that, in accordance with 10 CFR 61.51 and 61.52, site features
have been designed and constructed in such a manner that erosion and flooding
of disposal units will be prevented and active maintenance will not be required. q

The applicant should provide detailed descriptions (plans, maps and cross-
sections) of the site drainage system, including channels, erosion protection,
trench covers, and diversion structures. The applicant should also provide
detailed computations of peak flood flows, depths of flow, and velocities which
constitute the bases for the design of protective features. Estin ites of rain-
fall intensity, infiltration rates, times of concentration, hydrographs, etc.,
should be provided in sufficient detail to allow independent evaluations to be
made of the design criteria and technical analyses.

5.1.2 Geotechnical Stability i

The applicant should provide information on the geotechnical stability aspects
of the site closure plan for a low-level waste disposal facility in accordance
with 10 CFR 61 performance objectives and technical requirements. Information
on the design and construction of the disposal unit excavation covers, overall |

Q site cover, and related monitoring program should be detailed enough to enable
an evaluation of the geotechnical stability aspects of the proposed site closure

|
|
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plan. The applicant should include the following information on the geotechnical
stability aspects: (1) design and construction details for the disposal unit |
excavation cover; (2) program to monitor and analyze the performance of the
backfilled disposal unit excavations with a commitment to carry out remedial
measures, if warranted; and (3) design and construction details of the overall
site cover, site grading, permanent slopes of embankments, and drainage featu ms
(e.g., diversion ditches).

Disposal Unit Excavation Cover

Regarding the disposal unit excavation cover, the applicant should include the
following:

(1) Information on the sequence of placing the soil cover over the disposed
waste containers and constructing the initial cap for each backfilled
disposal unit excavation. If the proposal calls for an initial cover on
individual disposal unit excavations to be followed at final closure by
the placement of a second cover as an infiltration barrier for all the
disposal unit excavations at the site, then the details of this proposal
should be presented including the time of placement for each cover.

(2) Information on the drainage system designed to handle the surface water
during the operation phase for the portion of the system that is to func-
tion during the institutional control period. This information should
include size, lateral and longitudinal slope, filter and bedding materials,
and demonstration of compliance with filter requirements for long-term
performance.

(3) Information on the settlement and infiltration monitoring program. This
information should include details on the location, type, and typical in-
sta11ation details of the monitoring devices, discussion of the adequacy
of the number of devices required to yield reliable data, allowing for some
of the devices to fail to perform; and the interval for monitoring the
data. The applicant's proposal for analyzing and evaluating the informa-
tion gathered should be provided along with a commitment to initiate re-
medial actions, if excessive settlement of disposal unit excavation cover
or infiltration into the closed excavations were to be observed.

The information should be adequate so that the staff can independently determine
that the applicant intends to ensure that each of the filled disposal unit ex-
cavations will be performing as designed before starting the period of institu-
tional control.

Overall Site Cover

Information on the geotechnical aspects of the overall site cover should include
the following:

(1) Engineering details on the several components of the overall site cover and
site grading for the closure phase. This should include information on
materials, thicknesses, and placement specification for the various mate-
rials proposed for the site cover; information on final grading to verify
that all the surface water will be drained away from the disposal excava-
tions; and information to show that all the permanent drains are adequately
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I protected with properly designed and durable filter materials to prevent
\ clogging of drains in the long term. The final grading of the site cover

should accommodate without any adverse effects the long-term settlement
and/or subsidence expected at the site.

(2) The proposed monitoring of the settlement of the disposal unit excavation I

cover and infiltration into the disposal unit excavations during the site-
closure phase and the initial 5 years during the observation and surveil- i

lance period. This monitoring program should be similar in scope to that
provided for the pre-site-closure phase. The scope or the extent of moni-
toring may be ultimately modified on the basis of the observations recorded
and the evaluation of the preclosure monitoring data to fulfill long-term J
monitoring requirements.

(3) The evaluation of the long-term stability (static and dynamic stability)
of all permanent slopes at the site and the long-term settlement and/or
subsidence at the site, as it applies to the geotechnical aspects of site
closure phase. Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 provide information on long-term

Jstability and settlement evaluations.
1

The information on the geotechnical a ,pects of site closure should be adequate
for the staff to judge the applicant's conclusions on the performance requirement
of reasonable assurance that the disposal site will not experience instability
of slopes, excessive settlement and/or subsidence, and infiltration of water
into the backfilled disposal unit excavations and will not require active main-
tenance during the institutional control period.

' 5.1A Site Closure and Stabilization Considerations for Below-Ground Vaults
and Earth-Mounded Concrete Bunkers

The applicant should provide information on site closure and stabilization at
facilities where below groLnd vaults (BGVs) or earth-mounded concrete bunkers
(EMCBs) are to be constructed. This information should include (1) the provi-
sions of a structural performance monitoring program that will verify important
structural design assumptions and confirm structural performance and stability |after site closure, (2) the design and construction features of the filter and {
drainage systems that are to be installed around and below the disposal vaults

_

ito safely control conservatively estimated flow quantities, and (3) the design |
and construction features of the waste cover system that will demonstrate that
the cover will provide protection against radiation and protection for inadvert-
ent intruders and will minimize infiltration and ensuru long-term stability
without the need for active maintenance.

NUREG/CR-5041, Sections 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8, provides guidance on the informa-
i

tion to be provided on structural performance monitoring, filter and drainage |
systems, and the waste cover system.

]

Structural Performance Monitoring

The information on structural performance monitoring should include a descrip-
tion of the types and locations of instruments to be installed and the scope of

/9 the monitoring program. This information should include the specific parameters
Q to be monitored (loads, stresses, deformations, strains, water levels, and flow
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quantities in the drainage collector sumps), typical installation details and
installation procedures for each type of instrument including plans for replac-
ing inoperative instruments, the frequency and duration of proposed monitoring,
the procedures for evaluating the recorded data and observations including iden-
tification of the experience and qualification requirements for pertinent per-
sonnel, the limiting values f m sured structural parameters and the bases for
establishing these values, an, .e procedures to be followed for remedial action
if the limiting values are approached.

Filter and Drainage Systems

The information on filter and drainage systems to be installed around and be-
low concrete disposal vaults should include a description of (1) the features
to be installed; (2) the type and size of drainage pipes, filter and drainage
materials; and (3) other features along with the results of design computations
supporting the established drainage rates and capacities. The information on
filters should describe (1) how the materials selected fulfill the filter cri-
teria (prevent internal erosion and piping and provide required perviousness);
(2) the provisions for ensuring proper controls on gradation, placement, and
compaction, and (3) how the properties of the selected materials were considered
in addressing long-term performance and compatibility in the anticipated dis-
posal environment. The applicant would also need to describe the type of fill
material and the method of placement for fill around the waste packages within
the vaults.

Additional information on features of the drainage system to be provided by the
applicant would include (1) the capability of the drainage features to resist
corrosion, encrustation, and clogging and metsures that would be taken to re-
store clogged or ineffective drains; (2) internal drainage provisions (slope
of concrete vault floor, size and shape of drain openings, and method for accept-
ance testing); (3) the location and configuration of collector sumps with pro-
cedures for determining inflow quantities and the chemical constituents in the
collected flows; and (4) the procedures for ensuring proper controls on grada-
tion, placement, and compaction of drainage materials.

Waste Cover System

The information on the waste cover system to be constructed over the completed
engineered BGV or EMCB structure should include details on (1) the vault roof
(materials, provisions for supporting the roof and minimizing void spaces over
the waste and beneath the roof slab, measures f^ sloping to promote drainage
and for sealing and controlling . racks to prevenu infiltration, and reliance as
an intruder barrier, if assumed, with supporting basis); (2) low permeability
cover materials (e.g. , geomembranes, bentonite panels, and clay soils) includ-
ing appropriate industrial standards and pertinent engineering characteristics
(e.g., maximum coefficient of permeability to be permitted); (3) placement meth-
ods (e.g. for soils, the lif t thicknesses, specified degree of compaction, and
controls for placement moisture content); and (4) the acceptance testing methods '

and frequency.

The applicant sh uld provide information on the outermost cover material (top-
soil and vegetation or rock protection) to resist erosional forces along with
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h) the engineering basis for the selection of the material type. If topsoil andV vegetation are proposed, the information should include the soil type and the
expected depth of the root system. If rock protection is proposed for the outer
layer, the information identified in SRP 5.1.1 would need to be provided.

5.2 Decontamination and Decommissioning

The information provided in this section should be sufficiently detailed to
allow a thorough assessment of the applicant's decommissioning plan. The plan i

should focus on the actions necessary to return the low-level waste disposal Ifacility to a condition that will not require active maintenance. The procedures I

contained in the applicant's decommissioning plan should eventually become part
of the closure plan required by 10 CFR 61.28.

1

At a mininum the following information should be supplied by the applicant and
should be discussed in the context of the decommissioning of the proposed low- ilevel waste disposal facility:

(1) The applicant should provide information on the facility radiation protec- I
tion design features, including the methods and approach used to ensure
that occupational exposures will be maintained as low as is reasonably

'
iachievable during decommissioning activities.

(2) The applicant should include a detailed discussion of the survey methods
that will be used to enable decontamination of all structures and equip-p ment remaining on site or released off site after the operating star.1 of

Dj the license has been terminated. In the event that equipment is releasedt

for unrestricted use, the anticipated use should be specified. This de-
scription should include details of radiation profiles of equipment and
structures. Details on survey instrumentation and sensitivity, competency
of personnel conducting the survey, and radiation profiles that clearly
delineate anticipated survey locations should be provided.

,

(3) The applicant should provide information on the quantities, types, and
physical, chemical, and radiological characteristics of waste that will
be generated during decontamination activities. This information should
include details on how waste will be classified, packaged, or stored before j

3

final disposal,
l

(4) The applicant should include a thorough discussion of each alternative it |
has considered for decontamination, including dismantlement and final dis- |

posal of the generated waste. Cost-benefit considerations must be generated
for each of the investigated alternatives, although the applicant does not
have to specify an alternative choice based on the "best" cost-effective
alternative.

(5) The applicant should provide a discussion of the measured values of residual
| contamination for equipment, structures, and soils remaining on the site.

These values should be compared with current applicable regulatory standards
and guidelines (NRC Regulatory Guide 1.86, "Termination of Operating Li- t

O censes for Nuclear Power Reactors," and Draft Regulatory Guide, "Guidelines |
for Site Closure anf Itabilization for LLW Disposal Sites"). |U

.

'
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(6) The applicant should describe in detail the methodology for radiologically
characterizing the site grounds. The site survey, as part of the method-
ology, will become a portion of the permanent decommissioning record and
will be used to judge compliance with applicable radiation standards.

(7) The applicant should provide all information on reports and studies on
site maintenance, engineering designs and specifications, as-built plans,
operational surveys, vehicle surveys, monitoring equipment calibration
records, including quality assurance documentation, and any other infor-
mation necessary to assess the adequacy of decontamination and
decommissioning operations.

5.3 Postoperational Environmental tenitoring and Surveillance

The applicant should describe how the environmental and surveillance program
will be used to demonstrate that the disposal site is stable and ready for in-
stitutional control. To explain how the monitoring system will provide an early
warning of releases of radionuclides from the disposal site before they reach
the site boundary, the applicant should postulate a number of hypothetical acci-
dent scenarios, report action levels (concentrations of radiological and non-
radiological pollutants in the media) that will trigger mitigative activities,
and discuss the reason for the selection of these levels. This section should
explain how the environmental monitoring program for the postclosure observation
period reflects the history of the disposal site in its earlier operational,
closure, and stabilization periods.

The applicant should include th following important information: (1) how the
physical and chemical characteristics of the waste inventory are reflected in
the design of the monitorir.g program; (2) how well the predictions of the mathe-
matical models used to estimate concentrations of contaminants in the various
media are confirmed by the results of the monitoring measurements; (3) the
rationale behind any modifications to the monitoring plan used in the opera-
tional phase, such as changes of location of the monitoring stations and the
frequency of sampling; (4) the statistical basis to be used to define a signif-
icant difference between the measured and background concentrations; (5) the
emphasis of the program on the monitoring for long-lived nuclides that are poorly
retained by soils, e.g., carbon-14, technetium-99, and iodine-129; (6) to what
extent the monitoring program will involve the use of highly sensitive and
specific in situ sensors that telemeter the monitoring information to a central
facility for analysis; and (7) the qualifications and training of the persons
who will conduct the monitoring program in this period if they are different
from those employed in the operational period.

91
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6 SAFETY ASSESSMENT

6.1 Release of Radioactivity

6.1.1 Determination of Types, Kinds, and Quantities of Waste

The applicant should supply detailed projections of the quantities and physical,
chemical, and radiological characteristics of the low-level wastes to be disposed
of at the disposal facility. Waste projections under consideration include
(1) waste delivered to the disposal facility during the operational period and ,

(2) waste generated as part of closure activities. The applicant should provide
sufficient information on the wastes projected to be disposed of at the disposal-
facility to allow for defendable modeling of potential radiological impacts

iassociated with waste disposal and also to allow for determination of the
applicant's plans to ensure sufficient availability of funds for closure.

Waste During Operational Life

At a minimum, the following information on waste characteristics should be
provided:

(1) An identification of the region of concern, that is, the States forming
the compact.

(2) A discussion of the potential for receipt of waste from outside the region
of concern, as well as the conditions for such waste receipt.

(3) An identification of the major individual waste streams that constitute
the majority of the waste volume and activity. These waste streams
should furthermore be identified in terms of specific waste generating
facilities (e.g., activated metals from a particular nuclear power
plant).

(4) An identification of the waste streams that constitute the remaining waste
volume and activity. These waste streams may be identified in terms of
typical waste streams generated by a number of generators (e.g., a waste
stream consisting of low-activity trash generated by all hospitals in the
region of concern).

!
(5) Information on the physical, chemical, and radiological characteristics

of each waste stream so identified in items 3 and 4 above. At a minimum
this information should include (a) annual volumes, (b) waste class,
(c) average concentrations of the principal radionuclides constituting the
waste stream (including those listed in 10 CFR 61.55), (d) the chemical
and physical form, (e) the presence of chelating agents, (f) packaging
characteristics (e.g., whether the waste will be disposed in a high-
integrity container), and (g) solidification agent. Descriptions of the
chemical and physical form should provide information important to an
estimation of release rates (e.g., whether the waste stream consists of

;

activated metals, sealed sources, and ion-exchange resins). '
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(6) For the information discussed above on waste volumes, an estimate of trends,
for example, whether the waste stream will be generated at a constant annual
rate, or only occasionally. Waste streams only expected to be generated
at a future time (e.g., waste streams associated with decommissioning of a
nuclear power plant) should be specifically identified.

(7) For major generators, any plans to alter waste generation rates (e.g.,
changes in volume reduction, decommissioning plans) over the first 5 years
of the operational life of the disposal facility.

(8) A presentation and discussion of any limitations that will be imposed on
waste receipt, form, packaging, or other characteristics that would
influence assessments of disposal _ facility performance. Such limitations
could potentially include limitations on total site inventories of radio-
nuclides of concern (e.g., C-14, H-3, Tc-99, or I-129), or requirements on
the structural stability of certain Class A wastes. These proposed limita-
tions will be incorporated into disposal facility licenses as conditions
of operation.

(9) A summary of the total projected waste volume and activity for each year
of the operational life.

Waste During Closure Period

The description of waste anticipated to be generated during closure operations
should be sufficient to enable an independent staff assessment of potential

lclosure costs and impacts. The waste description should thus provide information
similar to that discussed in item 5 above.

6.1. 2 Infiltration

The applicant should provide hydrologic infiltration values for input into the
description of how disposal site covers will be designed to minimize, to ihe
extent practicable, water infiltration and to direct percolating or surfact
water away from the waste (10 CFR 61.51(a)(4)). Furthermore, the applicant
should provide infiltration values for input into the analyses of the long-term
stability of the disposal site and the need for ongoing active maintenance after
closure (10 CFR 61.13(d)). All data used to generate infiltration estimates
should also be included. The applicant should also provide information for )
input into the projected groundwater mass transport of radionuclides from the ;

waste disposal site. |
|

The basis for the infiltration values should be described. For example, if no !
analysis was performed, and a value was simply chosen (for instance, a percent- i

age of total rainfall), the applicant should defend the decision. If analyses
were performed, the applicant should present a description of the conceptual
model and the analytical or numerical methods used, including a discussion of
the assumptions, boundary conditions, governing equations, documentation, veri-

'

fication, calibration, and justification that the analysis is adequately conser-
vative or realistic. If a numerical code was chosen, but is described elsewhere
in the SAR, it should be referenced. Results from the analyses should be in a ,

format of volume of flux entering the system per annum, length of time between
deep percolation events, and zones of potentially high percolation.

NUREG-1199 6-2
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6.1. 3 Radionuclide Release - Normal Conditions

The applicant should provide a reasonable, yet conservative, assessment of
radioactivity release into each of the most significant radioactivity transport
mechanisms for each of the five periods of concern in the life of the disposal
facility. The most significant radioactivity mechanisms include groundwater,
air, surface water, direct radiation, and biotic pathways. The five periods of
concern include the operational, closure, observation and surveillance, active
institutional control, and passive institutional control periods. The informa-
tion must be sufficient to enable an independent evaluation of the releases
anticipated from the disposal facility. The information provided herein provides
a source term for calculations of impacts (1) on offsite individuals based on
normal facility conditions, and (2) on onsite individuals (custodial personnel)
conducting normal activities during the active institutional control period.

Typical scenarios by which radioactivity may be released are listed in Tables 6.1
and 6.2. These scenarios are only for illustration, however, and the applicant
should provide an analysis that identifies and quantifies the most significant
scenarios based on the specific details of the site environment, the facility
waste acceptance criteria, and the facility design and operating practices.
Significant scenarios should include those that contribute at least 5% of the
calculated impacts to an individual at the critical receptor point (see
Section 6.1.6).

To the extent that calculations of radioactivity release are based on waste
stream specific models, the applicant's assumptions and analyses for eachO assume similar release models or parameter values for groups of waste streams,
individual waste stream should be defensible. Should the applicant propose to,

then an acceptable approach would be to assume the most conservative radio-
activity release model or parameter values for all waste streams in the group.
Use of other than the most conservative release model or parameter values should
be justified by the expected distribution of the characteristics of individual
waste streams forming the group.

In addition, if credit is taken for inhibition of radioactivity release due to
special waste form, waste packaging (e.g. , disposal within high-integrity
containers), or disposal techniques, those waste streams that will be disposed
of pursuant to these techniques should be identified. The influence of these
special waste form, waste packaging, or disposal techniques should be quantified.

1
Relevant data for this section may be referenced in other sections of the SAR, i
such as:

(1) Section 2.2, "Meteorology and Climatology", as it applies to the amount
and temporal distribution of rainfall and design-basis events

(2) Section 2.4.2, "Groundwater Characterization", as it applies to the
characterization of the natural, unsaturated regime

(3) Section 3.1, "Principal Design Features," as it applies to the engineered
design of the cover system, including physical parameter quantification

O
V

'
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Table 6.1 Typical scenarios - offsite impacts on individuals
resulting from normal conditions

Theoretical
Transport periods of

Scenario Radiation * mechanism concern **

(1) Doses to individuals g None 0
near disposal site
from parked waste
delivery vehicles

(2) Doses to individuals g None 0
near disposal site
from site operations
(e.g., hoisting liners
using cranes)

(3) Airborne releases a,b,g Air 0,C,S,1,P
from contaminated
surfaces such as
buildings and grounds

(4) Airborne releases b Air 0,C,S,1,P
from decomposing waste
(e.g., methane gas,
C0 )2

(5) Airborne dispersion a,b,g Air 0,C,S,1,P
of contamination
unearthed by plants
and animals

(6) Airborne discharges b Air 0,C,5,1
from disposal cells
(e.g,, evaporate water
collected in trenches
or sumps)

(7) Airborne dispersion a,b,g Air C l

of contamination
associated with
demolition activities

(8) Waterborne releases a,b,g Surface 0,C,S,1,P
from contaminated water
surfaces such as
buildings and grounds

(9) Waterborne dispersion a,b,g Surface 0,C,S,I,P
of contamination water
unearthed by plants
and animals

See footnotes at end of table.
,
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Table 6.1 (Continued)

Theoretical
Transport periods of

Scenario Radiation * mechanism concern **
|

(10) Waterborne discharges a,b,9 Surface 0,C,S,I,P
from disposal cells Water
(e.g., from trench
sumps)

(11) Waterborne dispersion a,b,g Surface C
of contamination water
associated with
demolition activities

(12) Radionuclide leaching a,b,g Groundwater 0,C,S,1,P
and migration

(13) Release through a,b,g Biota 0,C,S,I,P
biotic pathways

*a = alpha, b = beta; g = gamma.
**0 = operational period; C = closure period; S = observation
and surveillance period; I = active institutional control
period; P = passive institutional control period.

|

Table 6.2 Typical scenarios - impacts on onsite individuals
during the active institutional control period

Transport Human acce'ss
Scenario Radiation * mechanism location

(1) Direct radiation g* None Site surfaces
'| impacts on individuals ,

maintaining site during ,

!

institutional control
period

(2) Impacts on individuals a,b,g Air Air above site
due to dispersal of surfaces
residual contamination

(3) Airborne releases from b Air Air above site |
waste decomposition surfaces
gases (e.g., methane
gas, CO )2

*a = alpha; b = beta, g = gamma. '

I
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6.1. 4 Radionuclide Release - Accidents or Unusual Operational Conditions

The applicant should provide information regarding the types, significance, and
magnitudes of radioactivity release associated with accidents or unusual opera-
tional conditions. The information should be sufficient to enable an indepen-
dent staff analysis of projected radiological impacts.

Identification of Accidents or Abnormal Operating Conditions

At a minimum, the applicant should provide the following information:

(1) Identification and discussion of the principal accidental or unusual opera-
tional scenarios by which radioactivity may be released and result in im-
pacts on offsite individuals. This discussion should first identify a
complete spectrum of possible release scenarios, and then eliminate those
that are bounded by other scenarios. This discussion should include jus-
tification as to the choice and ranking of possible scenarios. The intent
is to go from a complete list of scenarios to those that are representative
and bounding.

(2) In the above discussion, the applicant may reference (a) generic informa-
tion and analyses, (b) regulatory requirements that preclude certain
scenarios from occurring or otherwise limit the release of radioactivity
(e.g., in terms of the rate at which radioactivity is released or the
period of time that the release rate occurs), and (c) proposed conditions
of waste acceptance or facility design and operation that preclude certain
scenarios from occurring or otherwise limit the release of activity.

Evaluation of Release

At a minimum, the applicant should provide the following information:

(1) For each of the principal scenarios identified above, estimates of radio-
activity release and event frequency that are reasonable, yet conservative.
In so doing, the applicant may reference (a) generic information and
analyses, (b) regulatory requirements that limit or bound the possible
event frequency or magnitude of release, and (c) proposed conditions of
waste acceptance or disposal facility design and operation that limit or
bound the possible event frequency or magnitude of release.

Experience at othe- disposal facilities may also be referenced provided
the relationship between other and proposed disposal operations is clear.

(2) Information that enables quantification of the source term for the princi-
pal mechanisms by which radioactivity, once released, may be transferred
from the disposal facility. These transfer mechanisms may include air and
surface water pathways.

6.1.5 Radionuclide Transfer to Human Access Location

In these sections, the applicant should provide a reasonable, yet conservative,
assessment of each of the most significant radioactivity transport mechanisms
for each of the five periods of concern in the life of the disposal facility.

NUREG-1199 6-6



The most significant radioactivity transport mechanisms include groundwater,
\ air, surface water, direct radiation, and biotic pathways. The five periods

of concern include the operational, closure, observation and surveillance,
active institutional control, and passive institutional control periods. The
information provided herein provides an analysis of the mechanism by which
releases reach human access locations, so that radiological impacts on indivi-
duals can be assessed (Section 6.1.6). The information must be sufficient to
enable an independent evaluation of these transfer mechanisms. Both offsite
individuals under normal facility conditions, and onsite individuals (custodici
personnel) conducting normal activities during the active institutional control
period need to be considered. Typical scenarios and their associated transfer
mechanisms are listed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.

6.1. 5.1 Transfer Mechanism - Groundwater,

Using previously cited hydrologic and geochemical information (Sections 2.4.2,
2.6, and 6.1.1 of the SAR), the applicant should calculate potential radionuclide
concentrations transferred to human access locations, including real and hypo-
thetical groundwater discharge points such as streams, wells, springs, and seeps
located downgradient from the site. To allow for an independent assessment of
the groundwater transfer, the applicant should provide all information needed
to calculate radionuclide concentrations and groundwater travel time at appro-
priate distances downgradient from the site. This information should include a
description of the conceptual model of the site groundwater flow system in
relationship to the planned engineered design, physical and chemical input

CN parameters used in the contaminant transport analyses, the mathematical models
Q and methods used to calculate radionuclide concentrations, and the calculated

results, including associated uncertainties in the methods and data, The fol-
lowing detailed information should be provided:

Conceptual Model of Groundwater Flcw and Pathways

The applicant should provide a description of the conceptual model(s) of the
physical environment and transport medium that describes the occurrence of
groundwater movement in the saturated and ensaturated zones, and delineates all
significant pathways for groundwater transport of radionuclides from the disposal
units to the accessible environment (human access locations). The applicant
should identify the nearest downgradient water users and the nearest municipal
water supply relying on groundwater and describe the design features of the
disposal site.

To conceptualize existing groundwater pathways, the applicant should summarize
the regional groundwater flow system and its relationship to the site using the
hydrologic characteristics and boundary conditions previously described in
Section 2.4.2. The applicant should identify major hydrogeologic units and
their stratigraphic relationships. For each hydrogeologic unit, the applicant
should list hydrologic properties, radionuclide transport characteristics, flow

| directions and volumes of flow, hydraulic gradients, principal zones of recharge
and discharge, all known groundwater-surface water interactions, known leakage
between units, water table fluctuation zones, and known groundwater residence

,

times. |

,

.
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The applicant's conceptual model should describe (narratively and pictorially) 9|Ithe principal saturated flow paths to the accessible environment. The applicant !

should use cross-sections and maps to indicate the principal flow paths and to
include the saturated and unsaturated zones. Vertical and horizontal pathways
should be discussed. The conceptual model should include a discussion of pre-
f orential pathways such as solution features, fault zones, or joint systems, if
present. In addition, the conceptual model should include natural flow barriers,
if present, such as fault zones or dikes, and engineered features designed to
impeda or disperse radionuclide migration.

The applicant should discuss the potential for significant changes in flow
directions and fluxes under various hypothetical pumping schemes described in
Section 2.7 of the SAR, and the site-specific conditions that could induce
change.

Mathematical Models Used To Predict Radionuclide Migration

The applicant should describe the numerical and/or analytical model(s) used to
simulate flow and transport through the saturated and unsaturated zones at the
site and predict radionuclide concentrations transferred to appropriate access
locations downgradient from the site. The applicant should describe and justify
the type of model(s) used, the theoretical basis of each model, including under-
lying assumptions and physical and/or chemical laws considered, and model uncer-
tainties and limitations. The procedures used to verify the codes and the
methods for and results of model calibration should be described, including
model validation techniques and sensitivity analyses. The applicant should
provide information on the modeling procedures (strategies and methods) used in
the analyses, and provide complete decumentation of the computer code using
NUREG-0856 as a guide.

Input Parameters Used for the Contaminant Transport Analyses

The applicant should list and support (justify) all input parameters used in the
contaminant transport analyses, which include hydrologic, geochemical, and radio-
nuclide release data presented in Sections 2.4.2, 2.6, and 6.1.1 of the SAR.
Spatial and temporal variabilities of the parameters should be provided. Hydro-
logic parameters should include, but not be limited to, initial concentration
distributions, saturated and unsaturated hydraulic conductivities, calculated
groundwater velocities, hydraulic gradients, permeabilities, effective and total
porosities, soil moisture characteristics, and dispersion and distribution co-
efficients for radionuclides of interest. The degree of reliance placed on
hydrodynamic dispersion (based on dispersion coefficient) and retardation (based
on distribution coefficient) to demonstrate acceptable dose limits should dictate
the method needed to quantify these values (i.e., site-specific data vs data
from literature) (see Section 2.6).

Results of the Contaminant Transport Analyses

The applicant should provide the results of the transport analyses (calculated i

radionuclide concentrations at real and hypothetical groundwater user locations ;

and discharge points) in map and tabular form. The results of analyses should j

identify the maximum and minimum ranges and discuss the likelihood of predicted

|
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concentrations because uncertainties in the data and analyses may preclude de-'

U/ termining single concentration values. The applicant should perform a sensi-t

tivity analysis and provide the results in tabular or graphical form. The
uncertainties of the result and any anomalous behavior of the modeling analyses
and model outputs should be discussed.

6.1. 5. 2 Transfer Mechanism - Air

The applicant should describe the models, computer codes, and computational
methods used to estimate the downwind atmospheric and surface concentrations j

of gaseous and particulate contaminants released from a low-level waste disposal |

site for both routine and accident conditions. These methods should be capable
of calculations for waste geometries commonly found at low-level disposal sites
(point, area, and volume sources, etc.). The applicant should clearly identify
the computational methods used to quantify removal mechanisms and the wet / dry
deposition rates used in the calculation of the surface area concentrations.
This se:: tion should also contain an estimate of the airborne disperson of con-
tamination unearthed by invasive flora and fauna. The demographic information
requested in Section 2.1.2 should be included to enable the staff to calculate ivalues of the concentrations used in the estimation of population doses in the |

Environmer.tal Report. |

Airborne and surface concentrations should be reported (in graphical or tabular !
form) as normalized, time-integrated, annual-average concentrations for both
radiological and nonradiological contaminants. For accident conditions, the

O
models and assumptions used to estimate downwind concentrations that result
from a puff release (such as during a fire) should be explicitly identified.

The meteorological parameters used in the models should be based on site-specific
data collected from at least 1 year of air quality monitoring. A discussion of
the limitations and accuracy of these parameters for these calculations should
be included. The kinds of meterological data to be used for these calculations
are given in Draf t Regulatory Guide Task ES 401-4, "0nsite Meterological Measure- 1

ment Program for Uranium Recovery Facilities - Data Acquisition and Reporting,"
September 1985. |

|

The projected concentrations for airborne pollutants and the surface depositions
should be calculated

(1) at the site boundary points for each of the 22.5 radial sectors centered I

on the 16 cardinal compass directions
|

(2) at the location of the maximally exposed individual (off site)

(3) at the nearest present and known future offsite receptors (i.e. , residence,
milk cow, milk goat, meat animal, and farm or vegetable garden larger than

250 m ) for each of the 22.5 radial sectors

(4) for offsite inoividuals during the operational, closure, observation and
surveillance, active institutional control, and passive institutional
control periods i

NUREG-1199 6-9 )
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(5) for offsite individuals, which are the result of operational accidents or
abnormal conditions during the operational period

(6) for onsite individuals during the active institutional control period

6.1.5.3 Transfer Mechanism - Surface Water

Using previously cited hydrologic information (Section 2.4.1 of the SAR), the i
applicant should calculate potential radionuclide concentrations at human '

access locations (including surface water intakes, fishing areas, shorelines, l
and other water recreation areas) located in water bodies that could receive |
contamination from the site. To allow for an independent assessment of surface
water concentrations, the applicant should provide all information needed to
calculate radionuclide concentrations in surface water bodies. This information
should include a description of the surface water flow system in relationship
to the planned engineered design, physical and chemical input parameters used
in the contaminant transport analyses for both the surface water and the source
of contamination (e.g., contaminated site runoff), the mathematical models and
methods used to calculate radionuclide concentrations, and the calculated re-
sults (including associated uncertainties in the methods and data).

The applicant should describe the conceptual model, addressing all significant
pathways for surface water transport of radionuclides to the accessible environ-
ment. The applicant should identify the nearest use of surface water that
could become contaminated and should describe any site features that could
mitigate radionuclide releases to the surface water environment. Detailed maps
and cross-sections should be provided.

The applicant should describe the numerical and/or analytical model(s) used to
simulate flow and transport at the site and to predict radionuclide concentra-
tions at affected surface water locations.

The applicant should describe and justify the type of model(s) used, the theo- j
retical basis for each model, and the uncertainties and limitations of the '

model. The procedures used to verify the codes, and the results of model cali-
bration should be described, including model validation techniques and sensi-
tivity. The applicant should provide information on the modeling procedures
(strategies and methods) used in the analyses and provide complete documenta- |tion of the computer code (s).

The applicant should list and justify all input parameters used in the contam- |
inant transport analyses. Results of the transport analyses and radionuclide |
concentrations at surface water user locations and discharge points should be
provided in map and tabular form. The results of analyses should represent
the range of possible values and should discuss the likelihood of the predicted
concentrations with regard to uncertainties in the data and analyses. The ap-
plicant should perform a sensitivity analysis and provide the results in tabular
or graphical form. The uncertainties of the results and any anomalous behavior
of the modeling analyses and model outputs should be discussed.

6.1.5.4 Other Transfer Mechanisms

The applicant should fully describe the transfer mechanisms in addition to
groundwater, air, and surface water that contribute to scenarios having
radiological impacts on individuals. These transfer mechanisms may include
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,

attenuation of gamma radiation through air and offsite transfer of radioactivity
through biotic pathways. An explanation of why transfer mechanisms were incor-
potated as part of the overall analyses should be included. If gamma attenua-
tion or biotic pathways are not included, the applicant should explain why these'

transfer mechanisms were not included. The explanation should include simple,
basic calculations to demonstrate that these transfer mechanisms contribute
less than 5% of the total potential dose rate.

For all transfer mechanisms covered in this section, the applicant should fully
describe and justify the mathematical models or analytical methods and data
used. Data used from other parts of the SAR can be referenced.

Specific information that should be provided for gamma attenuation includes the
description and validity of the mathematical methods used to describe buildup,
shielding, and absorption effects; the model used to calculate external exposure
to electrons; and the analytical methods used to simulate various source geom-
etries (points, planar, volume).

6.1.6 Assessment of Impacts and Regulatory Compliance

This section provides a culmination of the analyses and information presented
in Sections 6.1.1 through 6.1.5. In this section, the applicant should provide
information that demonstrates compliance with regulatory limits for potential
radiological impacts associated with the disposal facility. Specific impacts
to be determined include those associated with (1) releases under normal condi-

'O tions, (2) releases due to accidents or unusual operational conditions, and
V (3) normal activities by site custodial personnel during the active institutional

control period.

I An acceptable way to organize the information in this section is to first
address calculations of radiological impacts on individuals and then address .

compliance with regulatory criteria.

Calculation of Radiological Impacts on Individuals

Calculations of radiological impacts on individuals have the potential for con- ,

'

siderable complexity. Given this fact, it is recommended that the applicant
organize the information presented herein so that it first addresses the overall
scope of the analyses and then addresses the specific details of the analyses.

Analyses Scope. An acceptable way to organize the required information is to I

first identify the principal receptor points of concern (i.e., the principal
human access locations), then identify the particular exposure media in which
radioactivity is projected to be present, and finally to identify and confirm
the principal uptake pathways. Rationale and discussion should be provided for
assumed changes in receptor points, exposure media, and uptake pathways as a
function of time.

The above three-stage hierarchy is illustrated in Tables 6.3 through 6.5 for
releases resulting from normal operations. It should be noted, however that.

j the particular receptor points, exposure media, and uptake pathways that would
1 be considered for a particular facility would be entirely dependent on the !
i proposed design and operation of the facility, as well as on site environmental

conditions. The examples illustrated in Tables 6.3 through 6.5 may therefore
be incomplete or inapplicable.

!
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Table 6.3 Typical receptor points (access locations) '

and exposure media

Receptor points Possible exposure media Comments

Site boundary Air a
Well water b
Surface water (possibly) c
Gamma radiation d

Nearest user of groundwater Air
downgradient of site Well water e

Surface water (possibly) e

Nearest community user of Air
groundwater downgradient Well water e
of site Surf ace water (possibly) e

Ne6 rest surface discharge Air
point (e.g., stream) for Surface water
groundwater in downgradient
direction from site

Nearest surface discharge Air
point (e.g., stream) for Surface water
site runoff

INearest resident Air ,

'Well water (possibly)
Surface water (possibly)
Contaminated biota

1

a. Determined for each of the 22.5 radial sectors centered on I
the 16 cardinal compass directions.

b. Possibly not applicable until active and passive institutional
control periods. See comment f.

c. In the event that a surface water access location is at or
near the site boundary.

d. Determined during operational period at the site boundary
near major onsite source of gamma radiation.

e. Depending on site-specific conditions, the access location
could be well water, surface water, or both,

f. For the active and passive institutional control periods, the
nearest resident should be assumed to be at the site boundary.
Access locations to be considered should, at a minimum,
include air, well water, and contaminated biota. Surface
water use depends on site-specific conditions.

O
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Table 6.4 Typical uptake pathways considered;

i Uptake pathways

Exposure media Primary Secondary

(1) Offsite air * Inhalation (air) Inhalation (soil)
Direct radiation (air) Direct radiation (area)

Direct radiation (air)
'

(2) Offsite air Inhalation (air) Inhalation (soil)
Direct radiation (air) Direct radiation (area)
Ingestion (air) Direct radiation (air)

i (3) Offsite location Direct radiation
(operations)

(4) Onsite air Inhalation (air) |

Direct radiation (air)

! (5) Well water Ingestion (water) Inhalation (soil)
' Direct radiation (area)

Direct radiation (air),

Ingestion (water) Inhalation (soil)

O
(6) Open water

Ingestion (fish) Direct radiation (area)
Direct radiation Direct radiation (air)i

j (immersion)
(7) Onsite soil during Direct radiation (volume),

active institutional Direct radiation (area)
period>

(8) Contaminated biota Ingestion (specific)

; * Note that dose assessment models based on the presence of contaminated air at
a human access location would differ somewhat on the basis of whether one is'

- addressing a chronic or a temporary exposure (e.g. , as in a puff release of
'

. radioactivi ty).

i
1

!

i:

! I

i |

,

1
1
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Table 6.5 Descriptions of typical uptake pathways

Pathway Description

Inhalation (air, Uptake of radionuclides resulting from breathing
contaminated air.

Inhalation (soil) Uptake of radionuclides resulting from air
contaminated from suspension and volatilization of
contaminated surfaces.

Direct radiation (air) Direct exposure to ionizing radiation based on
immersion in a cloud of contaminated air.

Direct radiation (area) Direct exposure to ionizing radiation based on
standing on a contaminated surface.

Direct radiation Direct exposure to ionizing radiation based on
(operations) proximity to disposal facility during operations.
Direct radiation Direct exposure to ionizing radiation from disposed
(volume) waste as attenuated through disposal unit covers.
Direct radiation Direct exposure to ionizing radiation resulting from

| (immersion) immersion in contaminated water.
1

Ingestion (air) Uptake of contaminated plant food resulting from
deposition of airborne contamination. This pathway
could include consumption of deposited contamination,

| (e.g., leafy vegetables) plus consumption of con-
tamination resulting from root uptake pathways. In
either case, radionuclide transfer to humans could
occur via the following mechanisms: plant-to-human,
plar 'to-animal-to-human, and plant-to-animal-to-
p rc,uuc t- to- h uma n.

Ingestion (water) dptake of contamination resulting from consumption
and use of contaminated water. Water may be con-
sumed directly, used for watering livestock, or used
to irrigate plants. Transfer to humans via live-
stock mechanisms could include the following mecha-
nisms: water-to-animal-to-human, and water-to-
animal-to product-to-human. Transfer to humans via
plant irrigation could occur by mechanisms similar
to those for the above ingestion (air) pathway.

Ingestion (fish) Uptake of contamination resulting from consumption
of fish and shellfish caught in open water.

Ingestion (specific) Consumption of food in food chain initiated by
; contaminated biota.

1

,

1
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For abnormal or unusual operational releases, at least two receptor points may
!\ be considered: the site boundary and the nearest surface discharge point (e.g.,
I a stream) for site runoff. The exposure media of concern would at a minimum

include air for the first receptor point and surface water for the second. For
normal activities by the site owner during the active institutional control.

j period, the receptor point is essentially the surface of the disposal facility.
Exposure media of concern would at a minimum include contaminated onsite air
and direct radiation.

| Details of Analyses. Information addressed herein should at a minimum include
i the followin0:

(1) Computational models and analytical methods for transfer of radioactivity
through uptake pathways. Transfer models generally based on the methodo-
logy in Regulatory Guide 1.109 are acceptable, although specific parameters
for inclusion in the model should be reviewed and replaced with updated or
site-specific parameters as appropriate.

(2) Assumptions for occupancy times, exposure periods, growing season, usage
parameters, and physiological and metabolic parameters. In this regard,
Regulatory Guide 1.109 may be used as a general reference. Updated or
site-specific information should be used as appropriate.

:

J (3) Dose conversion factors for direct exposures to beta and gamma raritatior
j as well as acceptable dose conversion factors for exposure to internal organs

due to ingestion and inhalation pathways. External beta / gamma exposures
due to proximity to uniformly contaminated surfaces may be based on the;

:i methodology presented in NUREG/CR-1918, or methodology of equivalent sophis-
'

tication, as may external beta / gamma exposures due to immersion in contam-
inated air. Exposures to internal organs due to ingestion or inhalation
pathways should be based on the methodology in International Commission
or Radiological Protection, Publication 30, or its equivalent,

(4) Conceptual models and exposure scenarios.q

(5) A comparison of the compilation of site-specific data pertinent to pathways
analyses with data obtained during the site characterization program.

.

(6) Details of computer codes to determine impacts. (Such codes may be
.! referenced.)
l
j (7) Information sufficient to ensure that the analysis includes all pathways
i of interest, that is, pathways that contribute at least 5% of the total
| potential dose rate at each receptor point of interest.
1

; Compliance With Regulatory Criteria |
iThe information presented herein should provide a comparison of the potential

radiological impacts determined above with applicable regulatory criteria. At
a minimum reasonable assurance should be provided regarding the following: j

'

(1) Potential normal offsite releases will be controlled so that impacts on
individuals through the particular combination of pathways inherent at the

; access location of concern are within the limits specified in 10 CFR 61.41
i

!
!
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and are furthermore reduced to levels as low as reasonably achievable.
This should be shown to be valid during the operational, closure, obser-
vation and surveillance, active institutional control, and passive
institutional control periods.

(2) Potential impacts on offsite individuals as a result of operational
accidents and abnormal occurrences will be controlled to levels as low as
reasonably achievable, where the term "as low as reasonably achievable" is
defined in 10 CFR 20.

(3) Potential impacts on onsite individuals carrying out routine activities
during the active institutional control period will be controlled so that
they will not exceed the limits specified in 10 CFR 61.41 and are further-
more reduced to levels as low as reasonably achievable.

The applicant's assessments of compliance with the above criteria are not
limited to numerical assessments of potential dose rates but may also include
the applicant's commitments and proposed limiting conditions of operations, the
applicant's proposed environmental monitoring and survey program, the ease in
which operations can be adjusted to eliminate or mitigate potential releases of
radioactivity, past environmental monitoring and disposal history at other
disposal facilities, and the applicant's training and experience.

6.2 Intruder Protection

The applicant should provide information on the intruder protection measures
that would be used to prevent an intruder from coming into contact with Class C
waste after the institutional control period. The applicant should clearly
identify the specific measure: that will be used to provide the required pro-
tection. This protection may be provided by (1) placing the waste a minimum
of 5 m below the top surface of the waste cover or (2) if the waste is placed
at higher levels within the disposal unit, by designing and constructing an
intruder barrier system with material that will provide protection against in-
advertent intrusion for at least 500 years following site closure. The loca-
tions of the disposal unit excavations where Class C wastes are to be plac9d
should be clearly identified on the site drawings, and the applicant should
include suf ficient details (configuration, depths) of waste placemmt and in-
truder protection measures on the engineering drawings.

The information on the intruder protection system should include (1) a discus-
sion on waste handling and placement that is cross-referenceJ to Section 4.2,
"Waste Handling and Interim Storage," with respect to the proper segregation
procedures for Class C waste, and to Section 4.3, "Waste Disposal Operations,"
regarding waste emplacement, backfill, and covering operations, and (2) when
Class C waste will be placed at depths less than 5 m below the top surface,
an irtruder protection analysis that will demonstrate with reasonable assurance
that the proposed measures and materials will safely protect against inadvertent
intrusion for the required period following institutional control. Information
to be provided in the analysis should include the assumptions, data, and metho-
dology used in the analysis, with particular emphasis on the long-term quality
and durability aspects of the materials to be placed over the wastes. The basis
for the results and conclusions of the analysis should be clearly identified,
and the information should include supporting documentation (e.g., historical
examp,es of longevity for similarly proposed materials) and important references.
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The analysis should address the development of any potential adverse effects
/ resulting from the occurrence of abnormal and/or accident events during theb'

required 500 year period of performance.

The applicant should provide information on placement, backfill, and covers
where Class C waste is to be placed in a disposal unit at depths at least
5 m below the top surface of the cover. This information should include the
type of materials to be placed over the Class C waste and the field controls
to be required for its placement. The information should indicate whether the
materials above the Class C waste are to consist entirely of soil materials or
a combination of Class B and stable Class A wastes overlain by a soil material
cover.

6.3 Long-Term Stability

The applicant should present discussion, data, and stability analyses that pro-
vide reasonable assurance that there will be no need for ongoing active mainte-
nance of the disposal site following closure. This demonstration should be
based on quantitative analyses of active natural processes such as erosion,
mass wasting, slope failure, settlement of wastes and backfill, infiltration
through covers over the disposal areas and adjacent soils, and surface drainage
of the disposal site.

In the stability analyses, the applicant should identify (1) the method, input
data, and assumptions used for each process analyzed and (2) the assumed contri-
butions of siting, design, use, operation, and closure if they affect long-term
stability. The applicant should discuss the uncertainties of the results and
any anomalous model behavior and analysis output.

6.3.1 Surface Drainage and Erosion Protection

The applicant should provide hydrologic analyses and design details of the site
flood control system to demonstrate that the requirements of 10 CFR 61.23(e)
and 61.44 are met. Those features that will provide protection against erosion
and flooding during the postclosure period should be described in detail. The
information and analyses presented should conclusively document that, in ac-
cordance with 10 CFR 61.44, the facility has been designed and sited and will
be closed in such a manner that long-term stability can be achieved without the
need for ongoing, active maintenance.

The applicant should provide detailed descriptions (plans, maps and cross-
sections) of the site drainage system, including channels, erosion protection,

i trench caps, and diversion structures. The applicant should also provide
detailed computations of peak flood flows, depths of flow, and velocities that
constitute the bases for the design of protective features. Estimates of
rainfall intensity, infiltration rates, times of concentration, hydrographs,
etc., should be provided in sufficient detail to allow independent evaluations
to be made of the design criteria and technical analyses.

.

Where applicable, results of testing of rock durability (to demonstrate the
ability of the erosion protection to endure for long periods) should be
provided.

NUREG-1199 6-17
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6.3.2 Stability of Slopes

The applicant should provide information on the long-term stability aspects of I

the slopes of the proposed facility in accordance with the performance objectives
and technical requirements of 10 CFR 61. The applicant should provide informa-
tion on the long-term stability of all earth and rock slopes, both man-made and
natural, whose failure under any of the conditions to which they could be exposed
during the 500 year stability period of the facility could adversely affect
the facility's meeting the performance objectives in Subpart C of 10 CFR 61.
Slope stability evaluations should include information on (1) slope area
characterization--investigations (borings, test pits, trenches, etc.); results
of laboratory tests; design properties of fill borrow materials; and compaction
criteria; and (2) slope stability- slope characteristics, design criteria, and
stability analysis and results. If any of the information that should be
presented in this section of the SAR is presented in other sections, it does
not have to be repeated here, but the appropriate sections should be referenced.
The scope and results of any additional investigations carried out for the slope
stability evaluations should be presented in this section. The scope of such
presentation for these additional investigations should be similar to that in
Section 2.5.

Site and/or Slope Area Characterization

Information on the geotechnical characteristics of the site (Section 2.5) and
information from any additional investigations at the slope areas should be the
data base for the t.haracterization of the slope areas. The information should
include the following:

(1) Geology, Geochemistry, and Seismology of the Area

Information on these items presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.5 and applicable
to the slope areas should be appropriately referenced. If additional
investigations were carried out for the slope areas, they should be
presented here. The scope of information on the above items for the slope
areas should be similar to that in Section 2.5.

(2) Field Investigations

The information presented for the slope areas, either in this section or
in other sections and appropriately referenced, should include the
following:

(a) plot plan (s) clearly showing the outline of the facility and the
locations of all site explorations such as borings, probes, pits,
trenches, seismic lines, and piezometers, and geologic profiles, with
identification of the location of the slope areas selected for |
stability evaluation i

|
(b) an adequate number of profiles and cross-cections of the slopes ;

showing the soil and rock layering

I(c) logs of borings, probes, pits, trenches, and geophysical investigations
from the slope area in sufficient detail as described in Regulatory

,

Guide 1.132.
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6

L

(3) Testing and soil Parameters

The information on both test results and soil parameters used in the slope
stability evaluation, either in this section or in other sections and
appropriately referenced, should include the following:

1 (a) Description of test results and engineering properties of natural
materials occurring in the slope areas and for the fill borrow mate-'

ri. tis proposed to be used in the stability analysis of the slope areas.'

(b) For slopes that are underlaid by saturated cohesionless soils and/or
sensitive clay, a description of sampling procedures and test results
for all zones that could become unstable because of liquefaction or
strain-softening phenomena.

,

(c) Static and dynamic engineering properties of the soils with a demon-
ttration that reasonable and conservative values were used in the
design. This demonstration shcald explain how the developed data ,

werit selected for use in the stability analyses, how the test data
are enveloped for design, and why the design envelope is conservative.

(4) Groundwater Conditions

Information on the groundwater conditions should include the following: '

.

(a) discJssion of the range in groundwater conditions having an effect on
t the stability of the slopes of the proposed facility and the margins'

of safety against failure

(b) analyses and evaluation of the potential for piping conditions ;
.

(c) histo y of seasonal groundwater fluctuations and levels resulting.

j from occurrences of design-basis events

] (5) Borrow Materials

Information on the proposed fill borrow materials for the slope areas
should include the following:

,

(a) data and discussion supporting the suitability of the material for
; its intended use
J

! (b) adequate demonstration that the physical and shear strength soil and
rock parameters recommended to be used in the slope stability analyses
were based on appropriate tests performed on samples representative
of the as-compacted condition i

(c) plans for restoration of the borrow area (s) to address any potential4

l for adversely affecting the long-term performance of the disposal
facility because of the borrow excavations
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(6) Compaction and Quality Control

Information on compaction and quality control of fill materials should
include detailed specifications on material selection, compaction criteria,
placement moisture content, gradation of materials, and frequency of
quality control tests.

Slope Stability

The information on slope stability (slope characteristics, design criteria, and
design analyses) should be sufficient and appropriate to demonstrate the long-
term stability of the facility slopes and any other slopes at the site whose
f ailure could adversely af fect the long-term performance of the disposal
facility. The information should include the following:

(1) Slope Characteristics

(a) a presentation of the characteristics of any excavation slope, natural
slope, and/or embankment slope, including details on slope angles and
foundation conditions

(b) description and table summary of the static and dynamic engineering;

properties of the soil and rock that constitute the slope and founda-'

tion materials

(c) a description of the groundwater and seepage conditions used in the
stability analyses

(2) Stability Analyses

The presentation of the method of analyses and design criteria for the
short-term and long-term stability of the slopes should show that repre-
sentative and valid static and dynamic analyses were performed and that
the factors of safety resulting from these methods of analyses are not
less than 1.3 for short-term static stability conditions and 1.5 for long-
term static stability conditions. The information presented should also
include the following:

(a) Static Stability

For the static stability analyses, the following features should be I

described and assessed: i
1

the uncertainties with regard to the boundaries and properties-

of the several types of soil in the foundation and within the
slope, the forces acting on the slope, and the pore pressures
acting within the slope

failure surfaces (slip circle, sliding wedge, etc.) corresponding-

to the lowest factor of safety obtained in the stability analyses
for the anticipated conditions of loading (e.g., long-term,
seismic, and flooding)
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the effects of the assumptions inherent in the method of analysis-

\ that was used on the resulting margins of safety

(b) Dynamic Stability

For the dynamic stability analyses, the following features should be
described and assessed:

The appropriateness of the typical cross-section of the slope-

analyzed and the soil parameters used in the analysis.

The appropriateness of the method of dynamic stability analysis-

used. This may be decided on a case-by-case basis depending on
the level of earthquake shaking, the types of soils in the slope,
and the consequences of a seismically induced failure of the slope.
The selection of the method of dynamic stability analysis should
be adequately justified.

Failure surfaces (slip circle, sliding plane, etc.) corresponding-

to the lowest factor of safety obtained in the analyses for the
anticipated conditions of loading (e.g., long-term, seismic, and
flooding).

The effect of the assumptions inherent in the method of analysis-

that was used on the resulting margins of safety. The factors of
[ safety calculated should be identified and will be evaluated on

a case-by-case basis by the staff depending on the conservatismss

in the data base, design assumption, and method of analysis that
was used.

(c) Liquefaction Potential )
If the slope or foundation materials at the site of the facility are
saturated, loose, cohesionless soils, then an analysis of the lique-
faction potential of these materials is required for long-term stabi-
lity considerations. The information should include the fcilowing:

The method of analysis selected and the basis for its selection.-

The need for a detailed liquefaction analysis should be deter-
mined on a case-by-case basis and should consider the level of
earthquake shaking, site stratigraphy, critical soil parameters 1

(relative density, standard penetration test (SPT), percent fines, '

|etc.), and the consequences of a liquefaction-induced failure.

For the method of analysis used, the appropriateness of the soil-

parameters used in the liquefaction potential analysis should be
adequately justified.

The appropriateness of tha ::omputed factor of safety and its-

physical significance in the context of the method of analysis
used should be explained.

;
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|6.3.3 Settlement and Subsidence

The applicant should address the long-term settlement and/or subsidence aspects
of the proposed facility design in accordance with the performance objectives

.

|

and technical requirements of 10 CFR 61. The settlement and/or subsidence of I
the individual disposal unit excavation cover and the disposal site should be !

evaluated to determine if the settlement and/or subsidence would adversely
affect the facility's meeting the performance objectives in Subpart C of
10 CFR 61. Information on settlement and/or subsidence should include (1) the
results of site characterization, details of disposal unit excavation and waste
emplacement and backfilling during the coerations phase, and details of disposal
unit excavation cover design and construction; (2) modeling for the settlement
analysis; (3) the uncertainties in the sM.tlement analysis; and (4) commitments
for remedial actions if settlement would adversely affect the facility's meeting
its performance objectives. If any information that should be presented in
this section of the SAR is presented in other sections, it does not have to be
repeated here, but the appropriate sections should be referenced.

Site Data

(2) Site Characteristics ;

Information required to identify the areas potentially susceptible to
settlement and the engineering properties of various materials needed for I

the evaluation of settlement should be presented in this section. The l
information on site characteristics, either by reference to appropriate ;
sections of Sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 or by presentation of addi- 1

tional data in this section, should include the following:
,

|
(a) Plot plan (s) clearly showing the outline of the facility and the

'

locations of all site explorations with the location of the areas
selected for settlement investigation. ,

|
|(b) Profiles and cross-sections of the areas selected for settlement

evaluation, illustrating in appropriate detail the relationship of
the proposed facility structures and components to the subsurface
materials.

(c) Logs of borings, prober, pits, and trenches considered in developing
the stratigraphy used in the settlement analysis.

(d) The description and test results for the engineering properties of
materials underlying the site. Guidance is provided in Regulatory
Guide 1.138 for soil testing. The properties of these materials must
be supported by field and laboratory test records. The applicant
should demonstrate that the parameters required for the settlement
analyses were properly determined and that reasonable and conservative
values were used in the analyses. The applicant should explain how
the developed data were used in the analyses, how the test data are
enveloped in design, and why the design envelope is conservative. A

table indicating the values of the parameters used in the settlement
analyses should be provided.
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(e) The groundwater conditions, as they re W e to the settlement aspects
J of the proposed facility. This information should include discussion
; of critical cases of groundwater conditions and the range of fluctua-

tion that were considered at the proposed facility; the presence of,

j perched, artesian, or aquifer conditions and other significant hydro-
logical conditions, if any; and the design-basis events that were
addressed in the settlement analyses. ;

(2) Construction and Operations Phase Data
i

Construction and operations phase data that are relevant to the evaluation3 .

of settlement should include the following:

i (a) information and analyses to justify whether construction dewatering
would be required and, if needed, information on the dewatering cri-
teria (levels of water to exist, changes in pore pressures, and moni-
toring details)

,

(b) information on the use of the materials excavated from the disposal
area as either backfill in the disposal unit excavations or as a

| general fill at the site and i'.iformation on where the materials will !
'be stockpiled

(c) detailed information on the proposed method for placing the waste
containers in the disposal unit excavation and an estimation of the
intercontainer voids

,

| >

) (d) specifications on the fill materials and their placement in the inter- !
container voids and details on how the fill materials will be placed #

to comply with the staff recommendations in Appendix A of SRP 4.3 ;
< >

; (e) design and construction details of the soil fill and the disposal
!unit excavation cover to be placed above the waste containers includ-'

<

ing detailed specifications and placement technique

I Modeling

Information on modeling (characterization for the settlement analyses) should
include the following:

1

(1) Areas or locations (disposal unit excavation cover and the general area
'

within the disposal site) selected for the evaluation of settlement. This '

;

should include the best, average, and worst conditions (from point of con- I
cern with settlement) at the site to enable an evaluation of the range of
total and differential settlements at the selected locations. This selec-
tion should be based on representative site data..

_
(2) Typical cross-sections, soil and rock layering, groundwater conditions,

and the timing and sequence of loading (excava:. ion / placement of fill, etc.)t

j to be used in the analyses which should be representative of the site
conditions and the applicant's plans for operating the disposal facility.

>

4
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(3) Proper justification for the design parameters for various materials (soil,
rock, waste containers, backfill, disposal unit excavation cover materials,
site fill, etc.) used in the settlement analyses. Analytical representa-
tion or modeling of items such as disposed waste (waste and containers
degraded with time), partially saturated fill (because of assumed infiltra-
tion from the sides and top of the excavation or from leaching), and
layered system cover / cap should be provided.

Settlement Evaluation

Information on the evaluation of settlement should include the following:

(1) Discussions of the problem and appropriate details of the method of anal-
yses so that the staff can judge whether the method of analyses is appli-
cable and commonly used in the engineering profession. The settlement
evaluation should consider the sequence of loading and normal and abnormal
design conditions. If a commercially marketed computer code for estimat-
ing settlement is used, the staff will likely accept its validity. If a
new code or a proprietary code is used, the documentation supporting the
validity of the code should be presented for staff review. The analyses
should determine both instantaneous and time-dependent deformations to
enable a determination of both total and differential settlements at vari-
ous locations of the facility.

(2) A detailed discussion shouid be provided on how the magnitudes of settle-
ments calculated at the various specific locations have been used to esti-
mate the magnitudes of differential settlement (on both a short- and long-
term basis) and the potential for cracking of the disposal unit excavation
cover and possible water infiltration. Estimation of the magnitude of the
cracking or the area of openings or pathways for water infiltration should
be presented with adequate justification. If the differential settlement
is judged minimal and not severe enough to result in cracking of the dis-
posal unit excavation cover, then the basis for this conclusion should be
clearly given. A discussion on the conservatism in the settlement analyses
and how the uncertainties in the various parameters are considered should
be presented. The settlement evaluation should provide the necessary in-
formation so that the staff can evaluate the extent and effects of long-
term settlement and infiltration, and the SAR should contain definitive
statements with adequate justification that are supported by the analyses.

Remedial Action

Any proposal for future remedial actions at the facility to rectify the con-
ditions and problems associated with unacceptable settlements, if necessary,
should include a plan and a commitment to monitor the settlement. If excessive I

(more than that predicted or assumed in the design) settlements are observed, a
commitment to conduct a study to determine the causes and prescribe remedial
actions would be required. The commitment by the applicant to perform the
required remedial action should be provided in the SAR.

O
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7 OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION PROTECTION

The applicant should provide information on the methods to be used for radiation
protection and on estimated occupational radiation exposures to operating and
construction personnel during normal operation and anticipated operational
occurrences (including disposal, maintenance, routine operational surveillance,
inservice inspection, and calibration). The applicant should provide informa-
tion on facility and equipment design, the planning and procedures programs,
and the techniques and practices that will be used to meet the standards for
protection against radiation of 10 CFR 20 and the guidance given in the appro-
priate regulatory guides, where the practices set forth in such guides will be
used to implement NRC regulations. Reference to other sections for information
needed in this section should be specifically made where required.

7.1 Occupational Radiation Exposures

policy Considerations

The applicant should describe the management policy and organizational structure
irelated to ensuring that occupational radiation exposures will be as ',ow as is

reasonably achievable (ALARA). This should include the applicable responsibi-
lities and the related activities to be conducted by the management individuals
responsible for radiation protection and the policy of maintaining occupational
exposures ALARA. Policy with respect to designing and constructing the facility
the ALARA policy as it will be applied to facility operations should be described.

Design Considerations ;

The applicant should describe (1) how experience with past designs and operating
facilities was used to develop improved design for ensuring that occupational
radiation exposures will be AURA, (2) how ALARA design guidance (both general
and specific) was given to the individual designers, (3) how the design is
directed toward reducing the need for maintenance of equipment and reducing ra-
diation levels and time spent where maintenance and other operational activities
are required, and (4) any mechanisms that provide for design review by a
competent professional in radiation protection such as the utility radiation
protection managar.

The detailed facility design features for radiation protection and for ensuring
that occupational radiation exposures will be ALARA should be covered in
Section 7.3.

Operational Considerations

The applicant should describe the methods to be used to develop the detailed
operational plans and procedures for ensuring that occupational radiation expo- i

sures will be ALARA, and how these operational plans and procedures will affect
the design of the facility and how such planning has incorporated information i

from operating experience, other designs, etc. The applicant should describe
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how operational requirements are reflected in the design considerations de-
scribed in Section 7.1 and the radiation protection design features described
in Section 7.3.

The applicant should provide the criteria and N conditions under which various
operating procedures and techniques for ensuritQ that occupational radiation
exposures will be ALARA are implemen M for all systems that will contain,
collect, store, or transport radio rtive liquids, Jases, and solids (including,
for example, handling and storage systems) The applicant should describe the
means for planning and developing procedures for such radiation exposure-related
operations as maintenance and inservice inspections, in a manner that will en-
sure that the exposures will be ALARA, and any changes in operating procedures
that would result from the ALARA operational procedures review.

7.2 Radiation Sources

The applicant should describe the sources of radiation that are the bases for
the radiation protection design so that they can be used as input to the shield
design calculation. Those sources that are contained in the equipment of the
radioactive waste management systems should be described. Sources should be
categorized according to isotopic composition or gamma ray energy groups,
strength (curie content), and geometry, and the basis for the values should be
provided. The location of the source in the fixility should be specified so
that all important sources of radioactivity can be located on plan layout draw-
ings. For all the sources identified above, the models and parameters for cal-
culating the source magnitudes should be provided. Additional details on (and
any changes of) source descriptions that are used to develop the final shield
design should be given.

7.3 Radiation Protection Design Features

Facility Design Features

The applicant should describe equipment and facility design features used for
ensuring that occupational radiation exposures will be ALARA.

The applicant should provide illustrative samples of the facility design fea-
tures used in the SAR design stage. The description should inc'.ude those fea-
tures that reduce the need for maintenance and other operations in radiation
fields, reduce radiation sources where operations must be performed, allow o,uick
entry and easy access, provide remote operation capability, or reduce the time
required for work in radiation fields, and any other faatures that reduce radia-
tion exposure of personnel. It should include the methods for reducing the
production, distribution, and retention of activation products through design
methods, material selection, water chemistry, decontamination procedures, etc.
The location of sampling ports, instrumentation, and control panels should be
provided.,

The applicant should provide scaled layout and arranger:ent drawings of the fa-
cility showing the locations of all sources. The layout drawings should show
the radiatio;' Aom des 4/sations, including zone boundaries for both normal op-
erational and refueling outage conditions Other sections should be referenced' as appropriate. The layouts should show shield wall thicknesses; traffic pat-
'arns; and the locations of controlled access areas, personnel and equipment
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|,O decontaminatinti areas, contamination control adeas, .the healtr jphysics facili-
\ ties, airbornd radioactivity and area radiation monitors, con,te.1 panels for

/ radwaste equipment and components, the onsite laboratory for hnalysis of chemi-
s

I- cal and radioactivity sr/ O W and the counting room. The dWign-basis radia-
tion level in the comfing itbQiuring normal operation, and anticipated. opera-
tional occurrenges should wh Mpet.ified. The'ar?;11 canto hould describe thesi

facilities ano equipmentducd as14ods, glove b des, filte A 1pecial handling
equipment, a@ cpecial. shis.us thdt; are related to the usg onsealed and un-
sealed speci l nuciety,, source, and byproduy qapiiaQ
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;] Shielding g t
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The applicant should provide information on t.he shielding for each of the radia-
tion sources including the criteU u f0r penetrations, tile materials, the rethod'

x
N. by which the shield parameters'(cross-Jections, buildup factors, etc.) were

determined, and the assumptions, codes, and:techniquee osed in the calculattons.
The applicant chould describe special protective features that use suieldirn,1

,f geometric arraagemeqts(iTcluding equipment separation), or iemote handling to
ensure that sccupationallradiation exposuresNill be ALARA in normally , occupied; ,,

areas. The applicant should indicate whether'and, if so, how the guidance in
Regulatory Guide 1.69'6n concrete radiation Shields and in Rchalatory3uide '8.8
on special protective features was followed; i'.T the guidance was not f olloud,
the applicant should describe the alternative nethhds used.

,y . s. .
Ventilation j \l J I + '

, ,,

I_

Q. p ' ' Theapplicantshobiddkribethepersonnelprotectionfeaturesincorpot's$ edin
9 the design of the venti'. tion system. . Those as' bcts of the design that relate

$''N to removing airboe %t
activity @jating per

am equipment cubicleV, corridors, and oper-

ating areas noya.1y @d oed.ied by o%ryects of the systems that relate to con-
nnel and into eff,luent control

systems should ad de's T;h

trolling the co3 centration of radioacaidty. i$ the areas mentioned above should )e .

be included. e appl, cant should provideS n illastrative exampi n f the air. )'

clean 4y 'syste design,3 inclqding a samph. 'hayout of an air cleaning \ system |

housing showi- filter mount.Wgs, access doors, aisle space, service galleries,
andprovisionsfortesting,Do,1ction,anddecontamination. [fhe criteria estab-
lished for the changcout of a , ' tilters and absorbers in the a[a , cleaning sys- jr

item should be providec'.. , ,

.
ty / ( 1%

Area Radi d/un and Airborno Badicadivity Monitoring Instrumentation !)
The applicint b ulo' describe the t1xed area radiation and continuous air'bo e
radioactivity itoring instrumentation and the crite-faifoFits selectica ind ,"'' '

q f'. '(( -
''

placement. |
,

1 i f i 3 J, g,

The applicant should provide information on the auxiliarpod(oq emegency power ;

supply and the range, sensitifity, accuracy, precision, ce Sth"Aon, methode and
frequency, alarm setpoints, . recording devfces, and locatf or of detectors, read-
outs,andala,rmstforthemoptoringinstrumentqtion. Accide?.t considerations
and other needs for high-range instrumentation should U,e included. The appli-.

$
'

i''( cant shwld provide the location of airborde monitor sample collectors and of
samplingfli.ies and pumps. .'
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The applicant should describe the criteria and the methods for obtaining repre-
sentative in plant airborne radioactivity concentrations, including airborne
radiciodines and other radioactive materials, from the area being sampled.

The applicant should describe the experience and qualification of the personnel
- responsible for the health physics program and for handling and monitoring

radioactive materials.

Equipment, Instrumentation, and Facilities

The applicant should provide the criteria for the selection of portable and
laboratory technical equipment and instrumentation for performing radiation and
contamination surveys, for airborne radioactivity monitoring and samplint for
area radiation monitoring, and for personnel monitoring during normal op< ation
and anticipated operational occurrences and under accident conditions. f ie
instrument storage, calibration, and maintenance facilities should be described.
The location of the health physics facilities (including locker rooms, shower
rooms, offices, and access control stations), laboratory facilities for radio-
activity analyses, protective clothing, respiratory protective equipment, decon-
tamination facilities (for equipment and personnel), and other contamination
control equipment and areas that will be available should be described and
identified.

The applicant (1) should give the location of the respiratory protective equip-
ment, protective clothing, and portable and laboratory technical equipment and
instrumentation and (2) should describe the type of detectors and monitors and
the quantity, sensitivity, range, and frequency and methods of calibration for
all the technical equipment and instrumentation mentioned above.

7.4 Radiation Protection Program

The applicant should describe (1) the policy, methods, frequencies, and proce-
dures for conducting radiation surveys; (2) the procedures and methods of opera-
tion that have been developed for ensuring that occupational radiation exposures
will be ALARA, including the procedures used in inservice inspections, loading
and shipping, normal operation, routine maintenance, and sampling and calibra-
tion that are specifically related to ensuring that radiation exposures will be
ALARA; (3) the physical and administrative measures for controlling access and |

stay time in radiation areas; (4) the bases and methods for monitoring and con-
trolling contamination of personnel, equipment, and surface; and (5) the radia-
tion protection training programs.

The applicant should describe (1) the methods and procedures for personnel moni-
toring (external and internal), including methods of recording, reporting, and
analyzing results, and (2) the program for assessing internal radiation exposure
(whole-body counting and bioassay), including the bases for selecting personnel
who will be in the program, the frequency of their whole-body count and bioassay,
and any nonroutine bioassay that will be performed.

Organization

The applicant should describe the administrative organization of the health<

5 physics program, including the authority and responsibility of each position
identified.
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O The applicant should describe the methods and procedures for evaluating and
controlling potential airborne radioactivity concentrations. Any requirements
for special air sampling and the issuance, selection, use, and maintenance of
respiratory protective devices, including training programs and respiratory
protective equipment fitting programs, should be described.

The applicant should describe the method of handling and storing sealed and
unsealed byproduct, source, and special nuclear material.

O

oV
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8 CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

8.1 Organizational Structure

Preoperational Phase

The applicant should discuss its experience in the design and construction of
waste management facilities and experience related to activities of similar
scope and complexity. The applicant's management, engineering, and technical ;

support organization, including organizational charts reflecting the applicant's '

current headquarters and engineering staff structure and planned modifications |
of and additions to this structure to reflect the added functional responsi- l

bilities associated with the addition of the facility, should also be described.
These added responsibilities should be identified and should include the items
listed under items (1) and (2) below:

(1) Design and Construction Responsibilities

The applicant should describe the implementation or delegation of the
following areas of responsibility:

[ (a) principal site-related technical and engineering work such as that
related to meteorology, geology, soils, seismology, hydrology,
demography, and environmental effects

(b) design of facility and ancillary systems

(c) review and approval of facility design features

(d) site layout with respect to environmental effects and security
provisions

(e) development of sections of the SAR

(f) review and approval of material and components specifications

(g) procurement of materials and equipment

(h) management of construction activities

(i) quality assurance related to design and construction

(2) Preoperational Responsibilities

The applicant should describe the proposed plans for the management
organization in regard to the following items of the initial test program:

(a) development of plans for the preoperational testing of the facility

NUREG-1199 8-1
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(b) development and implementation of staff recruiting and training
,

programs

(c) development of facility maintenance programs |
|

Ir regard to items (1) and (2) above, the applicant should specify how these
responsibilities will be delegated and implemented within and from the head-
quarters staf f and should identify the working or performance level and respon-
sible organizational unit, including an estimate of the number of persons
expected to be assigned to each of the various units with responsibility for
the project. In addition, the applicant should show how the management staff
will interact with the architect / engineer and how the applicant's staff will
conduct the required review of contractor work.

The applicant should also describe the general qualifications and requirements
in terms of numbers, educational background, and experience for identified
positions or classes of positions, and the specific educational background and
experience for assigned management and supervisory positions relative to items
1 and 2 above.

For positions or classes of positions that will have functional responsi-
bilities other than those specified in the SAR, the expected proportion of
time assigned to the other activities should be described. Ir, addition, the

early plans for providing technical support for the operation of the facility
should be described.

The information should include a description of the specific activity (includ-
ing scope) to be engaged in, organizational description and charts reflecting
organizational lines of authority and responsibility for the project, the number
of persons assigned to the project, and the qualification requirements for prin-
cipal management positions related to the project. For the organization with
extensive experience, a detailed description of this experience may be provided
in lieu of a description of the organization and evidence of its technical capa-
bility. However, a specific description of how this experience will be applied
to the particular project should be provided.

Operational Phase

The applicant (1) should provide organizational charts showing the corporate
level management and technical support structure, including the relationship
of that part of the structure responsible for waste disposal to the rest of the
corporate organization, and a description of the specific provisions that have
been made for technical support for operations and (2) should identify the
organizational unit and any augmenting organizations, or other personnel, that
will manage or execute any phases of the waste management program, including the
responsibilities and authority of the principal participants.

The applicant should (1) identify in terms of numbers, the educational back-
ground and experience requirements for each identified position or class of
positions providing technical support for facility operations and (2) include
the specific educational background and experience for individuals in the manage-
ment and supervisory positions that will provide support in the areas identified
below.
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The special capabilities of the support group for the operation of the facility'-
should include*

(1) engineering (materials, soil mechanics, hydraulic, and structural)
(2) engineering geology
(3) health physics and radiation protection
(4) maintenance support
(5) operations support
(6) quality assurance
(7) training
(8) safety review
(9) fire protection
(10) outside contractual assistance

8.2 Qualifications of Applicant

The applicant should provide the following:

(1) An organization chart showing the title of each position, the minimum num-
ber of persons to be assigned to common or duplicate positions,-and (if
appropriate) the number of operating shift crews should be submitted.

(2) The functions, responsibilities, and authorities of facility positions
corresponding to the following should be given:

q (a) overall facility management
I i (b) operations supervisionb (c) operating shift crew supervision

(d) technical supervision
(e) radiation protection supervision
(f) maintenance supervision
(g) emergency supervisory structure
(h) quality assurance supervision (when part of the facility staff)

For each position, where applicable, required interactions with offsite
personnel or personnel in positions identified in Section 8.1 should be
described. Because such interactions include defined lines of reporting
responsibilities, the following should also be described: (a) the line of
succession of authority and responsibility for overall facility operation
if unexpected occurrences of a temporary nature should occur and (b) the
authority that may be delegated to operating supervisors and to shift
supervisors, including the authority to issue standing or special orders.

If the facility contains or is planned to contain facilities other than
those described in the SAR, this section should also describe interactions
with the organizations operating such facilities. The description should
include any proposed sharing of persons between the facilities, a descrip-
tion of their duties, and the proportion of time each person will routinely

.

'

be assigned to the other facility.

(3) The position titles of management staff members, the total number of people
planned to man each shift, and the proposed means of assigning shift res-

Q ponsibility for implementing the radiation protection and emergency programs
on a round-the-clock basis (if appropriate) should also be described.
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(4) The education, training, and experience requirements (qualification require- |

ments established by the applicant for filling each management, supervisory,
or radiation safety position in the operating organization above should be
described. At the application stage, it is recognized that many details
of the facility organization and staffing may not have been made final.
This section should eventually provide evidence, in the form of personnel
rssumss, that the initial selections of persons to fill management and
principal supervisory positions down through the shift supervisory level
are acceptable.

8.3 Training Program

Scheduling and Training

The applicant should describe the training and retraining programs for the
facility staff and the scheduling of these programs. The program descriptions
should include the following:

(1) the proposed subject matter of each course, the duration of the course |

(approximate number of weeks in terms of full-time attendance), the organi- |

zation teaching the course or supervising instruction, and the position
titles of the persons who will be taking the course

(2) a commitment to conduct an onsite formal training program and on-the-job
training so that the entire facility staff will be qualified before the
initial receipt of radioactive waste

(3) plans for conducting a position task analysis for all operating personnel, I
'in which the tasks performed by the person in each position are defined

and the training, in conjunction with education and experience, is identi- |
fied to provide assurance that the tasks can be effectively performed

(4) procedures for the orientation of incidental site visitors with regard to
site safety and radiation protection

(5) the proposed means for evaluating the effectiveness of the training
program for all employees

(6) any difference in the training programs for individuals on the basis of
experience, which should be categorized as follows:

(a) no previous experience
(b) experience at facilities not subject to licensing
(c) experience at comparable facilities

The applicant should submit a chart showing the schedule for each part of the|

training program for each position or organizational unit identified in the SAR.
The time scale should be relative to expected operation.

|

The applicant should show clearly to what extent the training program has been
accomplished at the approximate time of the submittal of the application.'

Contingency plans for additional training should be described in the event
operation is significantly delayed from the date indicated in the application.
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h) The applicant should describe the plans for the retraining of facility personnel,
V identify the additional position categories on the facility staff for which

retraining will be provided, and describe the nature, scope, and frequency of
such retraining.

8.4 Emergency Planning

The applicant should demonstrate that plans have been established for responding
to all credible accidents and emergencies of a radiological nature that are
consistent with the proposed method of operations.

The applicant should demonstrate that the offsite release associated with the
most credible accident that is consistent with the projected source term will
yield an offsite dose equivalent of less than 0.01 rem to the whole body and
0.05 rem to the lungs.

If the maximum potential offsite releases yield dose equivalents greater than
the above, the applicant should develop emergency procedures that include inter-
action with local and State authorities and appropriate notification of affected
populations. Further, the applicant's emergency procedures should have been
developed with the full knowledge, participation, and cooperation of such autho-
rities and affected populations.

8.5 Review and Audit

p Facility Operations Review

The applicant should describe the provisions for the facility operations staff's ;

review of operational activities, the independent review of facility operations, |
and the independent assessment of activities pertaining to safety enhancement. I
Specific information should include the following: l

(1) the functioning of the onsite organization with respect to the review of
proposed changes to systems or procedures and of unplanned events that
have operational safety significance, including subject matter to be re- |

viewed, organizational provisions for conducting the reviews (including !
personnel), and the documentation and reporting of review activities

(2) the procedures and organization used to evaluate safety-related opera-
tional activities independent of the operating organization, including
how and when such a program is to be implemented, subject matter to be
reviewed, organizational provisions for conducting the review (includ-
ing personnel), and the documentation and reporting of review activities

(3) the provisions to perform independent reviews and assessments of facility
activities, including the functions of the review group, organizational
provisions for conducting the activities (including personnel), and the
documentation and reporting of these activities

8.6 Facility Administrative and Operating Procedures

,A The applicant should describe the administrative procedures that provide control
over activities that are important to the safe operation of the facility and the
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procedures for operation that will ensure that routine operating, abnormal, and
emergency activities are conducted in a safe manner. In general, detailed writ-
ten procedures do not have to be included in the SAR; however, the applicant
should provide general descriptions pertaining to the nature and control of the
following procedures:

Administrative Procedures

(1) procedures for review and approval

(2) equipment control procedures

(3) procedures pertaining to the control of maintenance and modifications

(4) emergency planning procedures

(5) temporary changes to procedures

(6) procedures pertaining ta standard orders to facility personnel, including
authority and responsibility of key site personnel (site managers, assis-
tant manager, and site radiological control and safety officer)

(7) training and orientation precedures

(8) procedures pertaining to access to control area (s)

(9) quality assurance / quality control procedures

Operating Procedures

(1) procedures for systems operation
(2) waste receipt and inspection procedures
(3) waste handling, storage, and disposal procedures
(4) trench design and construction procedures
(5) vehicle survey and release procedures
(6) abnormal, temporary, and emergency procedures
(7) instrument calibration and test procedures
(8) facility maintenance procedures
(9) environmental monitoring, sampling, and testing procedures

Because most of the information in this portion of the SAR is related directly
to information in other portions of the SAR, the applicant should provide cross
references as appropriate.

8.7 Physical Security

The applicant should provide the plans for implementing security measures re-
lating to the layout of the facility and other design features and equipment
arrangements intended to provide protection of nuclear materials against theft,
tampering, or radialogical sabotage.

The applicant should describe the comprehensive physical security program for
the facility, including the physical security organization, access controls to
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1

| |

O the facility, means of detecting unauthorized intrusion, provisions for monitor-
ing access to controlled areas, communication systems related to security, in-
trusion alarm systems, arrangements with law enforcement authorities to provide
assistance in responding to security threats, and response to unusual events.
The implementation schedule for the physical security program should include. ;
diagrams, to approximate scale, displaying the following:

(1) location of alarm stations

(2) location of access control points to controlled areas
;

l

(3) location of relevant lav. enforcement agencies and their geographical-

jurisdictions (on separate map to approximate scale)

(4) interaction of facility operations std f with the security staff |

The response capabilities of local law enforcement agencies during nonopera-
tional hours should also be provided.

O

,

O
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9.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE

To ensure that the performance objectives of 10CFR Part 61 will be accomplished
and can be demonstrated, it is necessary that the applicant establish a quality
assurance (QA) program. The QA program will provide a multi-disciplinary system
of management controls backed by quality verification and overview activities
that demonstrate completeness and appropriateness of achieved quality. An
effectively planned and executed quality assurance program includes the partic-
ipation of all organizations. The policies and procedures for implementing the
program describe integrated technical and administrative activities which Will
ensure successful accomplishment of the performance objectives of 10CFR Part 61
and the design bases stated in the application. In this section of the appli-
cation, the applicant should describe the QA program that will be established
and executed in determining the characteristics of natural disposal, during

.

design, construction and operation of the facility. The QA program will ^

linclude a description of controls and verifications to be exercised during the
development and use of computer codes. The applicant should describe how the
QA program will be established at the earliest practical time cor.sistent with

1

the' schedule for performing the activity to which it applies.

The applicant should provide the description of the QA program in sufficient
O detail to permit the NRC to determine the adequacy of the planned implementa-
V tion. Insufficient detail will result in formal questions by the NRC and |answers by the applicant.

!

The applicant should provide the description of the QA program in the applica-
tion for each major participating organization. The applicant may provide the

,

descriptions of the QA programs separately or integrally for all organizations, I

keeping in mind that the NRC must be able to assess the adequacy of'the planned I

implemdntation.
!

The criteria to be addressed in the applicant's and major participant's QA
programs are listed and described below. It is recommended that the l

descriptions of the QA programs address each criterion in the order in which
they appear in this section. Should the applicant conclude that one or more
criterien will not apply, the justification'should be clearly stated to permit
the NRC to evaluate the conclusions reached.

9.1 Quality Assurance During Design, Construction, and Operation

9.1.1 Organization

The applicant should clearly describe the authority and responsibilities of
organizations performing "quality achieving" and "quality assuring" functions. '

"Quality achievement" is defined as satisfsctory performance of a' work activity,
such as drilling, designing, constructing and testing, in accordance with
technical criteria, requirements and procedures. Ths "quality assuring",

( functions are those of' assuring that an appropriate QA program is established
and executed and verifying that activities important to th6 accomplishment of
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the performance objectives have been correctly performed. The description
should make clear the assignment of responsibility for establishing and execu-
ting the quality assurance program. The organizational responsibilities should
reflect an integration of the technical, administrative and quality achieving
and quality assuring functions such that the quality assurance program elements
are threaded throughout the entire organizational structure and are an integral
part of day-to-day operations.

The applicant should provide organizational charts and functional responsibility
descriptions that denote the lines of responsibility and areas of authority
within each of the major organizations in the project. These charts and
descriptions should present the structure of the QA organizations as well as
other functional organizations performing activities affecting quality of the
design and construction of the facility. In addition, a single project
organization chart should be provided showing how the major organizations or
companies working directly for the applicant on the project interrelate with
one another. The chart should reflect the control exercised by the applicant
to ensure that the quality of work is performed by the lowest tier supplier or
subcontractor is adequate to support accomplishment of the performance
objectives.

The applicant should describe the measures that ensure that persons and
organizations performing "quality assuring" functions have suf ficient authority
and organizational freedam to (1) identify quality problems; (2) initiate,
recommend or provide solutions; and (3) verify implementation of solutions.
The applicant should describe the measures that ensure that persons and

,

organizations assigned the responsibility for checking, auditing, inspecting or
otherwise verifying correct performance of an activity report to a management
level in order to provide required authority and organizational freedom, I

including sufficient independence from pressures of cost and schedule.
|

Irrespective of the organizational structure, the applicant should describe how )
the individual or individuals with primary responsibility for ensuring effective
implementation of the QA program at any location where activities subject to i

the control of the QA program are being performed will have direct access to |
such levels of management as may be necessary to carry out this responsibility.
The applicant should indicate from whom the persons performing quality assuring
functions receive technical direction for performing quality assuring tasks and
administrative control (salary review, hire and/or fire, position assignment).
The applicant should identify those positions or organizations that have
written delegated responsibility and authority to stop work or control further
processing, delivery, installation or use of nonconforming items until proper
disposition of the deficient item has been approved.

The applicant should describe how requirements will be imposed on contractors
and subcontractors to ensure that individuals or groups within their organiza-
tions performing quality assuring functions have sufficient authority and
organizational freedom to effectively implement their respective QA programs.

The applicant should describe the extent to which it will delegate to other
contractors the work of establishing and executing the QA program or any part
thereof. The QA functions that are implemented within the applicant's QA
organization and those that are delegated to other organizations should be
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clearly delineated. The method by which the applicant will retain responsibil-
V ity for, and maintain control over, those portions of the QA program delegated

i

, to other organizations should be described, and the organization responsible
| for verifying that delegated QA functions are properly carried out should be
| identified. The applicant should identify major work interfaces for activities
I affecting quality ad describe how clear and effective lines of communication '

exist between the applicant and principal contractors to ensure necessary |
i

coordination and control of the QA program. I

9.1.2 Quality Assurance Program

The applicant should plan and execute implementation of a QA program at the
earliest time, consistent with the schedule for accomplishing the activities.
The QA program should be documented by written policies, procedures and/or
instructions and should be carried out throughout site characterization
activities, design, construction and operation of the facility. The descrip-
tion of the QA program in the application should reflect how the QA program is
to be established in advance of start of the activities to be controlled and
how the program is to be implemented as the activities proceed. The QA program

i

description should include a listing of policies, procedures and instructions,
along with a brief summary of the intent of each and a schedule for their |
release.

The QA program should provide for the planning and accomplishment of activities
affecting quality under suitably controlled conditions. Controlled conditions

O include the use of appropriate equipment, suitable environmental conditions for
ij accomplishing the activity and assurance that prerequisites for the given
b activity have been satisfied. The program should provide for special controls,

processes, test equipment, tools and skills to attain the required quality.

Th9 program should identify the activities and items to which it applies and
provide controls consistent with the importance of the activities and/or items
in meeting the performance objectives. Items as used here is an all-inclusive
term used in place of any of the following: structure, system, component,
material, equipment, technical data, documents, computer codes and samples.

The program should provide for indoctrination and training, as necessary, of
personnel performing activities related to accomplishment of the performance
objectives.

The applicant should describe the program that provides fur adequate
indoctrination and training of personnel performing activities affecting
quality to ensure that suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained and how
that program will ensure the following:

(1) Personnel performing activities affecting quality are appropriately
trained in the principles and techniques of the activity being performed.

(2) Personnel performing activities affecting quality are instructed as to ,

the purpose, scope and implementation of governing manuals, policies and
procedures.

(3) Appropriate training procedures are established.
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(4) Proficiency of personnel performing activities affecting quality is
maintained. ,

|

The applicant should describe the qualification requirements for the persons !
responsible for ensuring effective implementation of the QA program of the '

applicant and of its major contractors.

The applicant should describe the measures that ensure that activities affecting
quality will be accomplished under suitably controlled conditions, including
(1) the use of appropriate equipment, (2) a suitable environment for accomplishing
the activity (e.g., adequate cleanliness), and (3) compliance with the necessary
prerequisites for the given activity.

The applicant should describe (1) the measures that ensure that there is
regular management review of the QA program to assess its effectiveness and the
adequacy of its scope and implementation and (2) the provisions for reviews by
management personnel above or outside the QA organization to ensure an objective-

program assessment. The description should include measures to ensure that
major participating organizations regularly review and assess the effectiveness
of their respective QA program implementation.

The applicant should describe the measures that ensure that its QA organization
will (1) review and document agreement with the QA programs of the principal
contractors and (2) conduct or have conducted audits of the contractors' QAprogram activities.

The applicant should provide a summary description of advanced planning that
demonstrates control of quality-related activities, including management and
technical interactions.

The applicant should describe the provisions for maintaining the QA program
description current.

9.1. 3 Design Controls

As defined in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, the term "design" means: (a)
specifications, plans, drawings, blueprints and other items of like nature; (b)
the information contained therein; and (c) the research and development data
pertinent to the information contained therein. The term "research and develop-
ment" means: (a) theoretical analysis, exploration or experimentation; or (b)
the extension of investigative findings and theories of scientific or technical
nature into practical application for experimental and demonstration purposes,
including experimental production and testing of models, devices, equipment,
materials and processes.

The design of a Low-Level Waste (LLW) facility includes: characterizing the
geologic setting; predicting the long-term stability of the site; predicting
the environmental interactions between the site and its surroundings; planning
and specifying processes for handling LLW; and specifying requirements for
constructing facilities for handling LLW. The design process includes developing
computer codes used in modeling the characteristics of the geologic setting or
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in the predicting of environmental impacts, such as groundwater travel and
seismic activity. The degree of design control that management must exercise
over a given element of the design is highly dependent on the importance of
that element in meeting the performance objectives of the LLW facility. The
ability to demonstrate the soundness of the design is a key consideration in
establishing management controls.

The applicant should describe how the design control element of the QA program
is to be planned, documented and implemented prior to start of design work.
Measures should be described that ensure that applicable regulatory requirements,
as defined in 10CFR Part 61 regulations, are correctly translated into specifi-
cations, plans, drawings, procedures and instructions. These measures should
include provisions to ensure that appropriate quality standards are included in
the design documents and that deviations from such standards are controlled.

The applicant should describe measures for ensuring the adequacy of the process
of selecting and reviewing for suitability of application of materials, parts,
equipment and procesres that are essential to the accomplishment of the
performance objectives.

The applicant should (1) describe the measures that ensure verification of
checking of design adequacy, such as c'esign review, peer review, use of alter-
nate calculation methods or performance of a qualification testing program
under the most adverse conditions; and (2) identify the positions or organiza-
tions responsible for design verification or checking. Individuals or groups
responsible for design verification should be other than the original designer
and normally other than the designer's immediate supervisor. Design verifica-
tion consists of confirming that the design of the structure, system or
component is suitable for its intended purpose. Design checking, which must
also be performed, includes such things as confirmation of the numerical
accuracy of computations and the accuracy of data input to computer codes.
Confirming that the correct computer code has been used is part of' design
verification. Design verification requires that the responsible individual or
group has a level of skill at least equal to that of the original designer;
design checking, however, can be performed by less skillf"1 p m ns. Design
verification should be performed by persons other than those performing design
checking.

The applicant should describe measures of identifying and controlling design
interrelationships, both internal and external, and for providing coordination
between participating design organizations. These measures should include
provision for establishment of procedures among participating design organiza-
tions for the review, approval, release, distribution and revision of documents
involving design interfaces.

The applicant should describe how design changes, including field changes, will
be subject to design control measures commensurate with those applied to the
original design and will be approved by the organization that performed the
original design, unless the applicant designates another responsible
organization.
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The applicant should describe how errors and deficiencies in the design,
including the design process, that could adversely affect the performance of
any structure, system, component or activity necessary to meet the requirements
of 10 CFR Part 61 are to be documented; and corrective action, including root
cause evaluation of significant errors and deficiencies, is to be taken to
prevent recurrence of errors and deficiencies.

!

9.1.4 Procurement Document Control

The applicant should describe measures that will be established to assure that
applicable regulatory requirements, design bases and other requirements which
are necessary to assure adequate quality are suitably included or referenced in
the document for procurement of material, equipment and services, whether ;

purchased by the applicant or by its contractors or subcontractors. To the
extent necessary, procurement documents should require contractors or

;

subcontractors to provide a QA program consistent with the guidance in this isection.

The applicant should describe how procedures are to be established that clearly
delineate the sequence of actions to be performed in the preparation, review,
approval and control of procurement documents. Procurement documents provide
the exchange of information between the applicant and its contractors or
between the prime contractors and subcontractors. It is paramount to the
success of the design, construction and operation of an LLW facility that these
documents be subjected to the utmost care in their planning, release and
distribution. For the more important instructions conveyed by procurement
documents, it is prudent to also conduct meetings to review the contents and
ensure that the resulting actions will take place as planned. Particular care
should be exercised in communicating the required management controls to
contractors and subcontractors supplying services related to site characteriza-
tion, to ensure that results can be reliably demonstrated. Procedures that are
to be followed and records that are to be generated and retained must be
clearly identified in the procurement documents. It is the responsibility of
the applicant to ensure that contractors and subcontractors have the needed
information and fully comprehend the information and the significance of its
use.

The applicant should describe how it will ensure that qualified personnel will
review and concur on the adequacy of quality requirements stated in procurement

i

I

documents. This review should determine that quality requirements are correctly
stated, inspectable and controllable; there are adequate acceptance and rejec-
tion criteria; and the procurement document has been prepared, reviewed and
approved in accordance with QA program requirements. The review and approval i

of procurement documents should be documented before they are released and )should be available for verification.

The applicant should describe measures for ensuring that procurement documents
will identify the documentation (e.g., drawings, specifications, procedures, |inspection and fabrication plans, inspection and test records, personnel and '

procedure qualifications and chemical and physical test results of material) to
be prepared, maintained and submitted to the purchaser for review and approval.
The description should include measures to ensure that procurement documents '

will identify those records to be retained, controlled and maintained by the
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'A supplier and those to be delivered to the purchaser before hardware is used or
' installed or befor3 a service, such as sample testing, is approved and accepted.

Measures should be described to ensure that procurement documents will contain
the procuring agency's right of access to the supplier's facilities and records
for source inspection and audit.

The applicant should describe measures to ensure that changes and revisions to
procurement documents will be subject to the same or equivalent review and
approval as the original documents.

9.1.5 Instruction, Procedures and Drawings

The applicant should describe measures to be taken to en:,ure that activities
affecting quality are prescribed and performed in accordance with documented4

instructions, procedures or drawings. Provisions should be established that
clearly delineate the sequence of actions to be performed in the preparation,
review, approval and control of instructions, procedures and drawings.
Instructions, procedures or drawings should include appropriate quantitative l

acceptance criteria for determining that important activities have been ;

sstisfactorily accomplished. |
i

Two primary reasons exist for maintaining planned and approved instructions, !
procedures and drawings for the performance of activities related to accomplish- i

ing the performance objectives of. The first occurs when there is a need to
Q perform an activity in a specific way and sequence. The formal instruction,
t procedure or drawing provides not only the specific way and sequence but

provides criteria to permit an independent verification that the activity was
performed correctly. The second occurs when there is a need to document the
tools, methods and in process results for the benefit of others who will later
review the decision process and judge the conclusions reached. The conduct of
field and laboratory geotechnical tests requires preplanned procedures to be
followed by a scientist, but as the testing progresses, the procedures could be
changed to reflect new and different practices dictated by in process information.
At the conclusion, the procedure followed by the scientist and the information
gathered will be fully documented for review by others at a later time.

9.1. 6 Document Control

The applicant should describe the measures established to control documents
that prescribe activities affecting the quality of the design, construction and
operation of an LLW facility. The purpose of this control is to ensure that
planned directions are understood and in the hands of those responsible for
achieving and assuring the project's objectives. The description should cover
control measures that ensure the following:

(1) The review, approval, and issuance of such documents and changes thereto
should be procedurally controlled to ensure the contents of the documents
are adequate and the quality requirements are appropriately stated.

(2) Provisions should be established that identify those individuals or groups

O responsible for reviewing, approving and issuing documents and revisions
thereto.
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(3) Changes to documents should be reviewed and approved by the same
organizations that performed the original review and approval, or by other
qualified responsible organizations delegated by the applicant.

(4) Approved changes should be included in instructions, procedures, drawings ;
and other documents before the change is implemented. |

(5) Obsolete or superseded documents should be controlled to prevent
inadvertent use.

(6) Documents should be available at the location where the activity will
be performed before the work commences.

(7) A master list or its equivalent should be established to identify the
current revision number of instructions, procedures, specifications,
drcwings and procurement documents. The list should be revised and
distributed to predetermined, responsible personnel to prevent use of
superseded (outdated) documents.

The applicant should identify the types of documents to be controlled and the
organization responsible for the review, approval and issuance of documents and
changes thereto.

9.1. 7 Control of Purchased Material, Equipment and Services

The applicant should describe the measures that ensure that material, equipment
and services purchased directly by the applicant or its contractors and sub-
contractors will conform to procurement document requirements. The description
should describe the measures that provide, as appropriate, for the following:

(1) Evaluation and selection of sources of supply before the procurement
order or contract is awarded.

(2) Surveillance at the supplier's facility by the purchaser or its
representative in accordance with written procedures during design,
manufacture, inspection and testing of the procured item or service to
verify compliance with quality requirements.

(3) Source and/or receipt inspection of procured items furnished by the
supplier in accordance with written procedures and acceptance criteria.

(4) Documented evidence at the site froia the supplier that procured items
meet procurement quality requirements such as codes, standards or
specifications; and measures established by the applicant to ensure that
this documented evidence is (a) examined and accepted during source or
receipt inspection; (b) is available at the site before installation or
use of the procured item; and (c) will be retained at the facility.

(5) Periodic verification of the supplier's certificates of conformance to
ensura that they are meaningful.

O
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| The applicant should describe the measures whereby the applicant or a designated
I %/ representative will audit and evaluate the effectiveness of the control of

quality-related activities of contractors and subcontractors at a frequency and
extent consistent with the importance to accomplishment of performance objectives.

9.1.8 Identification and Control of Material, Parts and Components

The purpose of this criterion is to provide for formal control and identifica-
tion of items such as core, laboratory test samples, raw materials to be used
in construction, fabricated parts and assemblies, and material or components
found to be defective.

The applicant should describe the measures established to identify and control
items such as those listed above. The applicant should describe the measures
that ensure that (1) identification of the item (i.e. , part number, sample
origin, serial number or other appropriate marking) is maintained, either on
the item or on records traceable to the item, and is verified, as required,
throughout fabrication, erection, installation and use of the item; and (2) the
method and location of the identification do not affect the function of quality
of the item being identified.

9.1.9 Control of Processes

The applicant should describe the measures established to control processes by
formal instructions, procedures, drawings, checklists or other appropriate

(7 means. The description should include measures that ensure that the levels of
operator skill required is specified and that needed indoctrination and training
is provided. The applicant should describe measures to ensure that processes
and their controls are detailed in approved procedures. Measures to ensure i

retention of records of qualification of personnel, processes and equipment |

should be described. |

9.1.10 Inspection

The primary purpose of inspection activities is to accept or reject completed
work. Inspection can be performed as a verification activity to ensure that
work, including prior inspections, has been properly performed.

The applicant should describe the measures that ensure that a program for
inspection is established and implemented by or for the organization performing I
the activity to verify conformance with the documented instructions, procedures
and drawings for accomplishing the activity. The applicant should describe the
measures that ensure that (1) inspection personnel are appropriately qualified
and are independent of the individual or group performing the activity being |
inspected; (2) inspections or tests are performed for each work operation as
necessary to verify quality; (3) indirect control by monitoring processing
methods, equipment and personnel is used if direct inspection of processed
material or products is impossible or disadvantageous; and (4) both inspection
and process monitoring are used when control is inadequate without both.

OO
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The applicant should describe the measures that ensure that (1) inspection
procedures and instructions with necessary drawings and specifications are made
available for use before the inspections are performed; (2) inspectors'
qualifications or certifications are kept current; (3) replaced or reworked
items are inspected in accordance with original inspection requirements; and
(4) modified or repaired items are inspected by methods that are equivalent to
the original inspection method.

The applicant should describe the system where appropriate documents will
identify any mandatory inspection holdpoints that require witnessing or
inspecting by the applicant or a designated representative and beyond which
work may not proceed without the consent of the designated representative.

9.1.11 Test Control

A test may be conducted to determine if an item or service is acceptable, or it
may be conducted to acquire additional information. Test is defined as: an
operation employed to resolve an uncertainty; a procedure to ascertain
effectiveness, value, proper function, quality or other characteristics; a
procedure to understand a system, subsystem, component or structure; or a
procedure of submitting a statement to such conditions as will lead to its
proof or disproof or to its acceptance or rejection. The description of the
test should indicate the purpose of the test.

The applicant should describe the measures that establish a test program that
identifies all testing required to demonstrate that the intrinsic characteristics
of the site's geologic, hydrologic and geochemical environment is capable of

,

providing long-term isolation to meet the requirements of 10CFR Part 61.
|

The applicant shculd describe the measures that establish a test program that '

(1) identifies all testing required to demonstrate that structures, systems and
,

components will perform satisfactorily in service; (2) is conducted.by trained |and appropriately qualified personnel in accordance with written test procedures
that incorporate or reference the requirements and acceptance limits contained
in applicable design documents.

The applicant should describe the measures that ensure that test procedures
have provisions for ensuring the following:

(1) All prerequisites for the given test have been met.

(2) Adequate test instrumentation and equipment are available.

(3) The test is performed under suitable environmental conditions and with
adequate test methods.

The applicant should describe the system whereby test results are documented
and evaluated to ensure that test requirements have been satisfied.

O
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b) 9.1.12 Control of Measuring and Test Equipment

All measures that affect the quality of the design, construction or operation
of an LLW facility should be taken only with instruments, tools, gauges or
other measuring devices that are accurate, controlled, calibrated and adjusted
at predetermined intervals to maintain accuracy within necessary limits.

| The applicant should describe the measures established to ensure that tools,
' gauges, instruments and other measuring and testing devices used in activities

affecting quality are properly identified, controlled, adjusted and calibrated
at specified periods to maintain accuracy within necessary limits. The applicant ,

should describe the measures that ensure (1) that these devices are adjusted
and calibrated against certified equipment or reference or transfer standards
having known valid relationships to nationally recognized standards; or (2)
that if no national standards exist, the basis for calibration is documented.
The applicant should describe the measures that ensure that the error of
calibration standards is less than the error of production measuring and test
equipment.

The applicant should describe the provisions that will apply if measuring and
test equipment is found out of calibration (1) for evaluating the validity of
previous inspection or test results and the acceptability of items inspected or
tested since the last calibration check; and (2) for repeating ariginal
inspections or tests using calibrated equipment where necassary to establish
acceptability of suspect items. The applicant should describe the measures
that ensure the maintenance of records that indicate the calibration status of
all items under the calibration system and that identify the measuring and test
equipment.

9.1.13 Handling, Storage and Shipping

The purpose of this criterion is to control handling, storage, cleaning,
,

packaging, preservation and shipping of items affecting the quality of the |
design, construction and operation of an LLW facility. It is of particular
importance that attention be given to application of this criterion to the
control of samples to prevent damage, loss, deterioration and misidentification.
When necessary for particular products, special protective environment, such as

; inert gas tmosphere, specific moisture content levels and tempereture levels,
should be specified and provided.

Procedures should be prepared that provide for the cleaning, handling, packaging,
preservation, storage and shipping of samples, materials, components and
assemblies, in accordance with design and specification requirements to prevent
damage, loss or deterioration by environmental conditions. Qualified individuals
should provide special handling, preservation, storage, cleaning, packaging and !
shipping, in accordance with preplanned work instructions. '

The applicant should describe (1) the measures established to control the handling,
storage, shipping, cleaning and preservation of material and equipment in
accordance with work and inspection instructions to prevent damage or deteriora-
tion; and (2) the measures for specifying and providing, when necessary for
particular products, special protective environments such as inert gas
atmosphere, specific moisture content levels and temperature levels,

l
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9.1.14 Inspection, Test and Operating Status

The purpose of this criterion is to identify the inspection and test status of
samples, structures, systems and components. Such identification will prevent
inadvertent use of a sample, structure, system or component which is yet to be
inspected or tested or that has been found to be unacceptable for use.

The applicant should describe the measures established to indicate, by use of
markings such as stamps, tags, labels, or other suitable means, the status of
inspections and tests performed on individual items of the LLW disposal facility
during design, construction and operation. These measures should provide for
identifying items that have satisfactorily passed required inspections and
tests, where necessary to preclude inadvertent bypassing of such inspections
and tests. Measures should also be established for indicating the operating
status of structures, systems and components of the LLW disposal facility to
prevent inadvertent operation.

9.1.15 Nonconforming Materials, Parts or Components

The applicant should describe (1) the measures established to control materials,
parts or components that do not conform to requirements in order to prevent
their inadvertent use or installation; (2) the measures that provide for, as
appropriate, identification, documentation, segregation, disposition and
notification to affected organizations; and (3) the measures that ensure that
nonconforming items are reviewed and accepted, rejected, repaired or reworked
in accordance with documented procedures.

9.1.16 Corrective Action

The applicant should describe the measures t'lat ensure that conditions adverse
to quality such as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, defective
material and equipment, and nonconformance of items are promptly identified and
corrected.

The applicant should describe how, in the case of significant conditions
aWerse to quality, the cause of the condition will be determined, cc*rective
action will be taken to preclude repetition, and the problems with its determined
cause and corrective action will be documented and reported to appropriatemanagement levels. A significant condition adverse to quality is defined as a
nonconformance or adverse condition which, if lef t uncorrected, could have a
serious effect on safety, reliability or performance.

9.1.17 Quality Assurance Records

The purpose of keeping QA records is to furnish evidence that activities
affecting quality have been properly performed. The records should include atleast the following: operating logs and the results of reviews, inspections,
tests, audits, monitoring of work performance and material analyses. The
records should also include closely related data such as qualification of
personnel, procedures and equipment. Also, the records should include, for
example, the evaluations of the various radiation exposure pathways and the
analyzed doses from the pathways included in the license application. Inspec-
tion and test records should, at a minimum, identify the inspector or data
recorder, the type of observation, the results, the acceptability and the
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action taken in connection with any deficiencies noted. Records should be
identifiable and retrievaole. Consistent with applicable regulatory require-
ments, the applicant sheuld establish requirements concerning record retention,

| such as duration, location and assigned responsibility.
!

The applicant should describe the measures that ensure that sufficient recordsl

are maintained to furnish evidence of activities affecting quality and how such
records (1) include at least the following: test logs, results of reviews,

,

drawings, inspections, tests, audits, monitoring of work performance and!

materials analyses; and such data as qualifications of personnel, procedures
and equipmer,t; (2) identify the type of operation, the inspector or data
recorder, the results, the acceptability and the action taken in connection
with any deficiencies noted; and (3) provide sufficient information to permit
identification of the record with the item or activity to which it applies.

The applicant should describe the measures that ensure that records are
identifiable and retrievable.

The applicant should describe the measures that establish requirements
(consistent with regulatory requirements and responsibilities concerning record
submittal and retention, security and storage facilities) for protecting
records from destruction by fire, flooding, tornadoes, insects and rodents and
from deterioration caused by extremes in temperature and humidity.

9.1.18 Audits, Surveillance and Managerial Controls

A comprehensive system of planned and periodic surveillance and audits should
be carried out to verify compliance with all aspects of the QA program and to
determine the effectiveness of that program. The audits should be performed in
accordance with the written procedures or checklists by appropriately trained
personnel who do not have direct responsibilities in the area audited. Audit
results should be documented and reviewed by management personnel who have
responsibility in the area audited. Controls should include documentation,
review and record maintenance of the audit program; frequency of audits; and
follow-up action, including correction and reauditing of deficient areas.

The purpose of this criterion is to measure and feed back the status of the
design, construction and operation activities as they relate to meeting 10CFR61
requirements. Real-time awareness of anomalies permits immediate analysis and
correction of identified problems and of the cause of the problems. Demonstra-
tion that design, construction and operation activities conform to the require-
ments of 10CFR Part 61 is enhanced by the use of well planned verification
techniques.

The applicant should describe its program and that of the principal contractors
for conducting comprehensive planned and periodic audits to verify compliance
with all aspects of the QA program and to determine the effectiveness of the
program.

O
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The applicant should describe the program features that cover the functions
listed below and should identify the positions or organizations that will
perform these functions.

(1) External audits to be performed by the applicant and its principal
contractors on their respective suppliers.

(2) Internal audits to be performed by the applicant and its principal
contractors within their respective organizations.

(3) The planning and scheduling of audits to ensure that they are regularly
scheduled on the basis of the status and safety importance of the activ-
ities being performed and are initiated early enough to ensure effective
quality assurance during design, procurement, manufacturing, construction
and inspection.

(4) Conduct of audits in accordance with written procedures or checklists
,

by appropriately trained and qualified personnel not having direct
|responsibility in the area being audited.
,

!
(5) Documentation of audit results with review by management personnel !

responsible for the area audited and, where indicated, follow-up action j
taken, including re-audit of the deficient areas.

O

O
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10 FINANCIAL ASSURANCE *
l

| The applicant should provide (1) sufficient information to demonstrate that its
financial qualifications are adequate to carry out the activities for which the'

license is sought and (2) other financial assurances covered in 10 CFR 61.61
and 10 CFR 61.62. [ Details of 10 CFR 61.63 on the institutional control period
will be provided at a later date.]

10.1 Financial Qualifications of Applicant

General Information Requirements.

The applicant should provide the following information depending on whether it
is an established entity, a newly formed sntity, a jointly owned entity, or a
publicly owned entity:

(1) An established entity should provide its published annual financial report
for the last three years, together with such current interim financial
statements as are pertinent. If such reports are not published, the
balance sheet and operating statement covering the three complete account-
ing years should be providsd, together with all pertinent notes certified
by'a public accountant. Projections for the three years immediately

( ,/ following the year of projected operation also should be submitted. Joint
applicants should provide' copies of joint ownership and operational agree-
ments. The financial statements should be audited by a certified public
accountant. Projections for the three years immediately following'the |

year of projected operation also should be suomitted. ~

An established entity should provide a statement of the general plan for
financing the cost of the land disposal facility, which identifies the
source or sources on which it will rely for financing the cost of con-
structing the facility (internal source such as retained earnings and
depreciation accruals or external source such as issuance of debt and
equity securities). The applicant should indicate the relative degree to
which each source of funds is expected to contribute to the total required
funds. The projected overall capital structure of the applicant during
construction of the facility should also be indicated. In the case of a
joint applicant, the financial responsibilities of each party should be
provided.

|

(2) A newly formed entity should provide a statement of its assets, liabilities,
and capital structure certified by a certified public accountant as of the

* Financial assurance guidance continues to be under active review and develop-
ment (i.e., standby trust and recommended wording for mechanisms) by the NRC
staff and future revisions are anticipated to the materials presented here.

The staff requests comment on the financial assurance guidance and will con-
sider such comments in future revisions.

NUREG-1199 10-1 Rev. 1 - January 1988
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date of the application. Projections for the three years immediately )following the year of projected operation also should be submitted. If
the applicant is a subsidiary of, or otherwise related to, a parent com-
pany or other corporate affiliate, the annual financial report of that
organization should be provided. If the applicant has ever filed for
bankruptcy, it should provide the specific details.

A newly formed entity should specifically identify the source or sources
on which it will rely for financing the cost of constructing the land dis-
posal facility, and the amount to be obt.ained from each source. With
respect to each source, the applicant should describe in detail the legal
and financial relationships with stockholders, corporate affiliates, or
other institutions on which it is relying for financial assistance. If

the sources of the funds include parent companies or other corporate
affiliates, the applicant should include information that supports the
financial capability of each such company or affiliate to meet its commit-
ments to the applicant. This information should be of the same scope as
would be required if the parent companies or affiliates were in fact the
applicant.

(3) Joint entities should provide information for each member of the group
according to each member's status and role, The status, role, and
responsibilities of each member should be clearly defined.

(4) A publicly owned entity should submit excerpts from statutes, ordinances,
or other legal authority that allow it to issue bonds or other forms of
indebtedness and to take other actions necessary to finance the land
disposal facility.

Specific Information Requirements Pursuant to 10 CFR 61.61

10 CFR 61.61 requires an applicant to show that it either possesses the necessary I

funds or has reasonabic assurance of obtaining the necessary funds to cover the |
estimated costs of conducting all licensed activities over the planned operating |
life of the project, including costs of construction and disposal. '

To satisfy this requirement the applicant must submit the following information:

(1) Legal Designation of Applicant

(a) The applicant should supply its exact legal name; its principal place
of business; the designation as an individual, corporation, or public
authority; the State under whose laws it is incorporated, organized,
or authorized; and the name, title, phone number, and mailing address
of the person to whom communications concerning the financial infor-
mation are to be addressed.

(b) If the applicant is not an individual, it should provide a confirmed
copy of its articles of incorporation and bylaws or other similar
documents. One certified copy shall be submitted with the original
application.

O
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) (c) If any persons or organized group of persons, directly or indirectly,
own, control, or hold the power to vote 10 percent or more of the
outstanding voting securities of the applicant, a detailed explanation
of each such relationship should be provided.

(2) Description of Applicant's Operations i

The applicant should describe the service to be provided and the acquisi-
tion, construction, operations, and extension of the facility including
the proposed dates for the beginning and completion of construction and
operations, as well as the provisions for long-torm care.

(3) Applicant's Financing Plan

The applicant must propose a detailed financing plan for the proposed facility
that will enable the staff to determine how the facility will be financed. .

IThis should include, but not be limited to the following:

(a) If a State or compact authority has agreed to finance, guarantee, or
underwrite any portions of the construction, operation, closure, or
long-term care of the facility, the applicant should provide notarized
copies of any such contracts with these parties. It should provide
an explanation of the amount, length, and type of financial commitment
in regard to this arrangement.

[7 (b) The applicant should provide a statement explaining the extent to
i ) which it will rely on short-term financing in connection with the"

proposed construction, and statements tending to substantiate the
fact that such short-term loans will be made available.

(c) The applicant should provide a detailed description of its outstanding
and proposed securities and liabilities, showing amount (face value
and number), interest or dividend rate, dates of issue and maturity,
voting privileges, and principal terms and conditions applicable to
each.

(d) The applicant should provide copies of the company's independently
audited, financial reports for the past 3 years. As minimum, this
must include balance sheets, and income statements (both in consoli-

,

|
dated form if available), accumulated retained earnings statement,

,and a statement of changes in financial position (sources and uses of
|

,

funds statement).

(e) The applicant should provide a statement of anticipated cash flow,
,

including provisions during the construction period and the first {three full years of operation for paying interest and dividends and ;

for retiring debt issues, j

(f) The applicant should provide a statement showing, over the life of ;

each issue, the annual amount of securities it expects to retire ;

through a sinking fund or other extinguishment of indebtedness,

b
,
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(g) The applicant should provide comparative pro forma balance sheets
and income statements for the construction period and each of the'

first thrce full years of operation giving the effect of the
construction and financing of the. project.

(h) The applicant should submit pro forma statements for each of the first
three' full years of operation showing (i) annual revenues subdivided
by type of service to be provided and (ii) annual operating expenses
inciuding property and labor costs, depreciation, depletion, taxes,

,

rate of return on net investment, including working capital. If the |!

applics.t is a public authority, it should provide similar data and
amortization interest schedules for the life of each bond issue
related to the facility.

(i) The applicant should provide a statement of the proposed rates to be
charged for the services to be rendered at the facility, including
all charges for closure and long-term care. 1

(j) The applicant should provide a statement explaining the type and
amount of property and liability insurance that will be obtained for i

the facility, along with copies of such policies and any attached I

riders.

(k) The applicant should provide any additional data and information on
sources on which it propcses to rely, showing the adequacy and
availability of resources for financing the project.

(4) Other Applicable Inforniation I

(a) If the applicant has a parent or holding company, it should provide
copies of any fiduciary guarantees provided by the parent or holding
company with regard to this project.

(b) If the applicant is required to submit Form 10K o'r Form 10Q to thr e

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, provide copies of these
reports for the last 5 years.

(c) If the applicant's company is evaluated by a bond rating service sucn
as Moody's Investors Service, Inc., or Standard and Poor's Co:pora-
tion, it should provide copies of these ratings for the last 3 years.

(d) The applicant should provide a brief description of any litigation
in which it is involved that might have a negative economic effect
on the operations at the facility.

10.2 Funding Assurances

The applicant should demonstrate that the requirements of 10 CFR 61.62(a)
through (g) have been met. Additionally, the party offeing a guarantee must
demonstrate that it has the legal authority to provide this kind of financial
assurance in the State where the proposed low-level waste disposal site is
located.

.
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/ The applicant also should pro de an estimate o the cost'of disposal site
,b closure:andstabilizationinacdordance,withitsp?anforsith.closureand

. stabilization. The applicant shculd itantify the source (s);for'the N.J)s neces-
^ sary to pay the cost of decommissioning and closingthe proposed f citiff. The

s ' applicant should provide a dth gle!/ breakdown, inc'iding an explan(wieg of
assut7 ions used in .%e cost cficuqtions.t !

, 3

-h y ( 4Specific Acceptable Financial As a es g,

( \ ' )
TheapplicantshouldfollowtheduidaM.e given below on the types of financiul

'4assurancesthestaffhasfoun6acceptple.4- ,.

(1) Suretie 'or Performance Bor:ds T h-'
-

;

A bond is a contract that, an applicant-(sometimes called the principal) can
i

enter into with a qualified surety cor m ny (sometimes callad the surety). ;
. .- 1

'

Under infOcontrac[t' 'tle ! surety ' company guarantees to the NRC (sometimesl

ap'plicant should pay ps$specified act'ivities will be performed.furety for this guarantee, since the surety com-
called the obligee thd The

4 s,
pany will be liatk;for tnese obligatidns if the applicant fails to perforr.i't - '

'k[heactivitie% . s.
t

i.

he surety bond should provide guarantee that fuhds will be available for
closure of ;he, facility by the applicant in accordanca with the Commission-1 y

Q N- approved planl or site closure and stabilization. The bond must continue y i(j to provide coy'erage during the postclosure observation and maintenance '

' period beforg a license is terminated.
'

i
-

, .' 9 tld de,s'pplicant default, a surety company may fulfill its obligations j
vnder sden a bond by securing the performance of activities in accordance 1

41ththepinnforsiteclosureandstabilization. This bond limits the |liat,ilis of the surety coapany to tW face amount of the boni, called the - I-

penal sum. . As cost estimates ihkase, this penal sum may be increased on ).

agreement of the applicant and the surety company. The bond may provide, .

'
,

by an c,ptional ridar, that the penal sum can be increased up to 20 percent *
, ,I\in any year. Without i new agreemet.t bMween the parties. '' '

' '

<

'An acceptable bond for the purposes of this chapter should meet the
Yo11owing criteria:

,

(a) An applicant wishing to use a surety bond shinld establish a standby
trust fund at the same time if it does not wish to h u e the State as
the named beneficiary. Both the bond end standby _ trust agreement
should be submitted as evidence of fint.pcial assurance.

(b) The surety bond should contain terms so that any luods drawn under
it would be placed directly into the standby trust fund by the
institution making the payment. (In this re, lard, the Commission ist"

following the approach of the U.S. Environmental Protection ogoncy
(EPA), which imposed this requirement pursuant to the Resource Con-O servation and Recovery Act after it found that without such a~ ,C mechanism, any funds drawn under a surety bond that would be payable

t NUREG-1199 10-5 Rev. 1 - January 1988*
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to the EPA would have to be paid into the U.S. Treasury and could not
be used specifically to pay for closure and postclosure care of a
hazardous waste facility (U.S.C 3303(b).)

(c) An applicant wishing to use a bond should first enter into a contract
with a qualified surety. The NRC staff considers qualified sureties
to be those listed by the U.S. Department of the Treasury in Cir-
cular 570, which is published annually on approximately July 1, and
then updated in the Federal Register. The circular also lists the
maximum amount that each surety can guarantee ia one bond; this amount
is called the underwriting limitation. (A surety company can only
issue a surety bond exceeding that amount which it brings another
company into the surety agreement to help share the risk. Several
sureties acting together, however, may not exceed the total of their
individual underwriting limitations.) Finally, Circular 570 lists
those States where each qualified surety is licensed to enter into a
surety bond; a surety bond used to meet the NRC financial assurance
requirements should be signed in one of those States.

(d) The penal sum of the surety bond must be in an amount at least equal
'to the cost estimates in the plan for site closure and stabilization,

plus the cost estimates for long-term care. An applicant wishing to
use this instrument should verify that the amount and the terms and
conditions are satisfactory to the NRC during the licensing review.
The wording for surety bonds should be similar to that recommended in
Appendices 10.A and 10.B.

(2) _ Letters of Credit

A letter of credit is a binding arrangement by which the credit of one
party, such as a bank, is extended on behalf of a second party, called
the account party, to a third party, the beneficiary. The first party,
the issuer, allows the beneficiary to draw funds on the presentation of
documents in accordance with the terms of the letter of credit.

The applicant is the account party, the financial institution is the issuer,
and the NRC is the named beneficiary. The letter of credit allowed for
NRC applicants for financial assurance is different in two major ways from
standard commercial versions,

The NRC version can only be cancelled with 120 days' notice before-

the current expiration date.

The NRC version must be extended automatically for at least 1 year-

if it is not cancelled. Therefore, although many financial institu-
tions may be qualified, it is not certain how many will be willing to
provide a letter of credit for this purpose.

The issuer offers this assurance in exchange for a fee paid by the appli-
cant. The applicant also undertakes to repay, with interest, any funds
drawn through the letter of credit. Although the NRC suggests that the
wording of the letter of credit be similar to the language shown in
Appendix 10.C, the terms of the credit arrangement between the applicant
and the issuer will depend on individual circumstances and negotiations.

|
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If an applicant has a good relationship with a bank, a letter of credit
may be a desirable method of establishing a financial assurance.

An applicant should establish a standby trust fund at the same time if it
wishes to use a letter of credit and if it does not wish to have the State
named as the beneficiary. Under the terms of the letter of credit, any
funds drawn under it are to be placed directly into the standby trust fund
by the institution making the payment. (In this regard, the Commission it
following the lead of EPA, which imposed this requirement after it found
that, without such a mechanism, any funds drawn that would be payable to
the EPA would have to be paid into the U.S. Treasury and could not be used
specifically to pay for closure and postclosure care of a hazardous waste
facility (31 U.S.C. S 3302(b).)

The following terms and conditions should be met by an applicant wishing
to use a letter of credit:

(a) The issuing institution for the letter of credit should be an entity
that has the authority to issue a letter of credit and whose letter-
of-credit operations are regulated and examined by a Federal or State
agency. (All domestic commercial banks and some saving banks, foreign
banks operating in the United States, credit unions, and saving and
loan associations satisfy this requirement.)

(b) Guidelines for a letter of credit the applicant should consider are
found in regulations issued by the Department of Treasury, ComptrollerO of the Treasury (12 CFR 7.7016). These guidelines can be summarized
as follows:

Letters of credit should conspicuously state that they are-

letters of credit.

The bank's undertaking should contain a specified expiration-

date, or be for a definite term.

The bank's obligation to pay should arise only on the presenta--

tion of a draft or other documents as specified in the letter of
credit, and the bank must not be called on to determine questions
of fact or law at issue between the account party and the
beneficiary.

The bank's customers should have an unqualified obligation to-

,

reimburse the bank for payments made under the letter of credit. 1

(c) The letter of credit should be effective and irrevocable the entire
time it is in effect during the coverage period specified in the
license. If the letter of credit ends af ter 1 year, it should be
automaticC ly renewed unless the issuer notifies the NRC and the
account party that it is cancelling during the specified notification
period.

(d) The wording of the letter of credit should be similar to that of the
Q sample letter of credit shown in Appendix 10.C and should coincide

with the bonding coverage period speci#ied in the license condition.

NUREG-1199 10-7 Rev. 1 - January 1988
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(e) The letter of credit should, at a minimum, equal the current cost ;

estimates in the approved plan for site closure and stabilization
required by license conditions. The initial amount of coverage may
be larger than the cost estimate in order to accommodate expected
revisions in the estimate as a result of inflation.

(f) The applicant should submit the letter of credit itself and a separate
letter stating the amount of credit applicable to the licensed site.
This letter must also include the number of the letter of credit, the
name of the insurer, date, license number, name and address of the
facility, and the amount of funds assured.

(g) The letter of credit should specify an expiration date and a definite
time period during which it is effective.

(h) Within 60 days after an increase in the cost estimates resulting from
inflation or changes in plans, the applicant should either increase
the amount of the letter and submit documentation of the increase to
the NRC or obtain alternative financial assurance to cover the
increase.

(i) If cost estimates decrease, the applicant may reduce the amount of
the letter of credit, following written approval by the NRC. Assurance
should be maintained until ownership of or operating responsibility
for the facility changes and the new owner or operator has met the
applicable financial responsibility requirements in the license.

(j) The NRC or state is the only party authorized to draw on the letter
of credit. If the applicant fulfills its obligations, the NRC will
not draw on the letter of credit.

(k) The letter of credit can be terminated by the applicant when alterna-
tive financial assurance has been established and approved, or when
the applicant has been released from the license.

(1) On receiving the NRC's written notice of license termination, the
applicant should forward a copy to the institution issuing the letter
of credit. The letter of credit can only be terminated on receipt of
notification of license termination by the NRC.

10.3 Corporate Guarantees

The NRC financial assurance requirements for an applicant may be satisfied by :

the use of a corporate guarantee, whereby the applicant's parent corporation |(corporate parent) passes one of the financial tests based upon its own assets
and liabilities and agrees to guarantee the performance of or payment for
specified activities in the plan for site closure and stabilization.

A corporate guarantee acceptable to the NRC should specify that the parent cor- !
poration has adequate resources to cover the costs of the specified activities.
The test used to determine that adequate resources are available are patterned I

after those developed by EPA for sites permitted under the Resource Conservation '

and Recovery Act. (The EPA staff determined that the tests were stringent
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enough so that, even in tne event of a rapid deterioration of the corporated parent's financial health, sufficient funds would be available to meet the
required obligations of the licensee.)

Use of this instrument necessitates that the NRC completely reevaluate every
corporate parent at least annually, even if there has been no change in the
cost estimates for the facility.

An acceptable corporate guarantee for the purposes of this chapter should meet.

the following criteria.
.

(a) To qualify for a corporate guarantee, the parent corporation should
hold at least 51 percent of the voting stock of the applicant's firm.

(b) The corporate parent's financial statements should be audited by an inde-
pendent certified public accountant. If the accountant gives an adverse
opinion or a disclaimer of opinion of the financial statements, the parent
colooration will not qualify for the financial test. Furthermore, if the
accountant gives a qualified opinion of the financial statements, the NRC
may disallow the use of the financial test.

(c) The corporate guarantee financial test requirements may be satisfied by
meeting either of two alternative financial tests. Appendix 10.0 shows
the sample requirements of the two alternative tests. The tests have a
number of points in common, but there are two important differences.

O,' First, Alternative I requires the corporate guarantor to demonstrate fi-
nancial soundness by meeting at least two of three financial ratios, while
Alternative II allows the corporate guarantor to demonstrate financial
soundness with an investment grade bond rating. Second, Alternative I
requires the corporate guarantor to have a large amount of working capital
relative to the cost estimates, while Alternative II has no such require-
ments. Both tests require the corporate parent to have a large amount of
tangible net worth and U.S. assets relative to the estimates, and a minimum
absolute level of tangible net worth ($10 million).

(d) To use the corporate guarantee as a means of satisfying its financial re-
quirements for its facility, the applicant should submit the following I

documents to the NRC: |
|

Chief Financial Officer's Letter, Including Cost Estimates and-

Data From Audited Financial Statements
|

The corporate parent should provide the NRC with a letter signed by
its chief financial officer. The sample wording should be equivalent
to the wording in the sample provided in Appendix 10.0. The letter,

should specifically state the name of the facility for which finan-
cial assurance is being demonstrated by the corporate guarantee. The
cost estimates should be provided for the facility operation mentioned,

in the letter. |

|

g Accountant's Opinion-

; The applicant should submit to the NRC a copy of the independent
" certified public accountant's opinion of the parent corporation's

i NUREG-1199 10-9 Rev. 1 - January 1988
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year-end financial statements and footnotes for the latest complete
fiscal year. An SEC Form 10Q is acceptable. Additionally, the
following SEC reports should be submitted, if applicable: SEC

Form 8K and SEC Form 130. There is no NRC-suggested wording for the
accountant's opinion.

Special Report-

The corporate guarantor should submit to the NRC a special report
from an independent certified public accountant that confirms that
the financial data contained in the letter from the chief financial
officer can be derived from the independently audited year-end finan-
cial statements and footnotes for the latest complete fiscal year.
In the report, the accountant also should state that no matters came
to her/his attention that caused her/him to believe that the informa-
tion in the chief financial officer's letter should be adjusted. See
Appendix 10.D for recommended wording.

Corporate Guarantee-

An applicant wishing to use the corporate guarantee should also submit
to the NRC a written guarantee agreement completed by the corporate
parent, using the sample language recommended in Appendix 10.D. This
should be submitted along with the chief financial officer's letter
completed by the corporate parent and the accountant's opinion and
special report completed by the corporate parent. The written guaran-
tee should state that the guarantor meets or exceeds all the require-
ments of the financial test criteria, including the submittal of the
accountant's opinion, the special report, and the letter from the
chief financial officer. The written guarantee should specify that
if the applicant should fail to perform the required spe:ified
activities at the facility, the parent company guarantor must do so,
or it must set up a standby trust fund in the amount of the costs
estimates for these activities.

(e) The chief financial officer of the parent corporation should certify in a
letter that there are grounds to believe that the applicant meets the
criteria of the financial test. The letter should also:

specify the facilities to be covered by the test, including NRC-

license number, name, address, and current cost estimates to be
covered by the test

indicate the date on which the required documents will be submitted-

(within 90 days of the end of the fiscal year)

certify that the year-end financial statements of the firm will be-

audited by an independent certified public accountant

(f) The applicant should submit revised information annually within 90 days |

of the close of the corporate guarantor's fiscal year. As with the ini-
tial submittal, the revised information should consist of a letter from
the chief financial officer, the accountant's opinion, and the special 1

1 |

| |
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h report from an independent certified public accountant. If the year-endd financial statements indicate that the corporate guarantor is still quali-
fied to use the financial test, but can no longer cover all the costs, I
the applicant may have to supplement other mechanisms in combination with '

the corporate guarantor.
.

(g) If the NRC at anytime determines that an applicant's corporate guarantor f
no longer satisfies the financial test criteria for the corporate guaran- |
tee, the staff may require a report of financial conditions in addition |

to the annual reports.

(h) The parent corporation should comply with 10 CFR 40.41(f) regarding bank- |
ruptcy notification. Appendix G is the Federal Register notice identifying |the terms and conditions as they exist in 10 CFR 40.41(f). Also, if either
the company holding the facility license, or the corporate parent is sold ),

'

or merged, the new parent should meet all the criteria of the financial |
test or provide alternative assurance.

|

(i) A parent corporation wishing to cancel its guarantee of financial assur- |ance should notify the NRC and the applicant by certified mail of its ;
intent to cancel. Actual cancellation should not be allowed for 120 days '

from the date the notice of cancellation was received by both the appli-
cant and the NRC as evidenced by the return receipts.

(j) The parent corporation may request approval from the NRC to terminate the
corporate guarantee in either of the following two situations:

when alternative financial assurance has been substituted

when the applicant is released from the applicable financial assur- |ance requirements in its license

(k) As cost estimates are adjusted for inflation or revised because of changes
in plans, the applicant should ensure that the financial test criteria are
still satisfied.

(1) The NRC, on the basis of the corporate parent's financial reports or any
other materials, may at any time determine that the corporate parent no
longer meets the financial test criteria. If so, the applicant should
provide alternative financial assurance within 30 days after receiving
notification of this determination.

(m) The corporate parent's guarantee should be executed by all persons and j
parties who are bound to it including the corporate parent. '

(n) Two corporate officers of the facility and two officers of the parent i

guarantor who are authorized to bind the respective organizations should
sign the agreements. A copy of such authorization for each person sign-
ing should be attached to the corporate guarantee. The corporate seal
should be affixed.

O (o) Each party should sign his or her own name, and the legal capacity of iV each part should stated.
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(p) The corporate guarantor should certify and demonstrate that it has full i
authority under the 1'ws of the State under which it is incorporated and ;
its articles of incorporation and bylaws to enter into this guaranty and
that it has full approval from its Board of Directors to enter into this'

guaranty.

10.4 Assets Held by a Third Party Such as in a State Fund

An applicant may demonstrate financial assurance by depositing assets such as
cash, certificates of deposit (CDs), or government securities with a third
party, such as the State (where the facility will be located), or in a trust
fund.

(a) A cash deposit is a financial method for ensuring closure allowed in
10 CFR 61, whereby funds at least equal to the estimated costs are de-
posited into a special account that could be held by the appropriate
State or Federal governmental authority.

Use of the funds in this account would be restricted to covering the costs
of closure and postclosure care in the event of applicant default. If

the applicant were to def ault, the regulatory authority could withdraw
the funds from the special account and arrange for the necessary closure
work to be completed either by itself or by an independent contractor.
If this alternative is used, the staff recommends that a special deposit
fund, such as an escrow account, be set up so that it can be controlled
by the appropriate governmental authority. An escrow account serves as a
receptacle for the deposit of goods or property until the implicant com-
pletes closure and postclosure activities in accordance with license
requirements.

The use of an escrow account would require that the applicant ensure that
the amount established in an escrow fund would be sufficient at all times
to pay a fixed amount for closure in the event of applicant default. As
with all other financial assurances, the types of investment made would i

have to be examined on a periodic basis by the appropriate governmental !

authority to ensure that the funds in the escrow account keep pace with
inflation. If the applicant were to def ault, the State or Federal Gos ern-
ment could withdraw the funds and use them to conduct closure activities.

An escrow account should meet the following criteria:

The escrow agreement should specify that the grantor is the appli--

cant and the depository is a bank or other financial institution.
The grantee would be the appropriate governmental authority.

The contract for the escrow account between the applicant and the gov--

ernmental authority should specify that, on a determination by the
Commission of failure by the applicant to satisfactorily perform clos-
ure.3nd postclosure activities, the amount in escrow would pass to the
grantee. Funds would then be withdrawn for completing all of the
activities specified in the plan for site closure and stabilization.

O
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The escrow agreement also should provide that, on certification of-

,/ proper closure by the Commission, the escrow account would be termi-
nated and returned to the applicant.

I

(b) CDs are another financial assurance mechanism allowed in the financial I

protection regulations of 10 CFR Part 61. CDs may be issued by any bank.
Cash or securities are deposited by the applicant with the bank, and a
CD is issued made payable to a government agency. Only the government
agency can convert the certificate into funds if the applicant is unable
to complete the specified activities. This financial protection mechanism
should be for limited time periods (i.e. ,1 to 5 years) so that the face
value can be adjusted for inflation. At the conclusion of site operations,
if the applicant satisfactorily closed the site, the government agency
would return the CD to the applicant.

(c) Government securities that have a current market value at least equal to
the highest cost of closure and the site are another acceptable financial
assurance mechanism. The applicant should deposit these securities with
the appropriate government agency. Theoretically, the securities could
be of several different kinds, including long-term U.S. bonds, municipal
bonds, or corporate securities.

An applicant wishing to use a deposit of securities as a financial assur-
ance to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 61.62 should have the types of
securities and their method for transfer to the appropriate governmental

O then transfer the securities to the appropriate regulatory agency before
authority approved during the licensing process. lhe applicant should

i the site becomes operational. Until the staff establishes further guid-
ance on this mechanism, it will evaluate such a mechanism on a case-by-
case basis.

10.5 Trusts and Standby Trusts

An applicant wishing to use a letter of credit or surety bond should also
establish a standby trust fund. The purpose of this standby trust fund is to
receive any funds that would be paid by the surety company or the bank issuing ithe letter of credit. The institution issuing a letter of credit or surety I

bond would have to deposit into the standby trust fund any drawings by the NRC
jon the letter of credit or surety bond. Additionally, trusts can also be used !

by themselves to meet the financial requirements of the applicant.

A trust is a three party agreement whereby one party, called the grantor (some-
times also called the trustor), transfers some assets to a second party, called ,

ithe trustee, to hold on behalf of a third party, called the beneficiary. Thea
d

entire arrangement is governed by a trust agreement that s;ts out the responsi- ;bilities and rights of each party. The applicant is the grantor, a bank or
|; other entity is the trustee, and the NRC (or the State where the facility will

be located) is the beneficiary. The applicant, as grantor, deposits assets
jinto the trust fund, which is held in trust by the trustee. The funds are then

i available, if necessary, to pay for the p' 'ned specified activities.

)h
'

The trustee is empowered to invest the funds during the existence of the trust.
|V The i .ments that the trustee may make may be limited by State law. Any

i
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investment income accrues to the trust, and reduces the amount the applicant
must put into it. The applicant usually pays a fee for the trust services
provided.

An acceptable trust and standby trust for the purposes of this chapter
should comply with the following criteria:

(a) A trustee should be an entity that has the authority to act as trustee
and whose trust operations are regulated and examined by a Federal or
State agency.

(b) The wording of the trust language should be irrevocable; that is, it
cannot be changed or terminated by the applicant except with the written
agreement of the trustee and the beneficiary.

(c) The trust should contain at all times sufficient assets to complete the
| specified activities. The applicant remains responsible at all times for

the full amount necessary.

|

| (d) Sample trust and standby trust documents are shown in Appendix 10.E and
| 10.F respectively. The trust should be revised within 60 days after each

revision in cost estimates, either because of adjustments due to infla-!

| tion or because new cost estimates have been approved.
|

| (e) The trust agreement should be signed by both the applicant and the trustee.
It must also identify the facility and the cost estimates, as well as the
property used to establish the trust fund.

(f) A trust fund can contain more than interest-bearing cash deposits.
| Property, such as securities or government notes, can be placed in trusts.

If other types of assets are allowed, the trustee should agree to pay the
governmental authority a stipulated cash amount. If assets other than
cash are deposited into the trust fund, it may be necessary for the
trustee to buy and sell securities with the approval of the governmental
authority or to take other steps to manage the assets in order to maxi-
mize their value. However, unless specified under the terms of the trust,
a trustee should invest under a "reasonably prudent" investor standard as
defined by statute or case law of the jurisdiction where the trust is
lucated. ,

(g) The NRC staff will consider any individual or organization for the posi-
tion of trustee in addition to financial institutions, who can succeed in

obtaining insurance for the position. (This type of insurance is cur-
rently available and is commonly obtained by banks and other financial
institutions.)

|

| (h) The terms of the trust should define the investment responsibilities of
| the bank.

(i) The trustee should have possession of the property or fund placed in
trust by the party who created the trust. The trustee should have legal

i
interest in the funds, since it has control over it, can sue to protect
it, and is responsible for its preservation.'
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O (j) The trustee should be under a fiduciary duty to comply with the terms of
this trust and, unless the trust provides otherwise, is liable for
breaches of this duty.

(k) The trustee is allowed to invest in time or demand deposits of the
trustee institution, up to the amount insured by law. The trustee is
also permitted to put trust fund assets into any appropriate, common,
commingled, or collective trust fund created by the trustee, in other
words, a common trust.

(1) Once the trust fund is established, the applicant should make additional
necessary payments into the trust fund so that sufficient funds are avail-
able to reflect any changes in the cost estimates.

(m) The trust agreement should contain language requiring the trustee to sub-
mit to the applicant and the NRC a statement of the valuation of the
assets in the trust fund, detailing the results of investment activity
and the expenses levied against the fund. Securities in the trust fund
should be valued at their marked value no more than 60 days before the
anniversary date of the fund. The applicant may object, in writing, to
the trustee's investment activities or to expenses levied against the
trust fund within 90 days of receiving the valuation statement. If objec-
tions do exist, the applicant is still obligated to deposit the necessary
funds into the trust to ensure that the amount available is equal to the
cost estimates in the approved plan for site closure and stabilization.

(rj .trrangement for a new trustee or other financial assurance should be
v made by the applicant within 60 days before expiration of the existing

trust agreement.

(o) If the applicant sells or transfers operating responsibility for the
facility for which the trust fund provides financial assurance, the trust
fund will not automatically transfer to the next owner. The NRC would
have to approve a new financial assurance through the license for the

:facility. The new applicant could enter into an agreement with the old
iapplicant by which the trust fund is transferred to the new owner. This, '

however, would require amendments to the trust agreement that should be
approved by the trustee and the NRC.

(p) The applicant should alert the trustee that the trustee is responsible
for annual valuations of the trust, for notifying the NRC if the applicant
fails to make payment when directed to do so by the Commission, and for
making payments out of the trust fund at the direction of the NRC.

(q) A change in trustee does not affect the existence of the trust itself.
The trustee may be changed if the applicant is dissatisfied with the per- |

formance of the trustee or if the trustee resigns; the trustee should be
changed if the trustee institution enters into bankruptcy or ceases to

,

'

meet the trustee qualifications. Either way, the trustee can be changed
only on agreement by the applicant, the trustee, and the NRC.

(r) The trust agreement should be signed by the applicant and the trustee and
Q should be properly notarized.4
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(s) The amount of coverage should be based on the cost estimates in the plan
for site closure and stabilization.

|

10.6 Other Financial Assurances :

The NRC staff considers the previously described financial assurances to be
common, standardized financial mechanisms that would adequately provide finan-
cial security for the purposes of this chapter. Additionally, the staff will
consider other financial assurances on a case-by-case basis, if the applicant
can demonstrate that the method provides an adequate degree of security and
also meets the general criteria mentioned earlier. A combination of the finan-
cial assurances discussed above may be proposed by the applicant. However,
combinations would have to be approved by the NRC.

10.7 Adjustments to Surety Amounts
_

The applicant should modify its cost estimates annually to account for infla-
tion and changes in plans.

(a) Adjustments for Inflation

The applicant should adjust the cost estimates for inflation within-

30 days after each anniversary of the date on which the first cost
estimate was prepared. The adjustment should be made using the
inflation factor derived from the anr.ual Implicit Price Deflator for
Gross National Product as published by the U.S. Department of
Commerce in its Survey of Current Business. The inflation factor is
the result of dividing the latest published annual deflator by the
deflator for the previous year.

The first adjustment should be made by multiplying the cost estimates-

by the inflation factor, giving the adjusted cost estimate. Subse-
quent adjustments should be made by multiplying the latest adjusted
closure cost estimate by the latest inflation factor.

The staff suggests a two-step adjustment procedure because of an-

inherent time delay (of 9 to 18 months) that exists in the publica-
tion of a historical annual Implicit Price Deflator for Gross
National Product (AIPD-GNP) by the U.S. Department of Commerce. The
procedure will use both the latest published historical figure for
AIPD-GNP as well as the latest forecast of AIPD-GNP.

(b) Changes in Plans

changes in the process such as size or method of operation-

applicant-initiated changes in plans-

adjustments to plans required by the NRC-

O
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APPENDIX 10.A* |
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RECOMMENDED WORDING FOR PERFORMANCE BOND'
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* Financial assurance guidance continues to be under active review and develop- I
! ment (i.e., standby trust and recommended wording for mechanisms) by the NRC

staff and future revisions are anticipa'.ed to ths materials presented here.
|

] The staff requests comment on the financial assurance guidance and will con- !
] sider such comments in future revisions. I

J

1.
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. . . .

RECOMMENDED WORDING FOR PERFORMANCE BOND

Date bond executed:

Effective date:
!Principal: [ legal name and business address of owner or operator] '

Type of organization: [ insert "individual," "joint venture," "partnership,"
or "corporation")

!State of incorporation: '

Surety (ies): [name(s) and business address (es))

HRC license number, name, address, and amount (s) for each activity
guaranteed by this bond:

Total penal sum of bond: $

Surety's bond number:

Know All Persons By These Present, That we, the Principal and Surety (ies)
hereto, are firmly bound to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

/(] (hereinafter called NRC), in the above penal sum for the payment of which we
*/ bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and

assigns jointly and severally; provided that, where the Sureties are
corporations acting as co-sureties, we, the Sureties, bind ourselves in such
sum "jointly and severally" only for the purpose of allowing a joint action
or actions against any or all of us, and for all other purposes each Surety
binds itself, jointly and severally with the Principal, for the payment of
such sum only as is set forth opposite the name of such Surety; but if no

.limit of liability is indicated, the limit of liability shall be the full
{amount of the penal sum.
;

WHEREAS, the NRC, an agency of the U.S. Government, pursuant t0 the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974,
has promulgated regulations in Title 10, Chapter I of the Code of Federal ,

|

Regulations, Part 61, Subpart E, which, applicable to the Grantor, require
that an applicant of the facility provide assurance that funds will be avail-
able when needed in accordance with the approved Plan for Site Closure and
Stabilization; and

i

WHEREAS, said Principal is required, under these regulations, to have a
{license in order to own or operate the tacility(ies) identified above; and '

|WHEREAS, said Principal is required to provide financial assurance for
activities in the Plan as a condition of the license; and

i

WHEREAS, said Principal shall establish a standby trust fund as is requiredO; when a surety bond is used to provide such financial assurance; |
|

:|
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NOW, THEREFORE, the conditions of the obligation are such that if the Princi- ,

pal shall faithfully perform the activities for which this bond guarantees, in |
accordance with license conditions, pursuant to all applicable laws, statutes, '

rules, and regulations, as such laws, statutes, rules, and regulations may be
amended;

And, if the Principal shall faithfully perform the activities in accordance
with license conditions, pursuant to all applicable laws, statutes, rules,
and regulations, as such laws, statutes, rules, and regulations may be
amended;

Or, if the Principal shall provide alternative financial assurance, and
obtain the NRC's written approval of such assurance, within 90 days after
the date the notice of cancellation is received by both the Principal and the
NRC from the Surety (ies), then this obligation shall be null and void;
otherwise it is to remain in full force and effect.

The Surety (ies) shall become liable on this bond obligation only when the
Principal has failed to fulfill the conditions described above.

Upon notification by the NRC that the Principal has been found in violation
of the license conditions of 10 CFR 61, Subpart E, for which this bond
guarantees performance of certain activities, the Surety (ies) or its (their)
agents shall either perform in accordance with licensing, or place the
amount guaranteed for the facility (ies) into the standby trust fund as
directed by the NRC.

Upon notification by the NRC that the Principal has failed to provide
alternative financial assurance as specified in License Condition No.

and obtain written approval of such assurance from the NRC during the
90 days following receipt by both the Principal and the NRC of a notice of
cancellation of the bond, the Surety (ies) shall place funds in the amount
guaranteed for the facility (ies) into the standby trust fund as directed by
the NRC.

The Surety (ies) hereby waive (s) notification of amendments to site closure
and stabilization plans, permits, applicable laws, statutes, rules, and
regulations and agree (s) that no such amendment shall in any way alleviate
its (their) obligation on this bond.

The liability of the Surety (ies) shall not be discharged by any payment or
succession of payments hereunder, unless and until such payment or payments
shall amount in the aggregate to the penal sum of the bond, but in no event
shall the obligation of the Surety (ies) hereunder exceed the amount of said
penal sum.

The Surety (ies) may cancel the bond by sending notice of cancellation by
certified mail to the licensee and to the NRC, provided, however, that
cancellation shall not occur during the 120 days beginning on the date of
receipt of the notice of cancellation by both the Principal and the NRC, as
evidenced by the return receipts.

The Principal may terminate this bond by sending written notice to the
Surety (ies), provided, however, that no such notice shall become effective
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(V)
until the Surety (ies) receive (s) written authorization for termination of
the bond by the NRC in which the bonded facility (ies) is (are) located.

[The following paragraph is an optional rider that may be included bJt is
not required.]

The Principal and Surety (ies) hereby agree to adjust the penal sum of the
bond yearly so that it guarantees a new amount, provided that the penal sum
does not increase by more than 20 percent in any one year, and no decrease
in the penal sum takes place without the written permission of the NRC.

In Witness Whereof, the Principal and Surety (ies) have executed this
performance bond and have affixed their seals on the date set forth above.

The persons whose signatures appear below hereby certify that they are
authorized to execute this surety bond on behalf of the Principal and
Surety (ies).

Principal

[ Signature (s)]

[Name(s)]

[ Title (s)]

[ Corporate seal]

Corporate Surety (ies)

[Name and address]

State of incorporation:

Liability limit: $

[ Signature (s)]

[Name(s) and title (s)]

[ Corporate seal]

[For every co-surety, provide signature (s), corporate seal, and other infor-
mation in the same manner as for Surety (ies) above.]

Bond premium: $

i

i

O
V4
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RECOMMENDED WORDING FOR FINANCIAL GUARANTEE BOND
\

Date bond executed:
1

Effective date: |

Principal: [ legal name and business address of owner or operator]

Type of organization: [ insert "individual," "joint venture," "partnership,"
or "corporation"]

State of incorporation:

Surety (ies) [name(s) and business address (es)]

NRC license number, name, address, and amount (s) for each activity
guaranteed by this bond:

Total penal sum of bond: $

Surety's bond number: )
Know All Persons By These Present, That we, the Principal and Surety (ies)
hereto, are firmly bound to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Os
(hereinafter called NRC), in the above penal sum for the payment of which we
bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and
assigns jointly and severally; provided that, where the Sureties are
corporations acting as co-sureties, we, the Sureties, bind ourselves in such
sum "jointly and severally" only for the purpose of allowing a joint action ,

or actions against any or all of us, and for all other purposes each Surety I
'binds itself, jointly and severally with the Principal, for the payment of

such sum only as is set forth opposite the name of such Surety; but if no
limit of liability is indicated, the limit of liability shall be the full
amount of the penal sum.

WHEREAS, the NRC, an agency of the U.S Government, pursuant to the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, i

has promulgated regulations in Title 10, Chapter I of the Code of Federal j
Regulations, Part 61, Subpart E, which, applicable to the Principal, require '

that an applicant of the facility provide assurance that funds will be avail-
i

able when needed in accordance with the approved Plan for Site Closure and |,

Stabilization;'

NOW, THEREFORE, the conditions of the obligation are such that if the
Principal shall faithfully, before the beginning of site closure and
stabilization of each facility identified above, fund the standby trust fund
in the amount (s) identified above for the facility;

Or, if the Principal shall fund the standby trust fund in such amount (s)
,p after an order to begin site closure and stabilization is issued by an NRC

q or a U.S. district court or other court of competent jurisdiction;

Or, if the Principal shall provide alternative financial assurance, and
obtain the NRC's written approval of such assurance, within 60 days after1
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the date the m tice of cancellation is received by both the Principal and the
NRC from the Sorety(ies), then this obligation shall be null and void;
otherwise it is to remain in full force and effect.

The Surety (ies) shall become liable on this bond obligation only when the
Principal has failed to fulfill the conditions described above. Upon
notification by the NRC that the Principal has failed to perform as guar-
anteed by this bond, the Surety (ies) shall place funds in the amount guaran-
teed for the facility (ies) into the standby trust fund as directed by the
NRC.

The liability of the Surety (ies) shall not be discharged by any payment or
succession of payments hereunder, unless and until such payment or payments
shall amount in the aggregate to the penal sum of the bond, but in no event
shall the obligation of the Surety (ies) hereunder exceed the amount of said
penal sum.

The Surety (ies) may cancel the bond by sending notice of cancellation by
certified mail to the Principal and to the NRC provided, however, that
cancellation shall not occur during the 90 days beginning on the date of
receipt of the notice of cancellation by both the Principal and the NRC, as
evidenced by the return receipts.

The Principal may terminate this bond by sending written notice to the
Surety (ies), provided, however, that no such notice shall become effective
until the Surety (ies) receive (s) written authorization for termination of
the bond by the NRC.

[The following paragraph is an optional rider that may be included but is not
required.]>

The Principal and Surety (ies) hereby agree to adjust the penal sum of the
bond yearly so that it guarantees .= new amount, provided that the penal sum
does not increase by more than 20 percent in any one year, and no decrease
in the penal sum takes place without the written permission of the NRC.

In Witness Whereof, the Principal and Surety (ies) have executed this
financial guarantee bond and have affixed their seals on the date set forth
above.

The persons whose signatures appear below hereby certify that they are
authorized to execute this surety bond on behalf of the Principal and
Surety (ies).

Principal

[ Signature (s)]
,

|

[Name(s)]
'

[ Title (s)]
|

[ Corporate seal]
,
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Corporate Surety (ies)

[Name and address)

State of incorporation:

Liability limit: $

[ Signature (s)]3

[Name(s) and title (s)]

[ Corporate seal]

[For every co-surety, provide signature (s), corporate seal, and other
information in the same manner as for Surety (ies) above.]

Bond premium: $

.
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APPENDIX 10.C
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( RECOMMENDED WORDING FOR IRREVOCABLE STANDBY LETTER OF CREDIT <

IRREVOCABLE STANDBY LETTER OF CREDIT NO. [ insert no.]
'

This Credit Expires [ insert date]

Issued To: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
'

Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir or Madam:

We hereby establish our Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit No. in
your favor, at the request and for the account of [ applicant's name and
address] up to the aggregate amount of [in words], U.S. dollars $ ,

available upon presentation of

(1) your sight draft, bearing reference to this Letter of Credit No. [,

and

(2) your signed statement reading as follows: "I certify that the amount of
the draft is payable pursuant to regulations issued under authority of

This letter of credit is issued in accordance with regulations issued under
the authority of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), an agency of

I the U.S. Government, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. The NRC has promulgated regulations
in Title 10, Chapter I of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 61, Subpart E,
which require that an applicant of the facility provide assurance that funds '

,

will be available when needed in accordance with the approved Plan for Site'

Closure and Stabilization.
.

This letter of credit is effective as of [date] and shall expire on [date at
least 1 yer.r later], but such expiration date shall be automatically extended
for a period of [at least 1 year] on [date] and on each successive expiration
date, unless, at least 90 days before the current expiration date, we notify

; beth you and [ licensee's name], as shown on the signed return receipts. The
bank shall give immediate notice to the applicant and the NRC of any notice
received or action filed alleging (1) the insolvency or bankruptcy of the bank
or (2) any violations of regulatory requirements that could result in suspen-
sion or revocation of the bank's charter or license to do business. It also

'

shall give immediate notice if it, for any reason, becomes unable to fulfill
its obligation under the letter of credit.

.

Whenever this letter of credit is drawn on under and in compliance with the
terms of this letter of credit, we shall duly honor such draft upon its
presentation to us within 30 days, and we shall deposit the amount of the
draft directly into the standby trust fund of [ licensee's name] ini

accordance with your instructions.
.

! Each draft must bear on its face the clause: "Drawn under Letter of Credit
| No. , dated _ , and the total of this draft and all
i
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other draf ts previousiy drawn under this letter of credit does not exceed
[ fill in amount]."

[ Signature (s) and title (s) of official (s) of issuing institution]

[Date]

This credit is subject to [ insert "the most recent edition of the Uniform
Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, published by the International
Chamber of Commerce," or "the Uniform Commercial Code"].

I

O

|
i

O
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APPENDIX 10.D

RECOMMENDED WORDING FOR DOCUMENTS
RECOMMENDED TO SUPPORT CORPORATE GUARANTEE

1

a

!
i

e

e

!
i

,

!

'|

I

,
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i

RECOMMENDED WORDING FOR LETTER FROM CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER OF CORPORATE,

'

PARENT, INCLUDING COST ESTIMATES AND DATA FROM AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(Address to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission)

I am the chief financial officer of [name and address of firm], a [ insert
"individual," "joint venture," "partnership," or "corporation"). This letter
is in support of this firm's use of the financial test to demonstrate financial

,

assurance, as specified in 10 CFR Part 61, Subpart E.

[ Complete the following paragraph regarding facility (ies) and
associated cost estimates. For each facility, include its license number,
name, address, and current cost estimates for the specified activities.]

This firm guarantees, through the parent company guarantee submitted to
demonstrate compliance under 10 CFR Part 61, Subpart E, the site closure and
stabilization of the following facility (ies) owned or operated by subsidiary (ies)
of this firm. The current cost estimates for site closure and stabilization,
so guaranteed, are shown for each facility:

Name of Current
Facility Cost Estimates

This firm [ insert "is required" or "is not required"] to file a Form 10K
with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission for the latest fiscal year.*

* This fiscal year of this firm ends on [ month, day]. The figures for
the following items marked with an asterisk are derived from this firm's

, independently audited, year-end financial statements and footnotes for the
latest completed fiscal year, ended [date].

; [ Insert completed Alternative I or Alternative II.]

I hereby certify that the wording of this letter is true and correct to
the best of my knowledge.

[ Signature]

[Name]

[ Title]

[Date]
:

I

O
i
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ALTERNATIVE I

1. Sum of current site closure and stabilization cost
estimates for facility [ insert license number] (total
of all cost estimates shown in paragraphs above) $

*2. Total liabilities (if any portion of the cost estimates
for decontamination, reclamation, stabilization, or
long-term care is included in total liabilities on your
firm's financial statement, deduct the amount of that
portion from tnis line and add that amount to lines 3

and 4) $

*3. Tangible net worth $

*4. Net worth $

^5. Current assets $

*6. Current liabilities $

*7. Net working capital (line 5 minus line 6) $

*8. The sum of net income plus depreciation,
depletion, and amortization 5

*9. Total assets in United States (required only if less
than 90 percent of firm's assets are located in the
United States) $

Yes No

10. Is line 3 at least $10 million?

11. Is line 3 at least 6 times line 1?
12. Is line 7-at least 6 times line 1?
13. Are at least 90 percent of firm's assets located

in the United States? If not, complete line 14.

14. Is line 9 at least 6 times line 1?
15. Is line 2 divided by line 4 less than 2.0?

16. Is line 3 divided by line 2 greater than 0.1?

17. Is line 5 divided by line 1 greater than 1.5?

* Denotes figures derived from financial statements.
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;
.

.[ ALTERNATIVE II

1. Sum of current site closure and stabilization cost
estimates for facility [ insert license number] (total
of all cost estimates shown in paragraphs above) $

2. Current bond rating of most recent issuance of this '

s.

firm and name of rating service $
~

,'

_
-

3. Date of issuance of bond $

4. Date of maturity of bond $
$

!*5. Tangible net worth (if any portion of estimates for-

the site closure and stabilization is included in
total liabilities on your firm's financial statements,

; add the amount of that portion to this line). $
-

<

*6. Total assets in United States (required only if less /|

,
1 than 90 percent of firm's assets are located in the 3>

Unites States) $
_

Yes No
'

i ;-
7. Is line 5 at least $10 million?

,._

8. Is line 5 at lest 6 times line 17'

: >

*9. Are at least 90 percent of firm's assets located in
,

the United States? If not, complete line 10.
,

__

10. Is line 6 at least 6 times line 17

i

|

! T

l

i

l
;

)

* Denotes figures derived fr:m financial statements.'

|
4

;
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*

I hereby certify that the wording of this letter is true and correct to
the best of my knowledge.

[ Signature]

[Name]

[ Title]
1

[Date]

<

O

,

p

3

\

)

O,
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. [3 SAMPLE'OFI AUDITOR'S SPECIAL REPORT BY CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACC00flTANT
Tj CONFIRMATION OF CHIEF FINANE.IAL OFFICER'S LC: TIER

We Nave examined the financial statements of [ company name] for the year
ended [date], and have issued our report thereon dated [date]. Our exami-
nation was idade in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and, accordingly, included such teste of the acevanting records and such
other auditing procedures as vc considered netassary.

The [ company name] has prepared documents to demonstrate its financial re-
sponsibility under the NRC's financial issurance regulations, 10 CfE Part 61,
Subpart E. This letter is furnished to issist the licensee [insere. NRC
license number and name] in complying with these regulations and should not
be used for other purpotes.

The attached schedule reconciles the specified infcrmation furnished in the
chief financial officer's (CF0's) letter in response to the regulations with
the company's financial statemenu. In connection therewith, we have

1. agreed the amounts in the column "Per Financial Statements" with
amounts cor.taine'd in the company's financial statements for the year
ended [date]'

2. agreed the amount in the colum1 "Per CE0's Letter" to the lette r
prepared in response to the NRC't? rce:uest,

(
\ 3. agreed the amounts in the column "Reconciling Items" to analyses

prepared by the compary setting forth the indicated items

4. recomputed the totPs and percstages
|

Because the above procedures da not .:onstitute an examination' made in |

accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, we do not express an
opinion on any amounts or itettis ' referred to above. In connection with the i

4 crocedures referred to above, no mattus came to sr .ittention that cause us
to believe the schedule should bn' adjusted.

t,

.

/

. -

,

,

,-

-
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SAMPLE SCHEDULE RECONCILING AMOUNTS CONTAINED IN
CHIEF FINANCIAL 0FFICER'S LETTER TO AMOUNTS IN FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

XYZ COMPANY

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 19X1

Line Number Per Recon- Perin Financial ciling CF0'sCFO's Letter Statements Items Letter
2 Total current liabilities X

Long-term debt X
Deferred income taxes X

Ri
Accrued site closure and
stabilization costs included
in current liabilities X

Total liabilities (less
accrued site closure and
stabilization costs) X

3 Net worth XX
Less: Cost in excess of
of value of tangible assets
acquired X

Ri

Accrued site closure and
stabilization costs included
in current liabilities X

Tangible new worth (plus
accrued site closure and
stabilization costs) XX

(Balance of schedule is not illustrated.)

This illustrates the form of schedule that is contemplated. Details
and reconciling items will differ in specific situations.

O
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'

'
RECOMMENDED WORDING FOR PARENT COMPANY GUARANTEE

i

Guarantee made this [date] by [name of guaranteeing entity], a [ insert
"individual," "joint venture," "partnership," or "corporation") organized

,

under the laws of the State of [ insert name of State], herein referred to as '

"guarantor," to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), or State
agency found acceptable to the NRC, [ insert name of State agency], obligee, 1

on behalf of our subsidiary [ licensee] of [ business address].

Recitals i

1. The guarantor has full authority and capacity to enter into this
guarantee [If guarantor is a corporation, add the following phrase
"under its bylaws, articles of incorporation, and the laws of the State
of [ insert guarantor's state of incorporation], its State of
incorporation."] [If the guarantor has a Board of Directors, insert |

the following: "Guarantor has approval from its Board of Directors to '

enter into this guarantee."]

2. This guarantee is being issued to comply with regulations issued by the
1NRC, an agency of the U.S. Government, pursuant to the Atomic Energy j

Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. NRC
has promulgated regulations in Title 10, Chapter I of the Code of Federal

|Regulations, Part 61, Subpart E, which require that an applicant of the

O facility provide assurance that funds will be available when needed in
iaccordance with the approved Plan for Site Closure and Stabilization. 1

.

3. The guarantor meets or exceeds the following financial test criteria !
[ insert statement indicating which financial test is being used] and !
agrees to comply with all notification requirements for sureties as !
specified in 10 CFR Part 61, Subpart E.

The guarantor shall meet one of the following two financial tests:

(a) (i) The guarantor's most recently issued senior credit
obligations are "BBB" or higher as rated by Standard and
Poor's Corporation, or "Baa" or higher as rated by Moody's
Investors Service, Inc.; and

(ii) The guarantor's tangible net worth is at least $10 million
and is equal to or greater than six times the sum of the
current cost estimates for site closure and stability re-

)quired by the license; and I

(iii) The guarantor's assets located in the United States amount
to at least 90 percent of its total assets or at least six

times the amount of the current cost estimates for site |
closure and stabilization required by the license.

'3(V
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(b) (i) The guarantor's tangible net worth and net working capital
are each equal to or greater than six times the sum of the
current cost estimates for site closure and stabilization
required by the license; and

(ii) The guarantor's assets located in the United States amount
to at least 90 percent of its total assets or at least six

times the amount of the current cost estimates for site
closure and stabilization required by the license; and

(iii) The guarantor meets two of the following three ratios: a
ratio of total liabilities to net worth that is less than
2.0; a ratio of the sum of net income plus depreciation,
depletion, and amortization to total liabilities that is
greater than 0.1; and a ratio of current assets to current

1liabilities that is greater than 1.5; and
i

(iv) The guarantor's tangible net worth is at least $10 million.

4. The guarantor owns 51 percent or more of the voting stock of the following |licensee (s) covered by this guarantee. [ List for each licensee: name,
address, the facility (ies) owned or operated by each licensee, and the
corresponding license number (s). ]

5. Plans for "Site Closure and Stabilization" as used below refers to the
plans maintained as required by 10 CFR Part 61, Subpart E, for site
closure and stabilization of facility (ies) identified above.

6. For value received from [ licensees], [If the guarantor is a corporation,
add "and pursuant to the authority conferred upon the guarantor by ("the
unanimous resolution of its directors" or "the majority vote if its
shareholders"), a certified copy of which is attached,"] the guarantor
guarantees to the NRC that if the licensee fails to perform the activi-
ties required in the NRC-approved Plan for Site Closure and Stabilization,
as required by License No. [ insert license number], the guarantor shall

(a) carry out the required activities, E

(b) set up a trust fund in favor of the above identified beneficiary
in the amount of these current cost estimates for these activities,
and

[lf a State is the named beneficiary, the guarantee documentation
should include written verification from the State agreeing to use
the trust funds to carry out the required activities described in
the NRC-approved Plan for Site Closure and Stabilization for the
named facility (ies).]

7. The guarantor agrees to submit revised financial statements, financial
test data, and a special auditor's report and reconciling schedule
annually within 90 days of the close of the parent guarantor's fiscalyear.
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(n) 8. The guarantor agrees that if, at the end of any fiscal year before
U termination of this guarantee, it fails to meet the financial test crite-

ria, it shall send within 60 days, by certified mail, notice to the NRC
and to [ licensee] that it intends to provide alternative financial assur-
ance as specified in 10 CFR Part 61, Subpart E, in the name of [ licensee].
Within 90 days after the end of the fiscal year, the guarantor shall
establish such financial assurance unless [ licensee] has done so.

9. The guarantor also agrees to notify the beneficiary promptly if the
ownership of the licensee or the parent firm is transferred and to
maintain this guarantee until the new parent firm or the licensee
provides alternative financial assurance acceptable to the beneficiary.

10. The guarantor agrees to notify the NRC, by certified mail, of a
voluntary or involuntary proceeding under Title 11 ("Bankruptcy") of
the U.S. Code naming the guarantor as debtor, within 10 days after
commencement of the proceeding.

11. The guarantor agrees that within 30 days after being notified by the NRC
of a determination that it no longer meets the financial test criteria
or that it is disallowed from continuing as a guarantor for the facility
under License No. [ insert license number], it shall establish an alter-
native financial assurance as specified in 10 CFR Part 61, Subpart E, as
applicable, in the name of [ licensee] unless [ licensee] has done so.

12. The guarantor agrees to remain bound under this guarantee notwithstanding
(,/ any or all of the following: amendment or modification of license or

NRC-approved Plan for Site Closure and Stabilization for that facility,
the extension or reduction of the time of performance of required activi-
ties, or any other modification or alteration of an obligation of the
licensee pursuant to 10 CFR Part 61, Subpart E.

13. The guarantor agrees to remain bound under this guarantee for as long as
[ licensee] must comply with the applicable financial assurance require-
ments of 10 CFR Part 61, Subpart E, for the previously listed facility (ies),
except that the guarantor may cancel this guarantee by sending notice
by certified mail to the NRC and to [ licensee], such cancellation to
become effective no earlier than 90 days after receipt of such notice
by both the NRC and [ licensee] as evidenced by the return receipts.

14. The guarantor agrees that if [ licensee] fails to provide alternative
|financial assurance as specified in 10 CFR Part 61, Subpart E, as appli-

cable, and obtain written approval of such assurance from the NRC within
60 days after a notice of cancellation by the guarantor is received by
the NRC from the guarantor, the guarantor shall provide such alternative
financial assurance in the name of [ licensee).

15. The guarantee expressly waives notice of acceptance of this guarantee
by the NRC or by [ licensee]. The guarantor also expressly waives
notice of amendments or modifications of the Plan for Site Closure and

m Stabilization and of amendments or modifications of the license.

V)
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!

16. If the guarantor files financial reports with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission, then it shall promptly submit them to the NRC
during the year in which this guarantee is in effect.

I hereby certify that this guarantee is true and correct to the
best of my knowledge.

Effective date:

[Name of guarantor]

[ Authorized signature for guarantor]

[Name of person signing]

[ Title of person signing]

Signature of witness or notary:

I
!
l
!

O

|

O
|
t
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APPENDIX 10.E

RECOMMENDED WORDING FOR TRUST FUND AGREEMENT

O

l

|

,

O
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RECOMMENDED WORDING FOR TRUST FUND AGREEMENT

TRUST AGREEMENT, the Agreement entered into as of [date] by and between [name
of NRC licensee], a [name of State] [ insert "corporation," "partnership,"
"association," or "proprietorship"], the "Grantor," and [name of corporate
trustee], [ insert "incorporated in the State of " or "a national bank"),
herein referred to as the "Trustee."

WHEREAS, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), an agency of the U.S.
Government, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, has promulgated regulations in Title 10,
Chapter I of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 61, Subpart E. These regu-
lations, applicable to the Grantor, require that an applicant of the facility
provide assurance that funds will be available when needed in accordance with
the approved Plan for Site Closure and Stabilization of the facility.

WHEREAS, the Grantor, has elected to establish a trust to provide all or
part of such financial assurance for the facilities identified herein; and

WHEREAS, the Grantor, acting through its duly authorized officers, has
selected the Trustee to be the trustee under this agreement, and the Trustee
is willing to act as trustee, )

i
NOW, THEREFORE, the Grantor and the Trustee agree as follows: |

Section 1. Definitions. As used in this Agreement:

(a) The term "Grantor" means the NRC licensee who enters into this
Agreement and any successors or assigns of the Grantor.

(b) The term "Trustee" means the Trustee who enters into this Agreement and
any successor Trustee.

,

,

Section 2. Identification of Facilities and Cost Estimates. This Agreement
pertains to the facilities and cost estimates identified in License Number
[ insert license number] and shown in Schedule A. [0n Schedule A, for each l

facility, list the NRC license number, name, address, and the current site
;

closure and stabilization estimates or portions thereof, for which financial '

assurance is demonstrated by this Agreement.]

Section 3. Establishment of Fund. The Grantor and the Trustee hereby
establish a trust fund (the Fund) for the benefit of the NRC. The Grantor
and the Trustee intend that no third party have access to the Fund except as
provided herein. The Fund is established initially as consisting of the
property, which is acceptable to be Trustee, described in Schedule B attached
hereto. Such property and any other property subsequently transferred to the
Trustee are referred to as "the Fund," together with all earnings and profits
thereon, less any payments or distributions made by the Trustee pursuant to
this Agreement. The Fund shall be held by the Trustee, IN TRUST, as herein-

O
after provided. The Trustee shall not be responsible nor shall it undertake
any responsibility for the amount of adequacy of, nor any duty to collect
from the Grantor, any payments necessary to discharge any liabilities of the
Grantor established by the NRC.
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Section 4. Payment for Required Activities Specified in the Plan. The
Trustee shall make payments from the Fund as the NRC shall direct, in writ-
ing, to provide for the payment of the costs of required activities covered
by this Agreement. The Trustee shall reimburse the Grantor or other persons
as specified by the NRC from the Fund for expenditures for required activi-
ties in such amounts as the NRC shall direct in writing. In addition, the
Trustee shall refund to the Grantor such amounts as the NRC specifies in
writing. Upon refund, such funds shall no longer constitute part of the
Fund as defined herein.

Section 5. Payments Constituting the Fund. Payments made to the Trustee
for the Fund shall consist of cash or securities acceptable to the Trustee.

Section 6. Trustee Management. The Trustee shall invest and reinvest the
principal and income of the Fund and keep the Fund invested as a single
fund, without distinction between principal and income, in accordance with
general investment policies and guidelines which the grantor may communicate
in writing to the Trustee from time to time, subject, however, to the provi-
sions of this section. In investing, reinvesting, exchanging, selling, and |
managing the Fund, the Trustee shall discharge its duties with respect to '

the Fund solely in the interest of the beneficiary and with the care, skill,
prudence, and diligence under the circumstances then prevailing which per-

.

sons of prudence, acting in alike capacity and familiar with such matters, |
would use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like character and with like i

aims; except that
'

(a) Securities or other obligations of the Grantor, or any other owner or
operator of the facilities, or any of their affiliates as defined in
the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (15 U.5.C. 80a-2 (a)),
shall not be acquired or held, unless they are securities or other
obligations of the Federal or a State government;

(b) The Trustee is authorized to invest the Fund in time or demand ' deposits
of the Trustee, to the extent insured by an agency of the Federal or
State government; and

(c) The Trustee is authorized to hold cash awaiting investment or distribu-
tion uninvested for a reasonable time and without liability for the
payment of interest thereon.

Section 7. Commingling and Investment. The Trustee is expressly authorized
in its discretion

(a) To transfer from time to time of any or all of the assets of the Fund to
any common, commingled, or collective trust fund created by the Trustee
in which the Fund is eligible to participate, subject to all of the
provisions thereof, to be commingled with the assets of other trusts
participating therein; and

(b) To purchase shares in any investment company registered under the
Investment Company Act of 1940 (15 U.S.C. 80a-1 et seq.), including one
that may be created, managed, underwritten, or to which investment ad-
vice is rendered, or the shares of which are sold by the Trustee. The
Trustee may vote such shares in its discretion.
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(- Section 8. Express Powers of Trustee. Without in any way limiting the(w powers and discretions conferred on the Trustee by the other provisions of
this Agreement or by law, the Trustee is expressly authorized and empowered:

(a) To sell, exchange, convey, transfer, or otherwise dispose of any
property held by it, by public or private sale. No person dealing with
the Trustee shall be bound to see to the application of the purchase
money or to inquire into the validity or expediency of any such sale or
other disposition;

(b) To make, execute, acknowledge, and deliver any and all documents of
transfer and conveyance and any and all other instruments that may be
necessary or appropriate to carry out the powers herein granted;

(c) To register any securities held in the Fund in its own name or in the
name of a nominee and to hold any security in bearer form or in book
entry, or to combine certificates representing such securities with
certificates of the same issue held by the Trustee in other fiduciary
capacities, or to deposit or arrange for the deposit of such securities
in a qualified central depository, even though, when so deposited, such
securities may be merged and held in bulk in the name of the nominee of
such depository with other securities deposited therein by another
person, or to deposit or arrange for the deposit of any securities
issued by the U.S. Government, or any agency or instrumentality
thereof, with a Federal Reserve bank, but the books and records of the[ Trustee shall at all times show that all such securities are part of
the Fund.

(d) To deposit any cash in the Fund in interest-bearing accounts maintained
or savings certificates issued by the Trustee, in its separate
corporate capacity, or in any banking institution affiliated with the
Trustee, to the extent insured by an agency of the Federal or State
government; and

(e) To compromise or otherwise adjust all claims in favor of or against the
Fund.

Section 9. Taxes and Expenses. All taxes of any kind that may be assessed
or levied against or in respect of the Fund and all brokerage commissions
incurred by the Fund shall be paid from the Fund. All other expenses incurred
by the Trustee in connection with the administration of this Trust, including
fees for legal services rendered to the Trustee, the compensation of the
Trustee to the extent not paid directly by the Grantor, and all other proper
charges and disbursements of the Trustee shall be paid from the Fund.

Section 10. Annual Valuation. The Trustee shall annually, at least 30 days
before the anniversary date of establishment of the Fund, furnish to the
Grantor and to the NRC a statement confirming the value of the Trust. Any
securities in the Fund shall be valued at market value as of no more than 60
days before the anniversary date of the establishment of the Fund. The

I failure of the Grantor to object in writing to the Trustee within 90 days
after the statement has been furnished to the Grantor and the NRC shall
constitute a conclusively binding assent by the Grantor, barring the Grantor
from asserting any claim or liability against the Trustee with respect to the
matters disclosed in the statement.
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Section 11. Advice of Counsel. The Trustee may from time to time consult
with counsel, who may be counsel to the Grantor, with respect to any ques-
tion arising as to the construction of this Agreement or any action to be
taken hereunder. The Trustee shall be fully protected, to the extent per-
mitted by law, in acting on the advice of counsel.

Section 12. Trustee Compensation. The Trustee shall be entitled to
reasonable compensation for its services as agreed upon in writing from time
to time with the Grantor. (See Schedule C.)

Section 13. Successor Trustee. The Trustee may resign or the Grantor may
replace the Trustee, but such resignation or replacement shall not be
effective until the Grantor has appointed a successor Trustee and this
successor accepts the appointment. The successor Trustee shall have the
same powers and duties as those conferred upon the Trustee hereunder. Upon
the successor Trustee's acceptance of the appointment, the Trustee shall

a assign, transfer, and pay over to the successor Trustee the funds and
J properties then constituting the Fund. If for any reason the Grantor cannot

or does not act in the event of the resignation of the Trustee, the Trustee>

may apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of a
successor Trustee or for instructions. The successor Trustee shall specify
the date on which it assumes administration of the trust in a writing sent
to the Grantor, the NRC, and the present Trustee by certified mail 10 days
before such change becomes affective. Any expenses incurred by the Trustee
as a result of any of the acts contemplated by this section shall be paid as
provided in Section 9.

Section 14. Instructions to the Trustee. All orders, requests, and
instructions by the Grantor to the Trustee shall be in writing, signed by
such persons as are designated in the attached Exhibit A or such other
designees as the Grantor may designate by amendment to Exhibit A. The
Trustee shall be fully protected in acting without inquiry in accordance
with the Grantor's orders, requests, and instructions. All orders,
requests, and instructions by the NRC to the Trustee shall be in writing,
signed by the NRC, or its designees, and the Trustee shall act and shall be
fully protected in acting in acccedance with such orders, requests, and
instructions. The Trustee shall have the right to assume, in the absence of
written notice to the contrary, that no event constituting a change or a
termination of the authority of any person to act on behalf of the Grantor
or the NRC hereunder has occurred. The Trustee shall have no duty to act in
the absence of such orders, requests, and instructions from the Grantor
and/or the NRC, expect as provided for herein.

Section 15. Notice of Nonpayments. The Trustee shall notify the Grantor
and the NRC by certified mail within 10 days following the expiration of the
30-day period after the anniversary of the establishment c. the trust, if no
payment is received from the Grantor during that period, i. iter the pay-in
period is completed, the Trustee shall not be required to send a notice of
nonpayment.

Section 16. Amendment of Agreement. This Agreement may be amended by an
instrument in writing executed by the Grantor, the Trustee, and the NRC, or
by the Trustee and the NRC, if the Grantor ceases to exist.
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i

[s Section 17. Irrevocability and Termination. Subject to the right of the
parties to amend this Agreement as provided in Section 16, this Trust shall
be irrevocable and shall continue until terminated at the written agreement
of the Grantor, the Trustee, and the NRC or by the Trustee and the NRC, if
the Grantor ceases to exist. Upon termination of the Trust, all remaining
trust property, less final trust administration expenses, shall be delivered
to the Grantor.

.

Section 18. Immunity and Indemnification. The Trustee shall not incur
personal liability of any nature in connection with any act or omission,
made in good faith, in the administration of this Trust, or in carrying out
any directions by the Grantor or the NRC issued in accordance with this
Agreement. The Trustee shall be indemnified and saved harmless by the
Grantor or from the trust fund, or both, from and against any personal
liability to which the Trustee may be subjected by reason of any act or
conduct in its official capacity, including all expenses reasonably incurred
in its defense in the event the Grantor fails to provide such defense.

Section 19. Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be administered, construed,
and enforced according to the laws of the State of [ insert name of State].

Section 20. Interpretation. As used in this Agreement, words in the singular
include the plural and words in the plural include the singular. The descrip-
tive headings for each section of this Agreement shall not affect the interpre-
tation or the legal efficacy of this Agreement.

b IN WITNESS WHERE0F the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by
their respective officers duly authorized and their corporate seals to be
hereunto affixed and attested as of the date first written above.

[ Signature of Grantor]
[ Title]

ATTEST:

[ Title]
[ Seal]

[ Signature of Trustee]
[ Title]

ATTEST:

[ Title]
[ Seal]

O
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SAMPLE SCHEDULE A
|

This Agreement demonstrates financial assurance for the following cost
estimates for the following facilities:

COST ESTIMATES
U.S. NUCLEAR FOR REGULATORY
REGULATORY ASSURANCES
COMMISSION NAME OF A] DRESS OF DEMONSTRATED BY
LICENSE NUMBER FACILITY FACILITY THIS AGREEMENT

The cost estimates listed here were last adjusted and approved by the NRC on
[date].

SAMPLE SCHEDULE B

The Fund is established initially as consisting of the following property:

[$ dollar amount] as evidenced by [ property].

SAMPLE SCHEDULE C

, Trustee's fees shall be $
.

!

O
I
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EXHIBIT A

[The following is an example of the certification of acknowledgement that
must accompany the trust agreement for a trust fund.]

.

STATE OF-

COUNTY OF

On this [date), before me, personally came [name of licensee], known, who,
being by me duly sworn did depose and say that she/he resides at [ address];
that she/he is [ title) of [ corporation], the corporation described herein
and which executed the above instrument; that she/he knows the seal of said
association; that the seal affixed to such instrument is such corporate
seal; that it was so affixed by order of the Board of Directors of said
corporation; and that she/he signed her/his name thereto by like order.

[ Signature of notary public]

My Commission Expires: ,

[0 ate] l

O
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APPENDIX 10.F I

RECOMMENDED WORDING FOR STAN0BY TRUST AGREEMENT
,
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O) RECOMMENDED WORDING FOR STANDBY TRUST AGREEMENT
'

q
I

TRUST AGREEMENT, the Agreement entered into as of [date] by and between [name |
of NRC licensee], a [name of State] [ insert "corporation," "partnership," i

"association," or "proprietorship"), herein referred to as the "Grantor," and I

[name of a national bank], the "Trustee."

WHEREAS, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), an agency of the U.S.
Government, pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, has promulgated regulations in Title 10,
Chapter I of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 61, Subpart E. These regu-
lations, applicable to the Grantor, require that an applicant of the facility
provide assurance that funds will be available when needed in accordance with
the approved Plan for Site Closure and Stabilization.

WHEREAS, the Grantor has elected to establish a [ insert "letter of credit,"
,

"surety bond," or "parent guarantee"] to provide all or part of such
financial assurance for the facilities identified herein; and

WHEREAS, when payment is made under a [ insert "letter of credit," "surety ;

bond," or "parent guarantee"], this standby trust shall be used for the
receipt of such payment; and

WHEREAS, the Grantor has elected to establish a standby trust to provide all
or part of such financial assurance for the facilities identified herein; and

l

Os WHEREAS, the Grantor, acting through its duly authorized officers, has
selected the Trustee to be the trustee under this Agreement, and the Trustee
is willing to act as trustee,

NOW, THEREFORE, the Grantor and the Trustee agree as follows:

Section 1. Definitions. As used in this Agreement:

(a) The term "Grantor" means the NRC licensee who enters into this Agreement
and any successors or assigns of the Grantor.

(b) The term "Trustee" means the trustee who enters into this Agreement and 1
any successor Trustee. !

Section 2. Identification of Facilities and Cost Estimates. This Agreement
pertains to the facilities and cost estimates identified in License Number

[ insert license number] and shown in Schedule A.

Section 3. Establishment of Fund. The Grantor and the Trustee hereby
establish a standby trust fund (the Fund) for the benefit of the NRC. The
Grantor and the Trustee intend that no third party have access to the Fund
except as provided herein.

Section 4. Payments Constituting the Fund. Payments made to the Trustee
O for the Fund shall consist of cash or securities acceptable to the Trustee.
() The Fund is established initially as consisting of the property, which is
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acceptable to the Trustee, described in Schedule B attached hereto. Such
property and any other property subsequently transferred to the Trustee are
referred to as the "Fund," together with all earnings and profits thereon,
less any payments or distributions made by the Trustee pursuant to this
Agreement. The Fund shall be held by the Trustee, IN TRUST, as hereinaf ter
provided. The Trustee shall not be responsible nor shall it undertake any
responsibility for the amount or adequacy of, nor any duty to collect from
the Grantor, any payments necessary to discharge any liabilities of the
Grantor established by the NRC.

Section 5. Payment for Required Activities Specified in the Plan. The
Trustee shall make payments from the Fund as the NRC shall direct, in
writing, to provide for the payment of the costs of required activities
covered by this Agreement. The Trustee shall reimburse the Grantor or other
persons as specified by the NRC from the Fund for expenditures for required
activities in such amounts as the NRC shall direct in writing. In addition,
the Trustee shall refund to the Grantor such amounts as the NRC specifies in
writing. Upon refund, such funds shall no longer constitute part of the
Fund as defined herein.

Section 6. Trustee Management. The Trustee shall invest and reinvest the
princi'11 and income of the Fund and keep the Fund invested as a single
fund, without distinction between principal and income, in accordance with
general investment policies and guidelines which the Grantor may communicate
in writing to the Trustee from time to time, subject, however, to the
provisions of this section. In investing, reinvesting, exchanging, selling,
and managing the Fund, the Trustee shall discharge its duties with respect '

to the Fund solely in the interest of the beneficiary and with the care,
skill, prudence, and diligence under the circumstance then prevailing which
persons of prudence, acting in a like capacity and familiar with such matters,
would use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like character and with like
aims; except that:

(a) Securities or other obligations of the Grantor, or any other owner or
operator of the facilities, or any of their affiliates as defined in
the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (15 U.S.C. 80a-2(a)),
shall not be acquired or held, unless they are securities or other
obligations of the Federal or a State government;

(b) The Trustee is authorized to invest the Fund in time or demand deposits
of the Trustee, to the extent insured by an agency of the Federal or
State government; and

(c) The Trustee is authorized to hold cash awaiting investment or distribu-
tion uninvested for a reasonable time and without liability for the
payment of interest thereon.

Section 7. Commingling and Investment. The Trustee is expressly authorized
in its discretion:

(a) To transfer from time to time any or all of the assets of the Fund to
any common, commingled, or collective trust fund created by the Trustee
in which the Fund is eligible to participate, subject to all of the
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| \ provision thereof, to be commingled with the assets of other trusts
| participating therein; and i

1 1

(b) To purchase shares in any investment company registered under the
Investment Company Act of 1940 (15 U.S.C. 80a-1 et seq.), including one
that may be created, managed, underwritten, or to which investment
advice is rendered, or the shares of which are sold by the Trustee.
The Trustee may vote such shares in its discretion.

Sectica 8. Express Powers of Trustee. Without in any way limiting the
powers and discretions conferred upon the Trustee by the other provisions of
this Agreement or by law, the Trustee is expressly authorized and empowered:

(a) To sell, exchange, convey, transfer, or otherwise dispose of any
property held by it, by public or private sale. No person dealing with
the Trustee shall be bound to see to the application of the purchase
money or to inquire into the validity or expediency of any such sale or
other disposition;

(b) To make, execute, acknowledge, and deliver any and all documents of
transfer and conveyance and any and all other instrument that may be
necessary or appropriate to carry out the powers herein granted;

(c) To register any securities held in the Fund in its own name, or in the
name of a nominee and to hold any security in bearer form or in book
entry, or to combine certificates representing such securities with

O certificates of the same issue held by the Trustee in other fiduciary
capacities, or to deposit or arrange for the deposit of such securities
in a qualified central depository even though, when so deposited, such
securities may be merged and held in bulk in the name of the nominee of
such depository with other securities deposited therein by another
person, or to deposit or arrange for the deposit of any securities
issued by the U.S. Government, or any agency or instrumentality thereof,
with a Federal Reserve bank, but the books, and records of the Trustee
shall at all times show that all such suurities are part of the Fund;

(d) To deposit any cash in the Fund in interest-bearing accounts maintained
or savings certificates issued by the Trustee, in its separate corporate
capacity, or in any other banking institution affiliated with the Trustee,
to the extent insured by an agency of the Federal or State gov ~nment;
and

|

(e) To compromise or otherwise adjust all claims in favor of or against the |

Fund.

Section 9. Taxes and Expenses. All taxes of any kind that may be assessed
or levied against or in respect of the Fund and all brokerage commission
incurred by the Fund shall be paid from the Fund. All other expenses
incurred by the Trustee in connection with the administration of this Trust,
including fees for legal services rendered to the Trustee, the compensation
of the Trustee to the extent not paid directly by the Grantor, and all other
proper charges and disbursements of the Trustee shall be paid from the Fund.
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Section 10. Annual Valuation. After payment has been made into this
standby trust fund, the Trustee shall annually, at least 30 days before the
anniversary date of receipt of payment into the standby trust fund, furnish
to the Grantor and to the NRC a statement confirming the value of the
Trust. Any securities in the Fund shall be valued at market value as of no
more than 60 days before the anniversary date of the establishment of the
Fund. The failure of the Grantor to object in writing to the Trustee within !90 days after the statement has been furnished to the Grantor and the I

NRC shall constitute a conclusively binding assent by the Grantor, barring
the Grantor from asserting any claim or liability against the Trustee with
respect to the matters disclosed in the statement.

Section 11. Advice of Counsel. The Trustee may from time to time consult
with counsel, who may be counsel to the Grantor, with respect to any question
arising as to the construction of this Agreement or any action to be taken
hereunder. The Trustee shall be fully protected, to the extent permitted by
law, in acting on the advice of counsel.

Section 12. Trustee Compensation. The Trustee shall be entitled to reason-
able compensation for its services as agreed upon in writing from time to
time with the Grantor. (See Schedule C.)

Section 13. Successor Trustee. The Trustee may resign or the Grantor may
replace the Trustee, but such resignation or replacement shall not be
effective until the Grantor has appointed a successor Trustee and this
successor accepts the appointment. The successor Trustee shall have the
same powers and duties as those conferred upon the Trustee hereunder. Upon
the successor Trustee's acceptance of the appointment, the Trustee shall
assign, transfer, and pay over to the successor Trustee the funds and
properties then constituting the Fund. If for any reason the Grantor cannot
or does not act in the event of the resignation of the Trustee, the Trustee
may apply to a court of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of a
successor Trustee or for instructions. The successor Trustee shall specify
the date on which it assumes administration of the trust in a writing sent
to the Grantor, the NRC, and the present Trustee by certified mail 10 days
before such change becomes effective. Any expenses incurred by the Trustee
as a result of any of the acts contemplated by this section shall be paid as
provided in Section 9.

Section 14. Instructions to the Trustee. All orders, requests, and
instructions by the Grantor to the Trustee shall be in writing, signed by
such persons as are designated in the attached Exhibit A or such other
designees as the Grantor may designate by amendment to Exhibit A. The
Trustee shall be fully protected in acting without inquiry in accordance
with the Grantor's orders, requests, and instructions. All orders,
requests, and instructions by the NRC to the Trustee shall be in writing,
signed by the NRC, or its designees, and the Trustee shall act and shall be
fully protected in acting in accordance with such orders, requests, and
instructions. The Trustee shall have the right to assume, in the absence of
written notice to the contrary, that no event constituting a change or a
termination of the authority of any person to act on behalf of the Grantor
or the NRC hereunder has occurred. The Trustee shall have no duty to act in l
the absence of such orders, requests, and instructions from the Grantor I

and/or the NRC, except as provided for herein. '
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Section 15. Amendment of Agreemant. This Agreement may be amended by an
instrument in writing executed by the Grantor, the Trustee, and the NRC, or

,

by the Trustee and the NRC, if the Grantor ceases to exist. '

Section 16. Irrevocability and Termination. Subject to the right of the
parties to amend this Agreement as provided in Section 15, this trust shall ,

be irrevocable and shall continue until terminated at the written agreement I
of the Grantor, the Trustee, and the NRC, or by the Trustee and the NRC, if

'

the Grantor ceases to exist. Upon termination of the trust, all remaining
trust property, less final trust administration expenses, shall be delivered
to the Grantor. |

|

Section 17. Immunity and Indemnification. The trustee shall not incur i

personal liability of any nature in connection with any act or omission, ;

made in good faith, in the administration of this trust, or in carrying out
any directions by the Grantor or the NRC issued in accordance with this
Agreement. The Trustee shall be indemnified and saved haraless by the
Grantor or from the trust fund, or both, from and against any personal lia-
bility to which the Trustee may be subjected by reason of any act or con-
duct in its official capacity, including all expenses reasonably incurred in
its defense in the event the Grantor fails to provide such defense.

Section 18. Choice of Law. This Agreement shall be administered, construed,
and enforced according to the laws of the State of [ insert name of State].

O Section 19. Interpretation. As used in this Agreement, words in the
\j singular include the plural and words in the plural inc'iude the singular. <

The descriptive headings for each section of this Agreement shall not affect I

the interpretation or the legal efficacy of this Agreement. |
|

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by |
the irrespective officers duly authorized and the incorporate seals to be
hereunto affixed and attested as of the date first written above.

|

[ Signature of Grantor]

ATTEST:

[ Title]
[ Seal]

[ Signature of Trustee)
[ Title]

ATTEST:

[ Title]
[ Seal]
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SAMPLE SCHEDULE A

This Agreement demonstrates financial assurance for the following cost
estimates for the following facilities:

COST ESTIMATES
U.S. NUCLEAR FOR REGULATORY
REGULATORY ASSURANCES
COMMISSION NAME OF ADDRESS OF DEMONSTRATED BY
LICENSE NUMBER BCILITY FACILITY THIS .*,GREEMENT

,

The cost estimates listed here were last adjusted and approved by the NRC on
[date].

SAMPLE SCHEDULE B

AMOUNT

AS EVIDENCED BY

SAMPLE SCHEDULE C

, Trustee's fees shall be $
.

O
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() EXHIBIT A

[The following is an example of the certification of acknowledgement that
must accompany the trust agreement for a standby trust fund.)

STATE OF-

To Wit:

CITY OF

On this day of , before me, a notary public in and for the city
and State aforesaid, personally appeared , and she/he did depose
and say that she/he is the [ title], of [ ], national banking asso-
ciation, Trustee, which executed the above instrument; that she/he knows the
seal of said association; that the seal affixed to such instrument is such
corporate seal; that it was so affixed by order of the association; and that
she/he signed her/his name thereto by like order.

[ Signature of notary public]

My Commission Expires:
[Date]

|

,

|

|
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